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0 F F I C I A L S 
Geraldine R. Ellison, Editor 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
In cooperation with the 





This 1 Directory of Tennessee Mu..11ici;pal Officials is the 19th issue 
of the directory series. It has been compiled, for the most part, from 
questionnaires sent to aJ.1 cities. Although every effort has been made to 
make the information for each city complete and correct, for 22 cities that 
did not return the questionnaires it was necessary to rely upon latest 
information available in our files. 
To all city recorders and other officiaJ.s who have contributed 
information we are deeply grateful. Without the willing and prompt co­
operation of these offidals, publication of the directory would have been 
difficult, if n.ot impossible. 
Connnents and suggestions as to how future issues of the directory can 
be further inrproved will be appreciated. They rnay be sent to either of the 
following: 
Herbert J. Bingham 
Executive Secretary 
Tennessee Municipal I...eague 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
('() ().. � 
... .:U:.i..e-tor C. Ifobd:a::r �:va Exe�u�ive Director 
Mun2cJ.paJ. Tecr.nical 
Adv:l.sory Service 
Box 85oc, University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
ADDRESSES OF INTEREST TO MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS 
MUNI9*PaJ. TECHNJCAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
Jf.i;ebor�C; �1 Executive Director 
The University of Tennessee 
Box 8500, University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
Phone: 524-2981 Ext. 284 
NASINILLE OFFICE, MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL 
ADVISORY SERVICE 
Robert A. Lovelace 
Consultant on Municipal Management 
226 Capitol Boulevard, Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 3'7 J J 1 
Phone : -AL!.lttte 6-3� ..:i 5 (J) - .3'flf1 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Lee s. Greene, Director 
Ayres Hall, Room 320 
The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee - ..3 ? '1 1 1.t> 
Phone: 524-2981 Ext . 597 
DEPAR'.ft.fu"'NT OF OLD AGE AND 
SURVIVORS INSURANCE 
H. Gordon Nichol, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 326 
Nashville 3, Tennessee - .:i'l,)/q 
Phone : 71.t.1-2311 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBJ ..IC HEALTH 
Julian R .  Fleming, Director 
Division of Sanitary Engineering 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 6o2 
Nashville 3, Tennessee �'l�J � 
Phone: 741-2281-2282-2283 
STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 
Harold V .  MiJ.ler, Executive Director 
Room C2-208, Central Services Building 
Nashville 3, Tennessee �?.;llf 
Phone: 741-2166 
STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
Carlton N. Martin 
Executive Secretary 
323-1thLAvenuerN0r-th !.> ( ' 
Nashville 3, Tennessee � ?�J °I 
Phone: 741-2451 
TENNESSEE TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION 
·Donald W. Jackson, Executive Secretary 
Connnerce Union Annex, Rooms 504-508 
Fourth Avenue, North 
Nashville 3, Tennessee J 1,;) I 'J 
Phone: � Oi'/CJ.- 1�5'-f .. 
STREAM POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
s. Leary Jones, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 620 
Nashville 3, Tennessee J"J)J 1 
Phone: 741-2275 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Homer S • Elldns 
Instructor-Coordinator 
Fire Service Training 
215 Chestnut Street 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Phone: Al\fuurst 6-8163 
STAFF DIVISION Fai INDUS'IRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
W. Dan Calgy 
Governor's Staff Director for 
Industrial Development 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 240 
Nashville 3, .Tennessee cl'7:JJ'j 
Phone: 741-2540-2549 
TENNESSEE INSPECTION BUREAU 
C •. N. Mullican, State Manager·�· 1 · v:;J J:Ge�oan=B.�ng If �ot/ "!J Ktt, 
Po Oo Box � 1,f)I'/ 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 372� � 
Phone: �l.:).:18-3333 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
David M. Pack, Commissioner 
Highway Building, Room 817 CJ 
Nashville 3, Tennessee .3 tJ:)l-1 
Phone: 71.t.1-2848 
TENNESSEE COUNTY SERVICES ASSN. 
Ja.r..1es Tipton, Executive Director 
106 YM.CA Building 
Nashville 3 ,  Ten.."lessee J7.) 1'1 
Phone: CHapel 2-5591 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
DEPT. OF CONSERVATION & COMMERCE 
Raleigh W. Robinson, Director 
· Cordell Hull Building, Room "'2f>l 3 3 I C. 
Nashville 3, Tennessee � 1.;) I 7 
Phone: 741-2572 










Robert A. McNees 
Mayor, O ak Ridge 
William K. F illauer 
Mayor, Cleveland 
Beverly Briley 
VICE PR ESIDENTS 
Middle Tennessee 
A. L. Todd, Jr. 
Mayor, Murfreesboro 
Mayor, Nashville-Davidson County 




� Wf John S. Ridley 
Mayor, Smyrna 
� 0 ' 'J.n: o.-:Ct -me��y;. 
Mayor, en- L�tf­�H�cµ...-
West Tennessee 
Y. D. Moore 
Mayor, McKenzie 
F. E. Pitts 
Mayor, Dyersburg 
Claude A. Armour 
Vice-Mayor, Memphis 






Herbert J. Bingham 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: �ine 5-64Hi �55 - u+I l1' 
GUIDE TO USE OF THIS DIRECTORY 
After the name of each city is the county name, in parentheses, in which the 
city is located. Next is a letter showing in which grand division of the state 
the city is located, �ast, �iddle, or �est. The figure following this letter is 
the population (see tM.rd paragraph, this page). Next is the fiscal year ending; 
for example, "F .Yr.5/3111 means the fiscal year ends May 31. There follows the 
date of the next election; for example, "Elec.5/6411 means the next election will 
be in May 1964. The last entry on this line is the telephone number of the city 
hall or office. 
On the second line is shovm the time and place of the meetings of the govern­
ing body. On the third line is shown any closing of city offices (other than the 
usual Saturday afternoon and Sunday). This information was not obtainable for 
some cities. 
Population data are presented on the following two pages; on one in alpha­
betical order and on the other in descending order according to population. These 
population figures are as of July 1, 1963, as used by the State of Tennessee for 
distributing State-shared taxes. The next page lists cities by counties under the 
three grand divisions of the state. 
Municipal elections in Tennessee are held throughout the year, and changes 
are therefore constantly occurring. Changes are announced each month in Tennessee 
Town & City magazine, the official magazine of the Tennessee Municipal League. 
The magazine is sent free to municipal officials; others desiring to subscribe may 




































Civil Defense Director 
Connnissioner of Education 
Connnissioner of F ire 
Connnissioner of F inance 
Commissioner of Health 
Commissioner of Police 





Chief of Police 
' City Recorder 
Housing Board Chairman 
Director of F inance 
Director of Housing Authority 
Director of Personnel 
Director of Public Safety 
Director of Public Works 
Director of Planning & Zoning 
Director of Welfare 
Electric System Manager 
City Engineer 
















S G  
SP 
SS  








F ire Chief 
Housing Inspector 





Assistant City Manager 
Purchasing Agent 
Power Board Chairman 
Planning Connnission Chm. 
Plumbing Inspector 
Recreation Board Chairman 
Recreation Director 
City S chool Superintendent 
Secretary 
Superintendent of Gas Sys�em 
.Superintendent of Parks 
Superintendent of Streets 
S upt. of S ewage Plant 
Supt. of Utilities 
Supt. of Water Works 
Tax Assessor 
Treasurer 
Utilities Board Chairman 
Vice Mayor 
Water Board Chairman 
POPULATIONS O F  TENNESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
as used for distributing State-shared taxes, 
Adair 53 
Ad.ams 517 
Adamsville l, 046 
Alamo 1, 665 
Alcoa 6,395 
Alexandria 599 
Algood 1, 545 
Altamont 552 
Ardmore 195 
Arlington /) ()1>5 620 
















































Cj�f 763 652 
Jo, go'I 19, 787 


















Cleveland 17, 429 
Cl if ton 708 
Clinton 4,943 
Co8.lmont 458 
Collierville 2, 020 
Collinwood )96 
Columbia 2l,24l 
Cookeville 10, 062 
Co:i;>p.erliill 631 
Cornersville 654 
Cottage Grove 130 
Covington 5 'f ""'5, 298 
I 
Cowan 1, 979 
Crossville 4, 668 
Cumberland City 314 
Cuinberland Gap 291 
Dan�idge 829 




























I (, 7 5' 1, 510 I 741 
l, 6l8 
1, 909 







I/ I 5° & 1, 097 
4, 881 
Estill Springs 865 
Etowah 3, 223 
Fairview 1, 017 
Fayetteville 7;170 
Forest Hills 2,101 













Goodlettsville 3, l63 
Gordonsville 249 
Grand Junction 446 
Graysville 838 
Greenback 285 
Greenbrier 2, 052 
Greeneville 12, 790 ,.l,�1.3 
Greenfield 1, 779 
Halls _,, It> � 1,890 
Harriman 10,054 
Hartsville .:> 1 / i./ "I 1, 712 
Henderson 2, 691 
Henning 466 
Henry 283 
Hickory Valley 179 
Hohenwald 2,804 
Hollow Rock 592 
Hornbeak 307 
Hornsby 228 
Humboldt CJ, �t5 8,482 
Huntingdon 3,130 
Huntland 500 
Iron City 511 
Jackson 3 5j �;134, 376 
Jamestown 1, 727 
Jasper 1, 450 
Jefferson City 4, 550 
Jellico 2, 2l0 





Kingston 4, 319 
Knoxville 179,973 
Lafayette 1, 900 
La.Follette 7,130 
LaGrange 217 
Lake City 1, 914 




Lewisburg "1 I'/ f7 " 
Lexington J./ 1 "/-"I 1 












































































































Parsons ;;, 1 ct� 
Petersburg 
Pigeon' Forge 
Pikeville 11 ) �t.i 
Pleasant Hill 
Portland 
Pulaski I Ptiryear 
Ramer 
Red Bank-White Oak 




































































































· 11 Nashville � Knoxville 
Chattanooga 
· Jackson .........- d� NJI'/ 
·�-,Kingsport � 
I 
1 • ijJ ohnson City i.X­
Oak Ridge .,...... 
Clarksville ,,.... 
I Morristown .....­
,,. Columbia ...,.. 
Bristol v- c;oJ fo<f Spring Hill 
Springfield 












































I J, q?3 
I!>, II� 
· , .<?Lebanon ( \ , �lizabethton 
l1Red Bank-White Oak , I � Shelbyville 
·;, Maryville 
Cookeville 
· · . Harr�IllW'l · 
.·Pa� �CJ'JP5' 
¥ . SP!"l. ngfield / 
Tusculum 1,804 
Union City q1 ;.,:,_(' 8, 837 


















Whiteville 757 · � 
y 
Whitwell 1,857 . 
Winchester '5, oof 4, (60 . · 
Woa,dbu:ry, 1, 562, 
1#� JJV 
TOTAL 
, ). Union City 
Humboldt 


























































































South Pittsburg 14, 130.­Lexington '/, L/ ? 3,943 
Manchester 3, 930"' 
Ripley 3, 782 � 

































































Selmer 01 3 '7 I 
Lakewood 



















Spring City 1,800 
Greenfield 1,779 
Gatlinburg�.; IJ.,3 11764 
Newbern 1,g-1..3 1, 747 
Jamestown 11727 
























Erin I J I S-6' 
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Gainesboro 1,021 Alexandria 599 Tennessee Ridge 324 
Fairview 1,017 Red Boiling Springs 597 Cumberland City 314 
Munford 1,014 Collinwood 596 Hornbeak 307 
nutherford 983 Hollow Rock 592 Oakland 306 
McEwen 979 Troy I, u ;;l..; 587 Scotts Hill 298 
Sharon 966 Trimble 581 Gibson 297 
J, � fJt{ Pikeville 951 B�ersheba Springs 577 Morrison 294 
'Bluff City 948 Ridgetop 572 Liberty 634> 293 
Trezevant 944 ·Decaturville 571 Cumberland Gap 291 
Loretto 929 Lynchburg 564 Gates 291 
Watertown 919 New Johnsonville 559 Rives 291 
Pigeon Forge 917 Altamont 552 Greenback 285 
Gleason�  �'fl> 900 Bell Buckle 551 McLemoresville 285 
Spencer 870 Charlotte 551 Henry 283 
Estill Springs 865 St. Joseph /, t.J I 547 Tmmsend 283 
Westmoreland 865 Wartrace S-t1'1 545 Gadsden 281 
Baxter 853 Bethel Springs 533 Dowelltown 279 
Graysville 838 Adams 517 Sardis 274 
Dandridge 829 Iron City 511 Pleasant Hill 267 
New Tazewell 808 Bartlett 508 Auburntown 256 
Sneedville 799 Huntland 500 Enville . 250 
Tellico Plains 794 Big Sandy 492 Gordonsville 249 
Rutledge 793 White Bluff 486 Vanleer 234 
Monteagle 775 Doyle 484 Hornsby 228 
Charleston 764 Oakdale 470 Richard fiJ'llv I/If!. .l/&'c�24 Bradford CJ' "' 763 Henning 466 LaGrange � / 21'( 
Whiteville 757 Atwood 461 Baileyton 206 
Ducktown 741 Middleton 461 Viola 206 
Dover 736 Coalmont 458 Toone 202 
Kimball 716 Stanton 458 Elkton 199 
Medina 722 Samburg 451 Ardmore 195 
Clifton 708 Lobelville 449 Mitchellville 184 
Calhoun 706 Ridgeside 448 Rossville 183 
Spring Hill 689 Grand Junction 446 Hickory Valley 179 
Bulls Gap 682 Petersburg 423 Orme 171 
Decatur 681 Puryear 408 Centertovm 169 
Niota 679 Mason 407 Garland 168 
Cornersville 654 Friendship 399 Saulsbury 141 
Brighton 652 Saltillo 397 Cottage Grove 130 
Benton 638 Burns 386 Normandy 119 
Copperhill 631 Watauga 370 Slayden 101 
Chapel Hill 630 Moscow 368 Medon 97 
Maury City / 624 Eagleville 363 Parrottsville 91 
Arlington /. b 0 lj 620 Lynnville 362 Silerton 84' I 
Maynardville I 620 Ramer 358 Denmark '58 
South Carthage 615 Atoka 357 Adair 53 
Byrdstmm 613 Milledgeville 350 
Friendsville 606 Michie 330 
TOTAL 1,918,493 
J /13'1 ult{ 
TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 











































. East Ridge 
Lookout Mo'untain 

































































F..AST TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
Sullivan Count;y Dickson Count;y 
Bluff City Burns 
Bristol Charlotte 
Kingsport Dickson 
Unicoi Count;y Slayden 
Erwin Vanleer 
Union Co'."'t�0J i,..,tt rel/ White Bluff 
Maynardville Fentress County 
Washington ount;y: Jamestown 













MIDDLE TENNESSEE Beersheba Springs 
Coalmont 
Bedford Count;y Monteagle 
Bell Buckle Palmer 
Normandy Tracy City 
Shelbyville Hickman Count;y 
Wartrace Centerville 
Cannon Count;y Houston Count;y 
Auburntown Erin 
Woodbury Tennessee Ridge 
Cheatham Count;y: HumEhre;ys Count;y 
Ashland City McEwen 
Cla;y: Count;y New Johnsonville 
Celina Waverly 
Coffee Count;y Jackson Count;y 
Manchester Gainesboro 
Tullahoma Lawrence Count;y 
Davidson Count;y · Iron .. City 
Belle Meade Lawrenceburg 
Berry Hill Loretto 
Forest Hills St. Joseph 
Goodlettsville Lewis Count;y: 
Lakewood Hohenwald 
Nashv;Llle Lincoln Count:! 
Oak Hill .Fa yet tev:ille 
.DeKalb Count;y Petersburg 
Alexandria Macon Count;y: 
Dowelltown Lafayette 
Lit?erty Red Boiling Springs 
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F..AST TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
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Robertson County . 












































































































































































T. J. Williams 
Owen Williams 




*Address: Jackson, Tennessee 
Clint O. Williams 
Vanden Griffin 
Jack Manhein 
CITY OF ADAMS (Robertson) -M- 517 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone 2311 First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Meggs Funeral Home 
Mayor 
J./-May �
John W. Strange 
-!r.-R-ay--Adki-ns-











L. A. Blanton Mar 
J. D. Abernathy SS-SWW-SSP 
Ge�..-'Pi-d-we-J:-l '/JCtlcvu{ fRo.ft,t.-PCCh 
Maroi-a:--B-;-GaJ;)erten-9 .5. � i.dl FC 
Mrs. Do L. Gibson CD 
..qlro� Hair U. (Y), ·'Pf" 'l/ip� 
Buford Pusser 
J. D. (Bill) Pickens 
-W-.-B.-I:.edbe.:t.te-.i:: l7i m 
James Butler 
Jamie D. Perkins 
TOWN OF ALAMO (Crockett) -W- 1,665 F.Yr.5/31 Elec,5/65 Phone 696-2506 First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m. 
Offices clos e  Saturday aJ.l day, all year 
Mayor Darius Cullipher CoP John Tracy Ald Eo O. Prather, Jr. ScS T. H. Strange Ald 
Ald 
Billy Camp SWW-SS Notre Brown Don Souder WBCh Neal Warren Ald R. A. Byrd CR Harvey Haynes Atty J. B. Avery, Jr. TA Ro F. Jermaw, Jr. 
�WN OF ALCOA (Blount) -E- 6,395 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/65 Phone 982-419o(Maryville) econd and fourth Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building Offices close Saturday aJ.l day, all year 
Mayor O. w. Brumfiel BI-Eng David w. Switzer Connn Paul R. Hicks FC Fred L. Griffitts Co nun Gaylord Lambdin HOf'f Dr. Trent Vandergriff' Mgr 'Ross F. Walker PCCh -G.-M.-llen"- "C!Oe.J F. 8<3�/ey CR-Jg James Clodfelter ScS R. M. Robinson CoP 
Atty 
Robert L. Carroll RD w. Bailey 
Joe C. Gamble* EMgr c. E. Dyer UBCb c. F. Hord 
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T. J. Williams 
Owen Williams 




*Address: Jackson, Tennessee 
Clint O. Williams 
Vanden Griffin 
Jack Manhein 
CITY OF ADAMS (Robertson) -M- 517 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone 2311 First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Meggs Funeral Home 
Mayor 
J./-May �
John W. Strange 
-!r.-R-ay--Adki-ns-











L. A. Blanton Mar 
J. D. Abernathy SS-SWW-SSP 
Ge�..-'Pi-d-we-J:-l '/JCtlcvu{ fRo.ft,t.-PCCh 
Maroi-a:--B-;-GaJ;)erten-9 .5. � i.dl FC 
Mrs. Do L. Gibson CD 
..qlro� Hair U. (Y), ·'Pf" 'l/ip� 
Buford Pusser 
J. D. (Bill) Pickens 
-W-.-B.-I:.edbe.:t.te-.i:: l7i m 
James Butler 
Jamie D. Perkins 
TOWN OF ALAMO (Crockett) -W- 1,665 F.Yr.5/31 Elec,5/65 Phone 696-2506 First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m. 
Offices clos e  Saturday aJ.l day, all year 
Mayor Darius Cullipher CoP John Tracy Ald Eo O. Prather, Jr. ScS T. H. Strange Ald 
Ald 
Billy Camp SWW-SS Notre Brown Don Souder WBCh Neal Warren Ald R. A. Byrd CR Harvey Haynes Atty J. B. Avery, Jr. TA Ro F. Jermaw, Jr. 
�WN OF ALCOA (Blount) -E- 6,395 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/65 Phone 982-419o(Maryville) econd and fourth Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building Offices close Saturday aJ.l day, all year 
Mayor O. w. Brumfiel BI-Eng David w. Switzer Connn Paul R. Hicks FC Fred L. Griffitts Co nun Gaylord Lambdin HOf'f Dr. Trent Vandergriff' Mgr 'Ross F. Walker PCCh -G.-M.-llen"- "C!Oe.J F. 8<3�/ey CR-Jg James Clodfelter ScS R. M. Robinson CoP 
Atty 
Robert L. Carroll RD w. Bailey 
Joe C. Gamble* EMgr c. E. Dyer UBCb c. F. Hord 
*Address: Bank of Maryville Bldg., Maryville, Tennessee 
1 
'l'OWN OF ALEXANDRIA (DeKalb) -M- 599 F. Yr. 6/30 Elec • Phone 







W., Vo Odum 
B�.J.ly Oor-le-;y- C . D . 5 ,,n ; th 
�e·en DlJu5Ju-s U),115 
H. A. Caplinger 
James C. Oakley 






*Address: Smithville, Tennessee 
J. P. Huf'fman 
Jamee-84-mpsoz:i. fYlrs. 'Jo,,, 
McAllen Foutch* 
James-Jenn.in.gs. Jao -es 
J. P. Huffman 
TOWN OF AWOOD _{_I"utna.m) -M- 1,545 F. Yro7/lst Mon. Elec.6/65 Phone 526-2642 
Fourth Thursday.each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 























'I2.WN OF �ONT (Grundy) ;:!1- 552 F. Yro6/30 E.lec.5/64 Phone 69?-2141 




J. B. Killian 
Thomas Rollings 




Hugh Willard Fults 
H. Be Williams 
J0hn.-Mel-'bon T. r. � j l)e 
TOWN OF .ARDMCBE (Giles) -M- 195 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.ll/63 Phone 427 ... 3193(Ardmore,Afa.) 
Second Thursa..a.y each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 






C. Po Forbes 
Elzie L. Bailey 
George Hickey 
Aw-0, Au� Mo.-5 2H'l ('(},'m.s 





*Address: Pulaski, Tennessee 
2 




TOWN OF ARLINGTON Shelb -W- 620 F.Yr.12 1 Elec012 6 
First Monday each month, :00 p.m., at Town office 
Offices open only mornings, Monday through Friday 
Mayor c. w. Bond Ald 
V-May M. s. Wilson CR 
Ald w. N. Caruthers Clk 
Ald Stanley D. Osborne FC 
Ald Sam Wilson SSP-SWW 
Ald M. L. Herring 
L. T. Hughes 
P. J. Henry 
Mrs. W. N. Caruthers 
Frank Shepard 
Mo L. Herring 








Vollie E. Harris CR-Tr 
J. C. Balthrop FC 
F. C. Stratton, III SWW 
.S • O."""iien-le-y- @GVA.L R. kJv_J,;,v SS 
Paul Ford v CD 
-Ha-re-l:d:-Brafiley '1[�111a ,.) �t l Id . RD 
Howard Walker WBCh 
CITY OF ATHENS McMinn -E- 12 10 















Leroy B. Anderson 
Richard Wall 
Felix Harrod 
James E. Johnson 
R. Danny Hays 
William J. Garrett 
Kenneth Higgins 












Dr. John H. Lillard 
Kalon Chandler 
&-t-acia-Pa:r;en·t J;..1, � iL · " ,, Mrs. Herbert Ray 
RD 
DPZ 




1.ewis Gvev�s Tarne. s 
V. E. Harris 
Eugene Simpkins 
Ralph Spangler 
A. L. Roberts 
Vernon Wade 
Roy Nankivell, Jr. 
Ray Johnson 
Bill Knox 
Wallace D. Hitch 
w. F. Whitaker 
F.J.0yd-Par'ta4n- may (1i-'11 /)I/ 
J. O. Cagle 
Bill Knox 
Ben Wilson 
w. Roy Newsom, Jr. 
Frank Buttram 
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R. Danny Hays 
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RD 
DPZ 




1.ewis Gvev�s Tarne. s 
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Eugene Simpkins 
Ralph Spangler 
A. L. Roberts 
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Roy Nankivell, Jr. 
Ray Johnson 
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w. F. Whitaker 
F.J.0yd-Par'ta4n- may (1i-'11 /)I/ 
J. O. Cagle 
Bill Knox 
Ben Wilson 
w. Roy Newsom, Jr. 
Frank Buttram 
TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- 357 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone TE 7-3411 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at.Walker's Store 'Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor John McLaughlin Ald Carroll Fite 
Ald Paul Bell Ald Charles Gragg 
Ald Vino Forbess CR Jrones Blaydes 
Ald Pete Forbes Mar J. A. Billings 
AJ.d Charles L. Walker 





-Bo OrMcGreger B, uJ, (J1/1son 
Jares Halford 
.:a.-w.-Aa.�-:i:-son o, 1n &1-f' 
w. G. Belew 






'0-.-S. Hawkins R f'Yl. J-/,{f­
J.......M.-Sumrnars tnarvi11 7JaW.Y1porl:­
�W.--B Kennedy T£. ;Jo 11e s 
R-.-Re-01Neal m, V.,Su.17/WJCIY­









Ja rne. s /) c-11 s>i �1 I I 
Elmer Morris 
B. c. McGregor 
Elec. Phone 
0 I! J...-H-,-Jones 
o "'-I-. B.-6ai-ther 
ift-�'WllDlaXsll?.:inin /l'J?-'1 ;,ail 
G. w. Kennedy 
TL ,·111fS 
TOWN OF BAILEYTON (Greene) -E- 206 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/65 Phone , 


















J. R. Mottern 
Lyle Pierce 
T. H. Kilday 
Robert H. Bailey* 
Robert H. Bailey. 




First Thursday each month, :00 p.m., at Town Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor D • J. Guillory Ald 
V-May C. E. Barnett Clk 
Ald D. E. McPherson Mar-FC 
Ald Hugh Huffman SWW 
Ald Joe Freeman Eng 
Ald D. H. Gotten 
John H. George, Jr. 
Catherine P. Warner 
Woodson Neal 
A. G. Warner, Jr. 
J. C. Paine 
TOWN OF BAXTER (Putnam) -M- 853 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/65 Phone 

















Luke C. Hensley 
James D. Maxwell 
Robert Starnes 
Laurence Richardson 
TOWI'L OF BEERSHEBA SPRilWS ( Grundy)-M- 577 F. Yr. 6/30 Elec. Phone McMinn, OX 2-2221 




-0:1--yn-Itll -ian l y ndt> 11 
John Richardson 
James F. Brown 
' . µ, I\ Mgr-CR 
FC 
James F. Brown 
Stanley Brown 
TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE (Bedford) -M- 551 F.Yr.10/31 Elec.l0/63 Phone 275-4221 






J. A. Joyce . Ald 
.w.._:ra.-Harr-:i:s <' � 1..v �,_""""' Ald 
June-llari-Pe.-1..J.� \ \... \....... o, l. L>- .. � FC-SSP 
Clay Alexander CR-SWW 
�lfa.:P-re3."1. u� - J.J� tel ( !1 > 
5 
Clarence Talley 
, . ) �s.,.,rr-. fllliUif 0-W'f � 
James Elkins 
Marvin Whitaker 
TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- 357 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone TE 7-3411 
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Clarence Talley 
, . ) �s.,.,rr-. fllliUif 0-W'f � 
James Elkins 
Marvin Whitaker 
CITY OF *BEILE MEADE (Davidson) -M- 3,082 F.Yr .12/31 Elec. . Phone CY 7-6041 





Sam Davis Bell 
John H. Teas 
Marion G. Smith 
Homer B.  Clarke 





Mo B. Howell, Jr. ** 
Robert C .  Webster .. -
Howard Buttrey 
4705 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
4408 Sheppard Place, Nashville 5, Tennessee 
TOWN OF BELLS (Crockett) -W- 1,232 F.Yr. 6/30  Ele c . 5/65  Phone 663-2334 








John H. Croom 











c. Rex Mehr, Jr. 




First Friday each month, :00 p . m. ,  at City Hall f'//s {,,- 8- & tl 




H .  C .  Wilson 
Cas Rogers 






J.  H. Hammons 
CITY OF *BERRY HILL (Davidson) -M- 1,051 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.3/64 Phone CY 7-4521 
First and third Wednesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 





Ralph P. Rosa 
Dr. L. w. Noel, Jr. 
Clarence w . ·watson 






d frlvin-Wo�<:>-:t' Jof1n /fJ. (;ri ;s-,;,, 
Eme&t-J-...:..w Br-a.ch w/111 /11.•1.!•.v <,II 
Robert K. Hill, Jr . 
*Address : 698 Thompson Lane, Nashville, Tennessee 
6 
TOWN OF BETHEL SPRINGS (McNairy) -W- 533 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone 



















H .  H .  Ellis 
J, S .  Powers 
Waldemar Williams 
J, F .  Plunk 
J-;--B;-Sawrrer fJ. f:1. fl� 1 I t>l7 
�ag I}: L Ol<.. 1s A.d<imS 
TOWN OF BIG SANDY (Benton) -W- 492 F . Yr.6/30 Elec.3/65 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall Pjc•e<td (1 cmi C-R 






Q. B. Dowdy 
Elmer Cowell 
Paul Mccampbell 






*Address: Camden, Tennessee 
Ralph Graham 
-L. A. Smithmier7?7� 
Bradley Frazier* 
-9.-G-r-l.ewe"ll-y 
TOWN OF BLUFF CITY (Sullivan) -E- 948 F .Yr.6/1 Elec. Phone 
First and third Thursday.each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 







L. B.  Webb, Sr. 
Joe Paul Morrell 
Dew�eftg� 
Coy McClellan 








JGI:m S. Mottern. l. 8. We hb 
Bewe-y-Ger-rie-l" 
H .  C. Jessee 
Paul Sams 
Coy McClellan 
D. K. Galloway 
CITY OF BOLIVAR (Hardeman) -W- 3,338 F.Yr . 5/31  Elec . 5/65  Phone 658-5101 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Harlan Thomas 
V-May Mahlon Brown 
Coun A. B. Fortune 
Coun Hall Brooks 
Coun John V .  Anderson, Jr, 
Coun z. Frank Dorris 
Coun ' Joe Ham 
Coun Joe West Williams 
TR-CR-Jg-BI-PA Joe McCoy 
PCCh James Stevens 
Atty E. J, Harris 














M. W. Fulghum 





ThGm.as-Aven-t B. C. JO n (' � • 
Edward-Andersen rra11k /)orris 
Oscar Daniels 
Marion Creekmore 
John V .  Anderson, Sr. 
L. fl. SAapp/ey 
CITY OF *BEILE MEADE (Davidson) -M- 3,082 F.Yr .12/31 Elec. . Phone CY 7-6041 
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D. K. Galloway 
CITY OF BOLIVAR (Hardeman) -W- 3,338 F.Yr . 5/31  Elec . 5/65  Phone 658-5101 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Harlan Thomas 
V-May Mahlon Brown 
Coun A. B. Fortune 
Coun Hall Brooks 
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Coun ' Joe Ham 
Coun Joe West Williams 
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M. W. Fulghum 





ThGm.as-Aven-t B. C. JO n (' � • 
Edward-Andersen rra11k /)orris 
Oscar Daniels 
Marion Creekmore 
John V .  Anderson, Sr. 
L. fl. SAapp/ey 
TOWN OF BRADFORD (Gibson). -w-·_763 F.Yr .5/3)_ Elec.  Phone 
First Saturday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall lTack's�n 5v..n 7 :J 3 _t,, If 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor J .  Thomas Taylor 
Ald Bill Pierce 
Ald R .  F .  Green 
Ald Ho  O.  Cash 
Ald Knox Smith 
Ald H .  Lo ,. WaJ.ker 







C o F  
Dale Pate 
Knox Smith 
Jo c. Nowell . 
Knox Smith 
H.  o. Cash 
Bill Cash 
C. l yde  5m ;-&'1 
TOWN OF BRIGHTON (Tipton) -W- 652 F.Yr.8/31 Elec. Phone GR 6-9639 















W. C o  Tipton 
Eail?-sel-Wi.;bs(;>n �0- !'r,CMAi1CLLt 
CITY OF IiUSTOL (Sulli·van) -E- 19,787 F.Yr .5/31 Elec . 6/65 Phone 
Tuesday each week, 2 :00 p .m. , at City Hall Br 1 s l  c I v. - �nn· 
Offices close Saturday a.ll day, all year 
Mayor Stacy Jo Grayson (CP)  . HOff 
Comm Edward F.  Musick (CFin) PCCh 
Comm Maurice Conn (CPW) PBCh' 
Atty . Craig H. Cal.dwell PI 
CR Miss June Sparger SSP 
CoP Mack Godsey ScS 
BI-HI Clarence w. Richards sww 
EMgr E. Oo Olson TA 
FC Ii0uis Peters Lib 
fir Wesley Davis DPZ W/ lf1 ed C, ,'//e11 wa/c1' � 
CITY OF BROWNSVIIJ.£ (Haywood) -W- 5,lt24 F.Yr .6/30 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday a.11 day, May through August l'lpp� a '  & - J ,)  v '/  
Mayor Bro--To-Go--Ghapman {Jr. J. J!, WeJch/ J>su 
Ald Adri-an-Stcmts f3,'11.; fl y1 ' ' PCCh 
Ald -Ae-- W.-Fergusen -;;,A. n j 'Hlll bro o ...;_ PBCh 
Ald Fred To Jones PI 
Ald ;Qi:-•=Ju3.;i�WeJ.eh '" ir 1-c.. :I, SP 
elk �W' I ( 0 ' .  :J K. .  SS S o  M. Duckworth 
CoP Darrell Bull TA 
FC C .  Battle Shaw HOff 
Atty John Wo Norris Br 
8 
Ho  K. Elmore 
Carl R .  Moore 
Glenn McCroskey 
John Leona.rd 
W.  Jo Bricker 
D .  F. Adkisson 
Bu.rley L. Frye 
C.  Eo Vance 
Mrs .  Earl Coalson 
Larry Carter 
LJ11vroPP �Ii.,., LNWOJ 
Elec. 6/64 Phone 1500 
F .. To  Edmonds 
Dro To  C.  Chapman 
Ao S o  Rose 
C. To Callery 




-r. R. f31u�l'J�J 
,t 
TOWN OF BRUCETON Carroll 








T .  M. Miller 
Gene Lowe 
W .  B,· Keeton, J:e..5r: 
W.  T .  Franklin 








F.  W. Turner 
Jimmy Lee Taylor 




TOWN OF BULIS GAP Hawkins )  -E- 682 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec .6  6 
Second Thursday each month, :00 p .m. , at Bank Building 





Dr . W • . G. Justis 
Thruman Park 
Vance Pendleton 




W.  c .  Long 
V .  C .  Pendleton 
w. O .  Grubb 
TOWN OF BURNS (Dickson) -M- 386 F.Yr .5/30 Elec .5/65 Phone 




Marshall S .  Stuart 





G .  c .  Bishop 
Ben M. Bishop 
E. H. Meek, Sr . 
TOWN OF BYRDSTOWN (Pickett) -M- 613 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .8/64 Phone 




W. M. Huddleston 
Danny Harer 
Charles Crouch 
TOWN OF CALHOUN McMinn -E-
Second Tuesday each month, 
Mayor 
V-May 








G. D .  Byrd 
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Atty John Wo Norris Br 
8 
Ho  K. Elmore 
Carl R .  Moore 
Glenn McCroskey 
John Leona.rd 
W.  Jo Bricker 
D .  F. Adkisson 
Bu.rley L. Frye 
C.  Eo Vance 
Mrs .  Earl Coalson 
Larry Carter 
LJ11vroPP �Ii.,., LNWOJ 
Elec. 6/64 Phone 1500 
F .. To  Edmonds 
Dro To  C.  Chapman 
Ao S o  Rose 
C. To Callery 




-r. R. f31u�l'J�J 
,t 
TOWN OF BRUCETON Carroll 








T .  M. Miller 
Gene Lowe 
W .  B,· Keeton, J:e..5r: 
W.  T .  Franklin 








F.  W. Turner 
Jimmy Lee Taylor 




TOWN OF BULIS GAP Hawkins )  -E- 682 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec .6  6 
Second Thursday each month, :00 p .m. , at Bank Building 





Dr . W • . G. Justis 
Thruman Park 
Vance Pendleton 




W.  c .  Long 
V .  C .  Pendleton 
w. O .  Grubb 
TOWN OF BURNS (Dickson) -M- 386 F.Yr .5/30 Elec .5/65 Phone 




Marshall S .  Stuart 





G .  c .  Bishop 
Ben M. Bishop 
E. H. Meek, Sr . 
TOWN OF BYRDSTOWN (Pickett) -M- 613 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .8/64 Phone 




W. M. Huddleston 
Danny Harer 
Charles Crouch 
TOWN OF CALHOUN McMinn -E-
Second Tuesday each month, 
Mayor 
V-May 








G. D .  Byrd 





TOWN OF CAMDEN (Benton) .1.W- 2,774 F.Yr .6/30 Elec.6/65 Phone 584-5501 
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. p at City Hall faA-.:.0 P6-3. i::' · .,J,vf:v..J.,/, tt- 1.3 ..-(.., 3 
� R.t, q • I 0 - � ') · 6 ', 0 f, ·t.-n·) • /)' ft • (_I Jt.. v Mayor Tom H. Hardy Atty Frank Hollis . 
Ald w .  C.  Lockhart CoP Aubrey Pafford 
Ald Weldon Greer FC-SWW Charles s. Wyatt 
Ald D. A. Hughes CD Elvin Johnson 
Ald Dr. J.  S .  Butterworth .. WBGh Reger-Herndon 
Ald Cecil Jordan RD Dean Presson 
CR �uek:l:e-- PCCh C. L� Barker 
RBCh Robert McConnell 
fh:t r -'<:. � tn '4 · JoJ.,J,t, f, ( " �<-� i { c 
'!'OWN OF CARTHAGE (Smith) -M- 22021 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/64 Phone 8 
Third Thursday each ·:monthp 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 1 )..,,J.J '- 1 .c "  
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
<"-x:_ , , I /  l J  c 
Mayxr :=-; Jehtt-GH.� W l l.; l, /f)l{I :..;: ---P1 175 CJ.k-PA Will T. McClellan 
Ald Huber-�n.e.Jr n�'.1..1 • · ,  n·'( r Atty Edward Turner 
Ald Hueer-But-l:er- w .  m ,  'l " l e ( J 1 ,  FC Walter Malone 
Ald W'!l.Tliam�t-ty Ru� 11 1 .>r1.r · SS � Ee..1i--t7� 
Ald Dr. Hugh E. Green _, CD Ben H.  Thomas 
Ald Glenn�Pettross CoP-BI Jim Wheeler 
Ald Max Long &WW C .. � s-. Bak.er-"2-� 
PCCh J. c. Ratikin, Jr . 8SP -Ray-Bo� a., 
. / T>PvJ ) Cam ) ' , ' / - 8><1 / t-t :s.e?, 
/. J y f/ i J/ ( Rob<Y 7.:.. 1" • , <;,-(', ' Q  / �. � .J.;,::Cfl- &k \ · l e c. ;J o Ccrrv-r"' 99.' . a . fJ(IJ.M.J.4A'. , I ' �ON � W .  cf� (!.i n ,_..,..,.v z,u,_i.1 1 c<... nu /-') , r3'-''(\-nt './ 
TOWN OF CELINA (Clay) �M- · 11228 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .6/65 Phone 243-3380 
I Third Thursday each month, . 7 :00 p .m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor J. Ho Overstreet HOf f 
V�May J. D. Donaldson sww 
Ald J. P .  Dale Mar 
Ald Lebert Sullivan -Ma:P-c, o P 
CR Claude E. Hamilton Atty 
RBCh C.  M. King CD 
Jg J. P. Dale 
Dro Cha.mp Clark 
Landon B. Anderson 
J.  Do  Donaldson 
Eugene Cravens 
J., H. Reneau, II 
J .. Do Donaldson 
TOWN OF *CENTERTOWN (Warren) -M- 169 F.Yr.4/30 Elec.3/65 Phone WE 9-2191 
F�.rst Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at Mayor ' s  home 
Mayor 
Comm 
J. w. Williamson 
Woodrow Lorance 
Comm 
*Address : Box 117; Route 11 McMinnville, Tennessee 
10 
TOWN OF CENTERVILLE Hickman -M- 2 18 F. Yr. 0 Elec .10 6 
T'\iesday after first Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m., at City Hall 











Emery B.  Gill 
Burnace T. Bates 
Irvan B .  Beale 
Grady Breece 
C±i�m: d Har'l:rer �, w, 13 " t. J C <. c .  P. Bates , 
..EHen-J-ohnooa Llrt ,,__( <._,, �n ' ·, ' � A.  












...Cee.lil�heflatj\.. ).:J,J'), in 11 D�-:.1 c •v 
--E-r--ll-.-J;)l:l.nean ';)tt-"' ,.., �t.J, 'f.)c)±rhe <.,/ 
Abner c .  Breece 
w. S .  Lawson 
J.  W. Shouse 
B. T.  Bates 
Buford Gill 
Ralph Cooper 
Claude B. Stephenson 
TOWN OF CHAPEL HILL (Marshall) -M- 630 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.9/64 Phone 









Garrett H. Lawrence 
Joe Gabard 












TOWN OF CHARLESTON (Bradley) -E- 764 F. Yr .6/30 _E..-.l.-.ec......,.. 8..._/_.6_,4,_,,_P.h._on_e_�-'""'."--�-­Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. ,  at City Hall }. I A-tt . .:J< , �  ' t- 1 o - t.- '/ 
Mayor J"Ohn. Tyler J,,_.� ,v c..l ; l , , , CR Lowry G. Weeks 
Comm Frank Bryan FC Clifford Helton 
Connn J4.m-Reamend - /:J.1, lt , ,  I <?�1u- CoP Ray Murray 
Mgr Paul Rogers 
CITY OF CHARLOTTE (Dickson )  -M- 551 F.Yr . 12/31 Elec.6/64 Phone 2311 













Coun Douglas Lewis 
Clk Elizabeth Davis 
CoP Jamee-Weems <2il-c- > 
Atty Ray Stuart 
Sec GlaFa...-Mc.G.le.lland� 
Jg Johnny Frey 
11 
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Joe Gabard 












TOWN OF CHARLESTON (Bradley) -E- 764 F. Yr .6/30 _E..-.l.-.ec......,.. 8..._/_.6_,4,_,,_P.h._on_e_�-'""'."--�-­Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. ,  at City Hall }. I A-tt . .:J< , �  ' t- 1 o - t.- '/ 
Mayor J"Ohn. Tyler J,,_.� ,v c..l ; l , , , CR Lowry G. Weeks 
Comm Frank Bryan FC Clifford Helton 
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Mgr Paul Rogers 
CITY OF CHARLOTTE (Dickson )  -M- 551 F.Yr . 12/31 Elec.6/64 Phone 2311 













Coun Douglas Lewis 
Clk Elizabeth Davis 
CoP Jamee-Weems <2il-c- > 
Atty Ray Stuart 
Sec GlaFa...-Mc.G.le.lland� 
Jg Johnny Frey 
11 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 00  p.m., .at City Hall 
Mayor Ralph Kelley 
V-May S .  Do  Petersen (CE) 
Comm George Mcinturf:f 
Comm A. Lo . Bender (CPW) 
Phone 26 -6681 
Eu�ne.. mc(;overn 
Rooert Po Shepard 
Ellis Spencer 
c. B.  Souders 
Comm James E .  Turner (CF, CP) 















R 0 R 0 Gouldy ) I iv Sa Rr ;J4n;L-e.y . .KJ� R. Cfnh. '� . 
lic A:f:f airs Robert Elmore 
Admo Asst. 




Clk Wo H. Zachry Robed Bradsh a w  
HOf:f Dro Marion M. Yol.Ulg 
PA Hm: ry Piex ee- f/arlan UJh ,'ll'/e/J 
PCCh Frank Dowler 
RD Mrs o Ruth Hale Bird 
w. s .  Teppenpaw 
Benjamin E.  Carmichael 
Rey--MeKeftfrie J. IP. -.J� 
Eugene No Collins 
CITY OF CHURCH HILL (Hawkins) -E- 22159 F oYr.6/30 Elec .10/64 Phone 357-6161 
.Third Friday each month, 1 :  30 p .m. , at Bank Building kl �5spo rt -z-;->ic s _ N� �vs ;/ - 3 _ � 3 
Mayor Arthur Do  Collins CR Jrunes T0 Davis 
V0May John William King Mgr J. To  Marsh, Jr . 
Comm James Crowe Atty Ho  H. Winstead 
Jg Raymond R .  Royall SS Hobert c. Hutson 
PCCh George Eo Wright (}J(JJ( Q.. 13, JQa.vt.a}, Qi,. 
!3T /-(ead 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City HaJ.l Cla r K.s v111� leJ - C.l1YP n .  /) - 1, - {,.f 
Offices close Saturday all day, aJ.l year ' 
Mayor Charles Crow sww WaJ.ter c. Gray 
V�May Charles R .  Jones Atty Charles V. Rl.Ulyon 
Coun Ed Sneed CD Frank C,'unningham 
Col.Ul John Po BaJ.throp CoP Charles Vaden 
Coun Berkley Clark :EM gr J. F.  Perry 
Col.Ul J.  D.  Hanley Eng-SU Jo T. 01.Ulningham; Jr. 
Coun George Bo Lowry FC Gordon Keel 
Col.Ul Lewis Ellarson HOff M. Mo Green 
'I 
Col.Ul Roy Dozier ScS T .  M,o Oakley � Co tin Joseph Trahern SS �lling � /t (l,m.) 
Coun Mike Savage Jg Collier Goodlett, Jr. 
Col.Ul Harry Law BI Carl Sawyer 
Col.Ul Richard R .  Powers RD Frank M. Ditmore 
CR-CFin Milton M. Cooley PCCh Rufus Johnson 
12 
CITY OF CLEVELAND (Bradley) -E- 17,429 F .Yr .9/30 Elec .10/64 Phone 472-4551 
second Monday each month, 3 : 00 p.m. , at City Courtroom 











William K. Fillauer 
Harrison Fafr (CP, CSt) 
George R .  Taylor (CFin) 
C .  F. Kelley (CF )  
Mrs . Virginia Goodner 
Harlan Painter 
Luther Goodwin 
W.  W. Jacobs 
J .  B.  Lambdin 











Oscar L. Giles 
W .  H .  Shultz 
L. F.  McDaris 




Earle G.  Murphy 
Doyle Clark 
Clement Wiley 
CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne) -M- 708 F.Yr.8/31 Elec .8/64 Phone 
First and third Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m .  





Edward Neville, Jr . 
Edward F .  Childress 
P .  W. Carroll 





Joe A .  Kelley 
R .  R .  Haggard, Jr. 
H .  E. Ray 
James Evans 
TOWN OF CLINTON (Anderson) -E- 4,943 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .12/63 Phone 457-0424 












Dr . J .  E .  Jones FC Charles D. May 
1� - 5 -�3 
Charles W. Sweet . ScS H .  L. Morrow . 
-Cheoter-R.-Pa:ee 12�0 o{� 1� £& BI-III Edgar We-0&ter- <fU.uu_,...J �J.L. 
Edwin L �  Brmm PCCh Lloyd Hall 
Byron Hale -Ge,.µp-----.J""=e...,.sse-B;r;:ruLen. 
Charles G .  Seivers RBCh L .  B. Parker 
Lloyd L. Hall RD George Margrave 
D .  P .  Covington -B3:- Gh-arres-W-.-Burne.y. 
Jim Underwood UBCh J. L. Henniss 
H. L. Sparkman CD Edward Underwood 
Wallace Cantrell CoP - 13r Berna:Td-F.-¥andergr-tt--f-{-Ae--Ung=) 
� J. /;Jk-r {ac,r:-,___,t; ) 
CITY OF COALMONT (Grilll.dy) -M- 458 F .Yr . 6/30  Elec .  Phone SP 9-3321 




Lewis Meeks �CR 
J. !\ (\ , , _ . .J! . .' ames ,., • ru'lerson N-VVniMVJ'aff""J3S 
Dale Winton 
13 
� �  
George W. Tate 
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12 
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J. !\ (\ , , _ . .J! . .' ames ,., • ru'lerson N-VVniMVJ'aff""J3S 
Dale Winton 
13 
� �  
George W. Tate 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelby) -W- 2,020 F . Yr. 4/30 Elec . , Phone 853-2254 
Second Tuesday each month, 2 : 00 p .m. , .
at City Hall 
Mayor A. G.  Neville,. Jr. ell 
Ald Willard Livingston FC 
Ald James Russell HOff 
Ald Ho  W .  Cox, Jr . Mar 
Ald Eo L. Hurdle SWW-BI-43S 
Ald Martin Newby Jg 
Tr Fred H. Medling 
Maureen M. Gaither 
Lewis Baker · · 
f) · R F Kel.sey illA U}i.Jluv,iv �L r. a • - - · 
G. R. Dyer 
Clarence House 
William Allen 
First and third Tuesday each month,� : 00 p .m. , at V.  F;;  w. HaJ.l � 






T.  H. Win:ford 
C.  Eo Jackson 
Robert Stooksberry 
CITY OF COLUMBIA Maur 











James H.  Dowdy 
w .  c .  Fraser 
J. Ao Lynn 
Tom Wo Crowe 
E. s .  Bartlett 
Robin Courtney 
Herman Roach 





























9 ,Ce.Gil.-Men:tgomery W . ..£. 6- lv1, J �n.J 
Wbeele�F-Fee.ma.n J:!�...tJ...,, {l"JuJ 











SS T o  W .  Kittrell (L ,_ �...I Johe. 11. :eetee:& r� Wesley P. Flatt, Jr . 







E. R. Burns 
Ed Latey 
W. Co  Smith 
q- 13 -t..3· 
• .  /1- / - /,3 
E. P. Fox 
John A .  Cobb, Jr. 
w .  l3o Bledsoe 
J. Dawson Frierson, Jr. 
Fred Chappel 
Stephen P .  Langa 
Zach Cathey 
Robert L. Maddux 
Brud Spickard 
_}nevn/2.. f'(�V)'...<.-h lv. 
OJ.t (..,.11./ 'f../. j /l.C;l..flL1 • J 
, .  
" 
Dero Brown 
M .  L. Mathis 




w .  R. Holland 
Dillon V .  Thomas 
Maurice Haste 
Frank Moss 
E. C. Reeves . 
he a Ro"oe?'S"Ol\ (() , P. �v"./ 
CITY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) -E- 631 F. Yr .10/31 Elec . 12/64 Pb.one 274 
Thursday each week, 7 : 00 p . m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, January through November 
Mayor Robert S .  Spargo Clk Mrs . G. F. Henson 
V-MaY E. V .  Brackett CoP Jappa Lowery 
Ald Carl Arp FC UJ .  £ . .)a..J.Lv,� 
Ald w .  E. Tallent SS-SWW Charles Turner 
Ald E. R .  Lewis CD S .  E. Sharp 
Ald Bob Kilpatrick 
TOWN OF CORNERSVILLE (Marshall) -M- 654 F. Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/65 Pb.one 293-4565 














J. A. McMahon 
R. J .  McClintock 
TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 130 F. Yr . 6/30 Elec.5/65 Pb.one 






Robert N .  Trotter 
E. W .  Call 








J .  R .  E. Snow 
W .  D. Cox 
Reedie Nichols 
· CITY OF COVINGTON LTipton) -W- 5,298 F. Yr.3/31 Elec .3/65 Pb.one 476-9613 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m. ,  at City Hall �A.-{... l b - �� - � � 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year � ol-� v 3-/cJ t,, t.j 
Mayor Jack Guttman Atty W1l-14am-D Grugett vJi I b1.1r- 6sh 
Ald M .  D .  McI�nnan SG Oscar Rector 
"Ald Oney J .  Naifeh FC-BI Thomas Shoaf 
Ald Dr. L .  C. Bierman ScS R. K. Castellaw 
Ald ' Jack C. Sanford SS Roy McDaniel 
Ald Jack Witherington CD Shannon Faulkner 
Ald R .  A .  Baxter, Jr. SWW Clint Wright 
CR Clyde Y � Walker TA k§...a:m D .  Fee , 
PCCh P .  A .  Turner CoP 0 Effi:arl-er-b±ndse..y: ..fotU>Ci:..tb ;� � tn ,'1 J . r (l  1 ,J ; ,  , · ;  
15 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelby) -W- 2,020 F . Yr. 4/30 Elec . , Phone 853-2254 
Second Tuesday each month, 2 : 00 p .m. , .
at City Hall 
Mayor A. G.  Neville,. Jr. ell 
Ald Willard Livingston FC 
Ald James Russell HOff 
Ald Ho  W .  Cox, Jr . Mar 
Ald Eo L. Hurdle SWW-BI-43S 
Ald Martin Newby Jg 
Tr Fred H. Medling 
Maureen M. Gaither 
Lewis Baker · · 
f) · R F Kel.sey illA U}i.Jluv,iv �L r. a • - - · 
G. R. Dyer 
Clarence House 
William Allen 
First and third Tuesday each month,� : 00 p .m. , at V.  F;;  w. HaJ.l � 






T.  H. Win:ford 
C.  Eo Jackson 
Robert Stooksberry 
CITY OF COLUMBIA Maur 











James H.  Dowdy 
w .  c .  Fraser 
J. Ao Lynn 
Tom Wo Crowe 
E. s .  Bartlett 
Robin Courtney 
Herman Roach 





























9 ,Ce.Gil.-Men:tgomery W . ..£. 6- lv1, J �n.J 
Wbeele�F-Fee.ma.n J:!�...tJ...,, {l"JuJ 











SS T o  W .  Kittrell (L ,_ �...I Johe. 11. :eetee:& r� Wesley P. Flatt, Jr . 







E. R. Burns 
Ed Latey 
W. Co  Smith 
q- 13 -t..3· 
• .  /1- / - /,3 
E. P. Fox 
John A .  Cobb, Jr. 
w .  l3o Bledsoe 
J. Dawson Frierson, Jr. 
Fred Chappel 
Stephen P .  Langa 
Zach Cathey 
Robert L. Maddux 
Brud Spickard 
_}nevn/2.. f'(�V)'...<.-h lv. 
OJ.t (..,.11./ 'f../. j /l.C;l..flL1 • J 
, .  
" 
Dero Brown 
M .  L. Mathis 




w .  R. Holland 
Dillon V .  Thomas 
Maurice Haste 
Frank Moss 
E. C. Reeves . 
he a Ro"oe?'S"Ol\ (() , P. �v"./ 
CITY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) -E- 631 F. Yr .10/31 Elec . 12/64 Pb.one 274 
Thursday each week, 7 : 00 p . m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, January through November 
Mayor Robert S .  Spargo Clk Mrs . G. F. Henson 
V-MaY E. V .  Brackett CoP Jappa Lowery 
Ald Carl Arp FC UJ .  £ . .)a..J.Lv,� 
Ald w .  E. Tallent SS-SWW Charles Turner 
Ald E. R .  Lewis CD S .  E. Sharp 
Ald Bob Kilpatrick 
TOWN OF CORNERSVILLE (Marshall) -M- 654 F. Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/65 Pb.one 293-4565 














J. A. McMahon 
R. J .  McClintock 
TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 130 F. Yr . 6/30 Elec.5/65 Pb.one 






Robert N .  Trotter 
E. W .  Call 








J .  R .  E. Snow 
W .  D. Cox 
Reedie Nichols 
· CITY OF COVINGTON LTipton) -W- 5,298 F. Yr.3/31 Elec .3/65 Pb.one 476-9613 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m. ,  at City Hall �A.-{... l b - �� - � � 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year � ol-� v 3-/cJ t,, t.j 
Mayor Jack Guttman Atty W1l-14am-D Grugett vJi I b1.1r- 6sh 
Ald M .  D .  McI�nnan SG Oscar Rector 
"Ald Oney J .  Naifeh FC-BI Thomas Shoaf 
Ald Dr. L .  C. Bierman ScS R. K. Castellaw 
Ald ' Jack C. Sanford SS Roy McDaniel 
Ald Jack Witherington CD Shannon Faulkner 
Ald R .  A .  Baxter, Jr. SWW Clint Wright 
CR Clyde Y � Walker TA k§...a:m D .  Fee , 
PCCh P .  A .  Turner CoP 0 Effi:arl-er-b±ndse..y: ..fotU>Ci:..tb ;� � tn ,'1 J . r (l  1 ,J ; ,  , · ;  
15 
TOWN OF COWAN (Franklin) -M- 1,979 F.Yr.6/30 El,ec.  Phone 932-7318 
First and third Monday each month, 7 : 00  p.m. , at City Hall 
Off ices close Wednesday 8.fternoon, all year 
Mayor Jimmy R .  Brock Atty Howard G. Betty 
Ald Gene Foreinan · CoP Carl Farmer 
Ald Glenn_ Howard Ray Eng J .  H.  Hawkins 
Ald Harvey Garner FC Charles Abbott 
Aid W.  H. Smith' . SWW Robert Lee Amacher 
Ald J.  N o  Williams UBCh Bill Williams 
CR-SS V�ughn Davis Tr Bede Champion 
CITY OF CROSSVIIJ..E Cumberland -E- 4 668 FoYr .12 1 Elec.12 64 Phone 484- 11 
Third Thursday each month, :15 p .m. , at City Hall L:TH 5 - ;:J"J- (; 'f 
Mayor Raymond Shadden CoP Roy Loveday 
Comm Carl Sutton FC Robert Stewart f(i ·f lu. � Conun Ralph Hall SS �arn&s � 
sww -t.� CR -e. E, � (),Q .  Dick Brady, Jr. 
TA Wo M. Stone CD Wmr-Eo-Meyb��P-a c� JJ. 
Atty J. B. Redmond Tr Evelyn Harris 
PCCh Dr. R .  w. Smart 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND 9ITY (Stewart) -M- 314 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .1/64 Phone 





G. L. Landiss, Sr. 







Ao  M. Parchman 
T.  R o  Parchman 
Hester Clements 
Mrs� Fannie May Parchman 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND GAP (Claiborne) -E- 291 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.10/64 Phone 6320 
First Monday each month, . ·r : 30 p.m. , at School B:;.ilding 







J.  D. Estep, Jr . 
Sam Bowman 
Joe s. Collins 
Luther Owens 













TOWN OF DANDRIDGE (Jefferson) -E- 829 F .Yr .6/30 Elec.5/6!� Phone 397-3361 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor H .  B .  Jarnigan, Sr. 
Ald R .  E .  Farrar, (fz, · 
Ald Robert Baker 
Ald �ne Fox T.C, �v 
Ald Cecil R .  Chambers 
Ald Tom Webb 







Jason Miller � ) &lgene For � f. Cl1.-tt-r1Jwld 
L. R .  Sherrod 
C.  E. Piatt 
John C .  Miller, Jr . 
Pat Flynn 
CITY OF DAYTON (Rhea) -E- 3,668 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .ll/63 Phone 198 
First and third Monday each month, 3:00 p .m. ,  at City Hall 


























C.  P .  Swafford 
Dr. J. J. Rogers 
Ralph Blevins 
TOWN OF DECATUR (Meigs) -E- 68l F .Yr.l0/31 Elec.4L65 Phone 334-5846 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at Town Office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor R .  S .  Lillard CoP 
AJ.d Lige Bogess sww 
Ald Jack Wade FC 
Ald H.  H .  Cline Atty 
Ald Kay Jennings WBCh 
Ald Kermeth Ford CR 
G. H. Parris 
L. B.  Massengill 
c .  E .  Rockholt 
J.  D .  Culvahouse 
Ho H .  Cline 
..A. Eo Denton '('l'"rs . r I ) t , 
AJ.d A.  W. McKenzie Tr > � n /llrs. rtofe 1H! e  
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE {Qecatur) -W- 571 F.Yr .12/31 Elec .12/64 Phone 852-2482 


















E. H. Wylie 
Thomas Johnson 
Ola D\iek� VtWt.W � 
J. L. England 
Mrs .  Ruth W. Rogers 
17 
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CR-SS V�ughn Davis Tr Bede Champion 
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Mayor Raymond Shadden CoP Roy Loveday 
Comm Carl Sutton FC Robert Stewart f(i ·f lu. � Conun Ralph Hall SS �arn&s � 
sww -t.� CR -e. E, � (),Q .  Dick Brady, Jr. 
TA Wo M. Stone CD Wmr-Eo-Meyb��P-a c� JJ. 
Atty J. B. Redmond Tr Evelyn Harris 
PCCh Dr. R .  w. Smart 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND 9ITY (Stewart) -M- 314 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .1/64 Phone 





G. L. Landiss, Sr. 
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Hester Clements 
Mrs� Fannie May Parchman 
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J.  D. Estep, Jr . 
Sam Bowman 
Joe s. Collins 
Luther Owens 













TOWN OF DANDRIDGE (Jefferson) -E- 829 F .Yr .6/30 Elec.5/6!� Phone 397-3361 
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Mayor H .  B .  Jarnigan, Sr. 
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Ald Robert Baker 
Ald �ne Fox T.C, �v 
Ald Cecil R .  Chambers 
Ald Tom Webb 







Jason Miller � ) &lgene For � f. Cl1.-tt-r1Jwld 
L. R .  Sherrod 
C.  E. Piatt 
John C .  Miller, Jr . 
Pat Flynn 
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C.  P .  Swafford 
Dr. J. J. Rogers 
Ralph Blevins 
TOWN OF DECATUR (Meigs) -E- 68l F .Yr.l0/31 Elec.4L65 Phone 334-5846 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at Town Office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor R .  S .  Lillard CoP 
AJ.d Lige Bogess sww 
Ald Jack Wade FC 
Ald H.  H .  Cline Atty 
Ald Kay Jennings WBCh 
Ald Kermeth Ford CR 
G. H. Parris 
L. B.  Massengill 
c .  E .  Rockholt 
J.  D .  Culvahouse 
Ho H .  Cline 
..A. Eo Denton '('l'"rs . r I ) t , 
AJ.d A.  W. McKenzie Tr > � n /llrs. rtofe 1H! e  
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE {Qecatur) -W- 571 F.Yr .12/31 Elec .12/64 Phone 852-2482 


















E. H. Wylie 
Thomas Johnson 
Ola D\iek� VtWt.W � 
J. L. England 
Mrs .  Ruth W. Rogers 
17 
TOWN OF DECHmD (Franklin) -:!i':° l,704 F .  Yr .6/30 Elec .7/65  Phone 923-5181 







William 1.r. Brown 










*Address : Winchester, Tennessee 
TOWN OF D�K Madison -W- 8 F.Yr . 6  0 Elec .  






S .  A. Carter 
Mrs .  J.  L. Williamson 





F. M. Crownover 
Joe Davidson 
Mrs .  B. J. Crownover 
WaJ.ter Haynes* 
c. E.  Harris 
Will . A.  Hardee 
J. A. Tyson 
Jackson 
TOWN OF DICKSON (DicksonJ -M- 5,028 F.Yr .9/30 Elec .9/63 Phone 446-2819 










Leland G. Ishmael Jg 
Dr . W.  A .  Crosby Clk 
Albert Ray EMgr 
Ray Brazzell FC 
Ed.win WaJ.ker SWW-SS 
Buford Reed Lib 
Mauri"'Ce-P� 9 .  iu� ltii1L {)M-.,µf1i.J CD 
William Gilmore , . , ) A-tty �t..t-Mer..gan WYIL�'"J WdkJ Tr tJ Co P 
Doyle Larkins 
c. N.  Dunegan 
Claude Ragan · · 
Van Corlew 
Mrs . A. N.  Hines 
Murray Crow 
Robert s .  Clement 
Mary Diamond 
ff./, �1Jdvu �v l/Jaf'3itf 
TOWN OF DOVER (Stewar-tJ -M- 736 F. Yr. 6/30 Elec . Phone 232-5907 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.�. , at City Recorder ' s  office 







W.  H. T:tppit 
w. D.  Howell 
Woodrow Dill 
Clay Groves n /l (/ ,, 
Rq;y::Yl:llsetr y · v. �M:./::,,, 











Will R .  Brigham 
TOWN OF DOWELLTOWN (DeKalb) -M- 279 FQYr .6/30 Elec .  








w .  A.  Cathcart 
P .  R .  Duggin 










John D .  Vandergriff 
Carl Boyd Banks 
Bill Gothard 
J. R .  Turner 





C.  Ray Ward 
Chester Miller 
Roy Womack 





�WN OF DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- 1,510 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 








Allen J .  Strawbridge 
Raymond Vaughn 
S .  T.  Bowlin 
T.  W. Fisher 
Ralph Wright 
Joe Anderson 







J.  s .  Goddard 
Charles N .  Raper 
Willie H .  Clouse 
Charles R .  Taylor 
Phone 364-2270 
Mayo McWherter 
-Hay:mona Sm4::&& /(. i. 
E.  C .  McAlister 
Laws Rushing 
c .  T.  Spikes 
Grooms Herron 





: 30 p.m. , at Courthouse 
C .  I o  Presswood . Mgr-CR 
�es.. Co.1wn.(..l Jd.<.b.�J CD 
Me'I'T±a-BW:"ger IJ1nu 'fl!-< I ( !AA • ,)  FC 
Charlie Runions 
A LA ,{ A - ' -Morris Bttrger- c.;� 1�__,..., 
Sam Sharpe 
Hoyt Presswood 









l / 6  
19 
� .  Utv.wf v J!L.,_� 
James S , liermetts--e� 
T. A.  Greer, Jr . 
(Y) • .S S  J)ett.y W�f' /f 
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l / 6  
19 
� .  Utv.wf v J!L.,_� 
James S , liermetts--e� 
T. A.  Greer, Jr . 
(Y) • .S S  J)ett.y W�f' /f 
CITY OF DYER Gibson -W- 1 F.Yr .6  O Elec ,6 64 Phone 










c. c. Berry 
· Garland Nicholson, 
Bob Robinson 
W±lford :eurrtt- -r.c · 
Dr. David Robinson 
W .  T.  Ewell 




CITY OF DYERSBURG r -W- 12 4 







F. E. Pitts 
Paul Bradshaw 
David W o !Janier 
Nap Brigham 
William Guy Yarbro 
Marshall Wa.1.lace 
Noble Davis 


















s .  J. Barton 
Turner Mingle 
Robert L. Webb 





Latta Richards vJ. 
�J, o. Mad:� l.J , Q ,  � 
J. P. Crawford ' Ald 













Mrs .  Frank B. Cradd9ck J .w. Otrudey-4.erb���"'-
��Q J -..) 1,.J..vJ 
� .a . &� 
TOWN . OF EAGLEVILLE (Rutherford) -M- 363 F. Yr .J.?f3l Elec • 12/ 63 Phone 




W.  H. Dyer 
Fred Smithson (CF) 







TOWN OF EAST RIDGE Hamilton -E- l 0 F .  Yr • l Elec • 4 6 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , a� Town Hall 










w. R.  Brunson, Jr. 
W. Alex Watt 









J0se-ph-B.-Robe,p.,t-s* tAa.iltvJ cv. 
, 
Clarence L. Bailey 
-w.tliarrd:-Morgarr �aJ..pJv �Ar� ,l 
George T .  Weaver 
Joe w .  Esch 
M. L. Smith 
William Senter 
Clarence �. Bailey 
Charles L. Thrailkill 
Harvey L. Wade 
William B. Luther 
*Address : Volunteer Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee 
20 
TOWN OF ELIZABETHTON (Carter ).-E- 10, 826 F.  Yr . 













William G. Frost 
J"ames W. Hunnicutt 
Bert Johnson 
c .  J .  Wagner 
Diel� Bain 
Dr . D .  M .  Sholes 
Vince Jessee 
W. Paul Crumley 
G. J .  Holly 






















C.  B .  Allen 
Peter w .  Hampton 
Bemis Tatem 
Jim Clear, Jr . 
Mrs .  Ethel Nance 
John R .  Campbell 
Clay M. Rose 
8. W · fiM.d'-/-c:.£ 
TOWN OF ELKTON (Giles) -M- 1_29 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .6/64 Phone 
1 
10- I I - t, 3 






J .  s .  Rainey, Sr . Ald 
Hoovc:e �es J� 1 f3tt..b:;_, CR 
Vernon Park Atty 
Goorge -Waa..t�4 r)l�v f3.w .. <...(...-Mar 
V. L. Rodgers 
*Address : Pulaski, Tennessee 
Joe D .  Crony 
Robert E.  Grigsby 
David Wade* 
Grady Birdsong 
TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD Qi_cMinn) -E- 1,574 F.Yr.12/31 FJ.ec.12/64 Phone 9Q7-6224 







C.  A .  Goodin (CH) 
Charles Holden (CF CP) 
Raymond Roach {CPW� 
Douglas Watts (CFin) 








*Address : Etowah, Tennessee 
·**Address : Athens, Tennessee 
Woodrow W. Seymour 
-J.......;t....--Gay � 13. � Inez Webb . 
Charles C.  Guinn* 
Dr. John H. Lillard** 
Howard Guf'f ey 
TOWN OF ENVILLE (Chester) -W- 250 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .8/64 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. ,  at City Hall 






J. H. Frazier 
R .  B. Johnson 
Sam Oneal 
w .  v .  Johnson 
H .  L. Ozier 
Ald E. Eo  Jackson 
CR Travis Canaday 
Mar R o  C .  Pugh 
Atty John J. Ross 
21 
CITY OF DYER Gibson -W- 1 F.Yr .6  O Elec ,6 64 Phone 
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W±lford :eurrtt- -r.c · 
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��Q J -..) 1,.J..vJ 
� .a . &� 
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W. Alex Watt 
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20 
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William G. Frost 
J"ames W. Hunnicutt 
Bert Johnson 
c .  J .  Wagner 
Diel� Bain 
Dr . D .  M .  Sholes 
Vince Jessee 
W. Paul Crumley 
G. J .  Holly 
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Peter w .  Hampton 
Bemis Tatem 
Jim Clear, Jr . 
Mrs .  Ethel Nance 
John R .  Campbell 
Clay M. Rose 
8. W · fiM.d'-/-c:.£ 
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10- I I - t, 3 
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Vernon Park Atty 
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*Address : Pulaski, Tennessee 
Joe D .  Crony 
Robert E.  Grigsby 
David Wade* 
Grady Birdsong 
TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD Qi_cMinn) -E- 1,574 F.Yr.12/31 FJ.ec.12/64 Phone 9Q7-6224 







C.  A .  Goodin (CH) 
Charles Holden (CF CP) 
Raymond Roach {CPW� 
Douglas Watts (CFin) 








*Address : Etowah, Tennessee 
·**Address : Athens, Tennessee 
Woodrow W. Seymour 
-J.......;t....--Gay � 13. � Inez Webb . 
Charles C.  Guinn* 
Dr. John H. Lillard** 
Howard Guf'f ey 
TOWN OF ENVILLE (Chester) -W- 250 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .8/64 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. ,  at City Hall 






J. H. Frazier 
R .  B. Johnson 
Sam Oneal 
w .  v .  Johnson 
H .  L. Ozier 
Ald E. Eo  Jackson 
CR Travis Canaday 
Mar R o  C .  Pugh 
Atty John J. Ross 
21 
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 19-0QI. F.Yr.8/31 Elec.8/64 _ Phone 289-44o3 
First Tuesday each morithp 7 : 30 ·p��m.p  at City Hall 
Offices close first and fourth Saturday all dayp all year 
Mayor Robert L. Garrett CR Mrs .  Nelma Dixon 
V-May Dr. ·Albert Mitchum Atty w. c .  Knott, Jr. 
' Ald John Barber · CoP Elbert Dunnaway 
Ald H.  D .  Mobley sww A. B. Elliott 
Ald Frank Vinson SS Robert L� Garrett 
Ald Ralph Boone FC John Barber 
Al.d Charles· F;·. Parchman CD B. R .  Cleghern 
Ald T.  D.  Spencer WBCh T.  D.  Spencer 
Ald c .  E. Ma�able HOff�PCCh Dr . o. s .  Luton 
Jg J. c .  Bunnell 









R .  W. McNabb 
E. E. Woodruff 
Roland Mccurry 
Joe Hendren 
l1 a Ca C�be-1-J: k 
Eugea� .. 'LR JnmES 
J .  R .  Dunbarp Sr . 





fr a z. 1e.;r SS 
r . 7·?1 TI R5() 1) FCu,CD 
HI 
DeWitt Tucker 
L.  T. Guinn 
Ho I,. Reeves 
J.  A. Goforth 
Eugene Ervin 
G. H.  Thomas 
H. E.  Campbell 
TOWN OF ESTILL SPRINGS (Franklin) -M- 865 F.Yr.12/31 Elec .l0/63 Phone 649-4120 
First Thursday each monthp 7 : 00  p.m.3 at City Hall WV...U� !Ju...,, �   1 1 - ;; �- t, J  






John GauJ. fl) CR So L. *ni-gh-t Jf/..O./rl-� 1Jtl.r11Wv SWW 
H&ney-V.-Th:o1111)Son C. l !Ja-1.l- , FC-CD 
EI'-nes:l;-.�@we-Ps J.h,111.1, 1 i /J!11 f.be<U<Atty 
Gordon South PCCh 
P. A. Kirby 
Jess Moore 
E. P. Elder 
C. H.  Swafford 
Lawrence Jones 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E� 3,3223 F.Yr.11/30 Elec .12/64 Phone 263-2023 , 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month9 9 :30 a.m. a at Mayor ' s  office �w efJoJ- _ tJ.:t:IWA-� 








William H. Powell 
J. Claude Blair (CFin) 
Harold Delay 
Homer T o  McJunkin 
Jewel Weber 
Dan Ivins 









W. H. Durant 
Earnest E. Bearfield 
Allen P.  Swayne 
Matney Reed 
William Huddleston d I. 
E. O. William& (). . C, · ......_.lA._..I � GelEtiea.B i!:l'ase- ��v Jlf.£?"'t1-
CITY OF FAIRVIEW .{}iilliamson -M- 1 01 F.Yr.6 0 Elec . 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m.,  at City Hall 
Mayor D
�
.-��LA,,,�.COP H. E .  McCary 
V-May oK' Harding-Daugherty '/lJ, �. �J11,J M), · CR Bruce W. Jackson 
Comm LGwel-1 1'h0mps0n�g.,.... .(Jo.,i/u�.<A_tty William Willis* 
Mgr R .  Turner Mangrwn PCCh A. D. Davidson. 
-X·Address : 214 Union Street, Nashville, Tennessee 
CITY OF FAYETTEVILLE (Lincoln) -M- IJ.70 F.Yr .9/30 Elec . 10/64 Phone 433-4501 
Fifth of each month, 7 : 30 p .m., at Municipal Building ...;)-� . � 3-1:;-&4 












J . B. Hamlin 
J .  B. Markham 
Charles Vance 
M.  D .  Crabtree 
Bob FinJ_ey 
















Tom o .  Bagley 
Ottis Dye 
Floyd S .  Nelson 




William E.  Barnes 
L C. H,, ;;;as 
CITY OF ·>E-FOREST HILLS (D-;;�) -M- 2,101 F.Yr .12/31 Elec . 
Third Thursday each month, 7 :00 p.m.,  at City Office 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 













Charles Ao Yancey 
Mrs . .Julia Baker 
-X·Address : Morehead Center, 4012 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, Tenn·. 
·**Address : 321 4th Avenue, South, Nashville, Tennessee 
TOWN OF FRANKLIN (William.son) -M- 6,977 F.Yr.10/31 Elec .l0/63 Phone 794-4572 
















R .  N .  Moore 
J.  W .  J.Ji ttle 











R .  M. Liggett 
Cletus McWilliams 
�� ni�� J� 
John L. Smith 
Emmet T .  Strickland 
Morton Fisher 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Robert H. King 
Jo C .  Short 
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 19-0QI. F.Yr.8/31 Elec.8/64 _ Phone 289-44o3 
First Tuesday each morithp 7 : 30 ·p��m.p  at City Hall 
Offices close first and fourth Saturday all dayp all year 
Mayor Robert L. Garrett CR Mrs .  Nelma Dixon 
V-May Dr. ·Albert Mitchum Atty w. c .  Knott, Jr. 
' Ald John Barber · CoP Elbert Dunnaway 
Ald H.  D .  Mobley sww A. B. Elliott 
Ald Frank Vinson SS Robert L� Garrett 
Ald Ralph Boone FC John Barber 
Al.d Charles· F;·. Parchman CD B. R .  Cleghern 
Ald T.  D.  Spencer WBCh T.  D.  Spencer 
Ald c .  E. Ma�able HOff�PCCh Dr . o. s .  Luton 
Jg J. c .  Bunnell 









R .  W. McNabb 
E. E. Woodruff 
Roland Mccurry 
Joe Hendren 
l1 a Ca C�be-1-J: k 
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J .  R .  Dunbarp Sr . 





fr a z. 1e.;r SS 
r . 7·?1 TI R5() 1) FCu,CD 
HI 
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Gordon South PCCh 
P. A. Kirby 
Jess Moore 
E. P. Elder 
C. H.  Swafford 
Lawrence Jones 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E� 3,3223 F.Yr.11/30 Elec .12/64 Phone 263-2023 , 
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William H. Powell 
J. Claude Blair (CFin) 
Harold Delay 
Homer T o  McJunkin 
Jewel Weber 
Dan Ivins 









W. H. Durant 
Earnest E. Bearfield 
Allen P.  Swayne 
Matney Reed 
William Huddleston d I. 
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.-��LA,,,�.COP H. E .  McCary 
V-May oK' Harding-Daugherty '/lJ, �. �J11,J M), · CR Bruce W. Jackson 
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Fifth of each month, 7 : 30 p .m., at Municipal Building ...;)-� . � 3-1:;-&4 












J . B. Hamlin 
J .  B. Markham 
Charles Vance 
M.  D .  Crabtree 
Bob FinJ_ey 
















Tom o .  Bagley 
Ottis Dye 
Floyd S .  Nelson 




William E.  Barnes 
L C. H,, ;;;as 
CITY OF ·>E-FOREST HILLS (D-;;�) -M- 2,101 F.Yr .12/31 Elec . 
Third Thursday each month, 7 :00 p.m.,  at City Office 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 













Charles Ao Yancey 
Mrs . .Julia Baker 
-X·Address : Morehead Center, 4012 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, Tenn·. 
·**Address : 321 4th Avenue, South, Nashville, Tennessee 
TOWN OF FRANKLIN (William.son) -M- 6,977 F.Yr.10/31 Elec .l0/63 Phone 794-4572 
















R .  N .  Moore 
J.  W .  J.Ji ttle 











R .  M. Liggett 
Cletus McWilliams 
�� ni�� J� 
John L. Smith 
Emmet T .  Strickland 
Morton Fisher 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Robert H. King 
Jo C .  Short 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP (Crockett) -W- 399 F . Yr.6/30 Elec .3/64 Phone OR 1-4000 





Dr. L. A. White 









J .  B. Avery 
Mo G. Bobo 
CITY OF FRIENOOVILLE (Blount) -E- 6o6 F.Yr.5/31 Elec. Phone 995-2258 






W.  H .  Endsley 
Comm 
Clk 
Archie M.  Prince 
Fred Franklin 
TOWN OF GADSD:j!)N (Crockett) �W- 281 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.3/65 Phone 784-1349(Humboldt) 







Jesse L. Antwine 










Carroll P. Young 
J. Lo Antwine 
Frank Latham 
Herman G. Emison 
Ao  L.  Ferguson 
TOWN OF GAINESBORO (Jackson) -M- 12021 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec . Phone 268-2941 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 








John Paul Anderson 
Benton H. Quarles 
Jack L. Meadows 
C.  w .  Jackson 
Therold Richardson 
24 
CoP.,SWW-SS � t?w,..; 9a,e)e11..<>-v 
FC Albert Tucker 
Atty R .  Lo Johnson 
RBCh Charles Settle 
CD Robert Fox 
SG DonaJ.d McCormick 



















Mrs. Bettye Scott 















-Ch�-es-Roberts- d. C. /fl�� . 
Joe St. Charles 
Wo M. Parke;)r 
A.  B .  Perkins 
John M. Franklin 
Miss Ora Pearl Moore 
Mrs . R .  C .  Bradf'ord 
Gene Windham 
WoodaJ.l Murrey, Jr. 
;;, e . t,n�u.rrv 
TOWN OF *GAI{LAND (Tipton) -W- 168 F .  Yr .6Ll9._Elec . Phone 476-6231 






R .  E .  Dickey Ald 
J. L. Hensley Ald 
-Ca B. Pickard e .  S . t;{� A-C..)v, 9-i-· CR 
I vo Shankle Mar 
L.. I.'" Hens±e'Y 4v// /hdalM-iJ 
Charles Morris 
Ollion Bilderback 
Mrs .  Elizabeth Shankle 
�ng tMc-b"MLw '1'11� 
*Address : Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
TOWN OF GATES (Lauderdale) -W- 291 F.Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 6/65 Phone 234-7501 
Meetings on call 
Mayor c .  J .  Baker CR Royce Baker 
Ald E.  s .  Cates FC-SWW c .  J .  Baker 
Ald Royce Baker CoP Carl Robison 
Ald Wo H .  Hartman Tr E.  S .  Cates 
Ald York Henderson 
CITY OF GATLINBURG (sevier) -E- 1,764 F.Yr.§/30 Elec . 6/64 Phone 436-4525 
First Tuesday after first of month and first Tues�ay after 15th of month, 
7 : 30 p .m. ,  at City Hall Vt ti..-{,( , � c...',v1.-....J {p - 11- (, 'f 1 
R. e. 1J�r 
-HBiP-Ve-M-.-DuggH.nS-Mayor ., W .  L.  Mills 
V-May�Ray McCarter 
Co� �arles A. Reagap . . , Conun gl-e � 
Conun Jack Huff' 
-·Mgr-CR Walter· W. Mynatt 
Jg W. H. King 
Atty 
CoP 




w. B. Ogle 
RaJ.ph Shilling 
M.  M. Whittle · 
Joe Manley 
Richard Johnston 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP (Crockett) -W- 399 F . Yr.6/30 Elec .3/64 Phone OR 1-4000 





Dr. L. A. White 









J .  B. Avery 
Mo G. Bobo 
CITY OF FRIENOOVILLE (Blount) -E- 6o6 F.Yr.5/31 Elec. Phone 995-2258 






W.  H .  Endsley 
Comm 
Clk 
Archie M.  Prince 
Fred Franklin 
TOWN OF GADSD:j!)N (Crockett) �W- 281 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.3/65 Phone 784-1349(Humboldt) 







Jesse L. Antwine 










Carroll P. Young 
J. Lo Antwine 
Frank Latham 
Herman G. Emison 
Ao  L.  Ferguson 
TOWN OF GAINESBORO (Jackson) -M- 12021 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec . Phone 268-2941 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 








John Paul Anderson 
Benton H. Quarles 
Jack L. Meadows 
C.  w .  Jackson 
Therold Richardson 
24 
CoP.,SWW-SS � t?w,..; 9a,e)e11..<>-v 
FC Albert Tucker 
Atty R .  Lo Johnson 
RBCh Charles Settle 
CD Robert Fox 
SG DonaJ.d McCormick 



















Mrs. Bettye Scott 















-Ch�-es-Roberts- d. C. /fl�� . 
Joe St. Charles 
Wo M. Parke;)r 
A.  B .  Perkins 
John M. Franklin 
Miss Ora Pearl Moore 
Mrs . R .  C .  Bradf'ord 
Gene Windham 
WoodaJ.l Murrey, Jr. 
;;, e . t,n�u.rrv 
TOWN OF *GAI{LAND (Tipton) -W- 168 F .  Yr .6Ll9._Elec . Phone 476-6231 






R .  E .  Dickey Ald 
J. L. Hensley Ald 
-Ca B. Pickard e .  S . t;{� A-C..)v, 9-i-· CR 
I vo Shankle Mar 
L.. I.'" Hens±e'Y 4v// /hdalM-iJ 
Charles Morris 
Ollion Bilderback 
Mrs .  Elizabeth Shankle 
�ng tMc-b"MLw '1'11� 
*Address : Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
TOWN OF GATES (Lauderdale) -W- 291 F.Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 6/65 Phone 234-7501 
Meetings on call 
Mayor c .  J .  Baker CR Royce Baker 
Ald E.  s .  Cates FC-SWW c .  J .  Baker 
Ald Royce Baker CoP Carl Robison 
Ald Wo H .  Hartman Tr E.  S .  Cates 
Ald York Henderson 
CITY OF GATLINBURG (sevier) -E- 1,764 F.Yr.§/30 Elec . 6/64 Phone 436-4525 
First Tuesday after first of month and first Tues�ay after 15th of month, 
7 : 30 p .m. ,  at City Hall Vt ti..-{,( , � c...',v1.-....J {p - 11- (, 'f 1 
R. e. 1J�r 
-HBiP-Ve-M-.-DuggH.nS-Mayor ., W .  L.  Mills 
V-May�Ray McCarter 
Co� �arles A. Reagap . . , Conun gl-e � 
Conun Jack Huff' 
-·Mgr-CR Walter· W. Mynatt 
Jg W. H. King 
Atty 
CoP 




w. B. Ogle 
RaJ.ph Shilling 
M.  M. Whittle · 
Joe Manley 
Richard Johnston 
CI'rY OF GERMANTOWN Shelb -W- 1 104 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec .11 66 Phone 884- 222 










B. c .  Jones 
G .  P. Friedel 
W.  F .  Bowld 
Richard Watson 
William H. White 
Hugh s .  Ford �a-W-40-k 









TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 297 F . Yr .12/31 Elec . 
Meetings on call only, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Bank of Gibson 






G .  W. Jackson 
R. /',. Beru\ei;t. 








Dr . E.  T ;  Yancey 
Rev. W.  A .  Nance 
o. H.  Miller, Jr. 
David McGeehee 
Mrs . Henriette Quinn 
Phone 787-6211 
s.  R .  Bt;l.SS 
Carthel Hassel 
R oger Hinch 
F .  C .  Fly 
TOWN OF GLEASON (Weakley) -W- 900 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .5/65 Phone 648-5426 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. ,  at City Hall 





















Dudley Sanders � '  ... .  1 
men 8tre.wb:t:>-idge* ki,uv._�  
CITY OF GOODLETrSVILLE (Davidson) -M- 3,163 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c .  Phone 
Third Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall ��""':.1..w 14-"3� '7- &t ·  td 
May:r H .  s .  Moss . oXc' �yes 
V-May J.  E .  Galbreath CR Edd B .  Youn� 
Conu:n G .  H .  McMurtry CoP- F� J. B. (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Mg+ Claude�Garri.son PCCh Cla\ide Jil o Ga.r...i:4.s.on. , �� ;JdL 
26 
!QWN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith ) -M- 249 F .  Yr . 8/31 Ele c .  Phone 683-2841 






-B!i:i'.cy Elil'�ecs �Iv cl...u.­
Robert Nixon 
N .  L. Angle 
r\ A Ald lt),J}a,,.� Ald 
Clk 
TA 
Ivy Agee, Jr . 
tk-W, Gi'e'Bs �a,,,f �Lt'L-U,,, 
Ivy Agee, Jr , 
Jimmy Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) -W- 446 F . Yr . 12/2 Ele c . l/64 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 








J. H .  Richardson 
Jack Watson 
Eddie Dixoi1 






H. L. Hess, Jr . 
Eddie Dixon 
Frank Sutton 
J .  H .  Richardson � 
, I • . 
� 9 . ./)vnz,n-t.J IJ,n�� 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea) -E- 838 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec ,3/65 Pb.one Dayton 510 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor T .  o .  Cox Ald B .  J • Earhart 
V-May Fred Abston CR-SWW Joe Powell �Iv �. J;jafb-f Ald HaroJ.d Swafford Atty �1 
Ald John Alexander Tr-FC Gary Young 
Ald Clyde Fine Mar Woodrow Newberry 
Ald Milton Everette 
TOWN OF GREENBACK (Loudon) -E- 285 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 12/63 Phone 













Smi t.bdt0fi-"4.s ' eira:r 1-e's-Bauetrt­
John L .  Justice 
Jake L. Justice 
Tom Hodges 










k, )\- '-fJ�c.,l!-1\A.Q 
27 
Sam King, Sr.  
Ira Hodge 
Mrs . Joan WilliaJUson 
w. P .  Bryant 




CI'rY OF GERMANTOWN Shelb -W- 1 104 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec .11 66 Phone 884- 222 










B. c .  Jones 
G .  P. Friedel 
W.  F .  Bowld 
Richard Watson 
William H. White 
Hugh s .  Ford �a-W-40-k 









TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 297 F . Yr .12/31 Elec . 
Meetings on call only, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Bank of Gibson 
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David McGeehee 
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men 8tre.wb:t:>-idge* ki,uv._�  
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V-May J.  E .  Galbreath CR Edd B .  Youn� 
Conu:n G .  H .  McMurtry CoP- F� J. B. (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Mg+ Claude�Garri.son PCCh Cla\ide Jil o Ga.r...i:4.s.on. , �� ;JdL 
26 
!QWN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith ) -M- 249 F .  Yr . 8/31 Ele c .  Phone 683-2841 






-B!i:i'.cy Elil'�ecs �Iv cl...u.­
Robert Nixon 
N .  L. Angle 
r\ A Ald lt),J}a,,.� Ald 
Clk 
TA 
Ivy Agee, Jr . 
tk-W, Gi'e'Bs �a,,,f �Lt'L-U,,, 
Ivy Agee, Jr , 
Jimmy Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) -W- 446 F . Yr . 12/2 Ele c . l/64 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 








J. H .  Richardson 
Jack Watson 
Eddie Dixoi1 






H. L. Hess, Jr . 
Eddie Dixon 
Frank Sutton 
J .  H .  Richardson � 
, I • . 
� 9 . ./)vnz,n-t.J IJ,n�� 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea) -E- 838 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec ,3/65 Pb.one Dayton 510 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor T .  o .  Cox Ald B .  J • Earhart 
V-May Fred Abston CR-SWW Joe Powell �Iv �. J;jafb-f Ald HaroJ.d Swafford Atty �1 
Ald John Alexander Tr-FC Gary Young 
Ald Clyde Fine Mar Woodrow Newberry 
Ald Milton Everette 
TOWN OF GREENBACK (Loudon) -E- 285 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 12/63 Phone 













Smi t.bdt0fi-"4.s ' eira:r 1-e's-Bauetrt­
John L .  Justice 
Jake L. Justice 
Tom Hodges 










k, )\- '-fJ�c.,l!-1\A.Q 
27 
Sam King, Sr.  
Ira Hodge 
Mrs . Joan WilliaJUson 
w. P .  Bryant 




TOWN OF GREE.NEVILLE (Greene -E- 12 
First Tuesday each month, at City Hall 
Mayo � 9wrn.w 'ti. µM-cfv;v Eng 
' 
Ald George To  Bitner � FC 
Ald Wms c, Ha:ae-ngi;b.l.. da..r PCCh-CD 
Ald Jack D.  Pierce 1)ljid�� PBCh 
Ald Jee Stt.Bong'C,A,� ScS 
Atty -Mill:f.gan, SiJ.:i1el?B 8o Gelell!8ift J_ SWW 
CR .w. ;g1 G\:!3:ftn .JA.r-rii..MV d..L<r7L� CoP 
Jg -e. C� Armitage o\""'-rYV /;, .  t�RBCh 
EMgr R .  A-. Parrack A 1 BI 
SS QttyftieR B!'e� �� 8. � TfJ Atty '::/ D C. f1 r m i'la5e..,, 
TOWN OF GREENFIELD Weakle 












C.  T.  Rawls 
Harold Mosley 
Dale Wright 










D.  A. Bowman 
Kenneth Roberts 
Paul MetcaJ.f 
w. e •. Maseng:i:±J: &c o .  T. 13 .'brier 
Homer N. Mincy 
Wm. R .  McAmis 
A. L. Shepherd 
Robert c .  Austin 
Earl Roberts 
Fo t- 5. Bu-lle..0 
Robert CaudJ.e 
Ward R.  Johnsto� 




Mrs. Ruth Kimery 
Ray Radford 
1 1 
TOWN OF HALLS (LauderdaJ.e) -W- 1,890 F.Yr .5/31 Elec .5/65 Phone 234-7031 
· First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 










D .  E .  WaJ.ker 
Lynn Vaden 
Billie Viar 
















-.11!d"t:ttttt: M oore 
J.  Ko  Goodson 
w .  H .  Woodly 
J • . c. Escue 
Dale Overton I , 1 .Ca:Pl Britt 'flµ} 4/u.M<rAJ 
James Eo McKee 
CITY OF HARRIMAN (Roane) ·-E- 10,� F.Yr . 6/30  EJ.e c . 6/65 Phone 882-9414 
First and second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at Council Room in Utility Bldg. 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Elmer L .  Eblen CoP Grady Langley 
V-May Rex Walls PCCh Bennie F .  Hamilton 
Ald James C. Long SS Bois Edwards (Acting) 
Ald Joe T .  Stanley EMgr L.  P .  Geasland, Jr. 
Ald D .  A. Robinson FC James D .  Mathis 
Ald Bob L .  Miller ScS C. R o  Black 
Ald E.  H .  Fritts Tr Neva Brown 
Codnr-BI J obn S .  Henley./ RBCh James c .  Long 
Clk Margaret Tu�byville RD Shields Smith 
Jg Glen E.  Langley HBCh Fain Bennett 
Atty George H .  Lockett SWW A. Go  Stuehser 
TOWN OF HARTSVILJ...E (Trousdale ) -M- 1,712 F . Yr o 6/.Jf! Elec.l0/63 Phone 374-2576 








C. D .  Harper (CFin ) FC 
Gayle Gregory (CPW) d_w SWW-SSP 
-Fau:I:-Porter-(eP) /;jt¥17e, H� WBCh 
Mrs .  Gladys M. Carter SS 
Raymond Witcher RBCh 
Fred Du atarffera:- t!f7nu cPCVi..�D 
James Cunningham BI 
Ernest Sanford 
Grover T. Lentz 
E .  D .  Freedle 
Cancel L.  Dixon 
Dr. I .  N.  Kelley 
James Spann 
Mo B. Harris 
TOWN OF HENDERSON {Chester) -W- 2,691 F . Yr o7/l Elec .9/64 Phone 989-2201 
Second Thursday each month, ·r : oo p.m.,  at City Hall 









William E. Burkhead 
Dr. D. C .  King 
Paul Arendall 
Dr . Casey Carrington 
Joe Rainey 
Howard Mitchell 










liynn Pr:i:d:ey f-:2.t..>'\A/ a. . 711�� 
A.  R .  Orr , ,I 
� ?,Pil.lt1:.. ,.; t. &..Je/ujf./lJ 
Rebe-J?.t E!. Case* ZU�v � 
Ch�rles R .  Fitts 
TOWN OF HENNING {Lauc!_erdale) -W- 466 F . Yr.4/30 Elec .5/65 Phone 738-2952 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 
O:f'fices close Wednesday all dayj all year 
Mayor 
' 
Robert H .  Scates Ald Walter Briggs 
Ald George Nash CR Mrs . Thomas E. Burns 
Ald John Caldwell Mar Leroy Sellers 
Ald H .  P .  Brandon sww w .  H. Bradford 
Ald Tommy Burns 
- -
SS Walter Briggs 
Ald Herbert Robbins Atty Joe H .  Walker 
29 
TOWN OF GREE.NEVILLE (Greene -E- 12 
First Tuesday each month, at City Hall 
Mayo � 9wrn.w 'ti. µM-cfv;v Eng 
' 
Ald George To  Bitner � FC 
Ald Wms c, Ha:ae-ngi;b.l.. da..r PCCh-CD 
Ald Jack D.  Pierce 1)ljid�� PBCh 
Ald Jee Stt.Bong'C,A,� ScS 
Atty -Mill:f.gan, SiJ.:i1el?B 8o Gelell!8ift J_ SWW 
CR .w. ;g1 G\:!3:ftn .JA.r-rii..MV d..L<r7L� CoP 
Jg -e. C� Armitage o\""'-rYV /;, .  t�RBCh 
EMgr R .  A-. Parrack A 1 BI 
SS QttyftieR B!'e� �� 8. � TfJ Atty '::/ D C. f1 r m i'la5e..,, 
TOWN OF GREENFIELD Weakle 












C.  T.  Rawls 
Harold Mosley 
Dale Wright 










D.  A. Bowman 
Kenneth Roberts 
Paul MetcaJ.f 
w. e •. Maseng:i:±J: &c o .  T. 13 .'brier 
Homer N. Mincy 
Wm. R .  McAmis 
A. L. Shepherd 
Robert c .  Austin 
Earl Roberts 
Fo t- 5. Bu-lle..0 
Robert CaudJ.e 
Ward R.  Johnsto� 




Mrs. Ruth Kimery 
Ray Radford 
1 1 
TOWN OF HALLS (LauderdaJ.e) -W- 1,890 F.Yr .5/31 Elec .5/65 Phone 234-7031 
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Lynn Vaden 
Billie Viar 
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James Spann 
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Paul Arendall 
Dr . Casey Carrington 
Joe Rainey 
Howard Mitchell 










liynn Pr:i:d:ey f-:2.t..>'\A/ a. . 711�� 
A.  R .  Orr , ,I 
� ?,Pil.lt1:.. ,.; t. &..Je/ujf./lJ 
Rebe-J?.t E!. Case* ZU�v � 
Ch�rles R .  Fitts 
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29 
TOWN OF HENRY (Henry) ... w- · 283 F .Yr .J2/30 Ele c .5/65 








Jo C .  Chandler 





R o  D .. McCoy 
R .  M. Dillahunty 
Marvin Wright 
J a.mes R .  Crews 
TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY (Hardeman) -W- 179 F . Yr . Ele c .  Phone 











Stanton White, Sr . 
Ald w. o. Davis 
Clk Robert Haralson 
Mar Emanuel Kelley 
Atty E .  G. Harris* 
..ef)r-���RRebeJ:.t-lla��l:sen-
*Address : Bolivar, Tennessee 
CITY OF HOHENWALD (Lewis) �M- 22804 F . Yr .6/30 Ele c .5/67 Phone 796-3131 










w .  C .  Keaton 
Dol Willis 
Carlos Holland 
Dr . I o  Go  Hurt, Jr. 
Clyde Black 
R .  C .  Spann 
D .  D. Humphrey, Jr. 









w. G. Darden / 
@. A. Ricke bbs- ·;; . .£ · (}tdf.,q-J!.,, 
Dr. B. J. Smith 
w .. A. Bates 
R .  C .  Spann 
Hubert C .  Milan 
R .  Wo Bouldin 
TOWN OF HOLWW ROCK (Carroll) -W- 592 F . Yr .12/31 Elec . 8/64 Phone 385-4378 





M. E .  Flowers 
Wo Mo Devault 
Philip Park 






R .  M .  Dodd 
Bobby Winters 
W. B. Horn 'fl� 
:&tl"lie :B:tOW*- j � 'I-
TOWN OF HORNBEAK Obion -W- O' 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , 
· J: K�ri Wd&a,r/1-<J/ 
Mayor � c. - H.- Reav:ts- Ald 
Ald D.  L. Blackley Ald 
Ald O.  W.  Hayes Ald 





TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman) -W- 228 F .Yr . 6/30  Elec .1/64 Phone Bolivar 658-2316 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Robert W. Chandler Ald 
Ald Buf'ord Kirk Ald 
Ald Jinunie Baker Ald 
Ald R .  H .  Hodge CR 
Ald Clifford Crawford CoP 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 










Dan J. Scott Atty 
Ernest Griggs CoP 
GheP-J:es-QoJ.ds-t0ne � J. e,,<f FC � lfo·J:l.man-g.Meg-3:e:r Ul-i'l.-11 <-·0 otM-V 6yScS 
Nath�E .  Couch SS 
Barthjiil Gray EMgr liemnen=S:i;:i:eg;!,e.i· 9-µ, J-'o SG-SWW 
B.  H. Shepard PCCh 
.Jackie -Ca;i,a... UBCh 
-ff 
..SSP 





� ,J. c:;_d a-,-n,.vJ �· 
Joones Bente!, JrT 
Joe Ridings 
R .  I .  Grace 
William Sadler 
R .  D. Goodrich 
Marvin Hill 
Billy Stone 
Charles R .  Lewis 
Ben H .  Caldwell 
� · ��l'(JC-. 1(}� �CV'v?1 1J).4'V 
IR� r.f� 
TOWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 3,130 F.Yr .4/1 Elec .3/64 Phone 986-5212 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m.,  at City Hall ';IJ..._._.,.,t:::;:;c� t{J....,_ �d-?v 1-17-� '/ 











Billy J. Portis 











• . . .  ...?- ::n-1,;., 
-K-.enneth- Mart-in-,- SN R. r: 'DiJ:j!J 
R • C .  Mulliniks 
w .  H.  Lassiter 
�-' , i ,.., Wh'· t.e, 
....,_Gabe-Con.yer:,s· � �dd�,a..1 
Wilburn J ally 
James Pend.ergrass 
C.l:JJe 1)1;-v / e  -'!Jr 
TOWN OF HENRY (Henry) ... w- · 283 F .Yr .J2/30 Ele c .5/65 
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..SSP 





� ,J. c:;_d a-,-n,.vJ �· 
Joones Bente!, JrT 
Joe Ridings 
R .  I .  Grace 
William Sadler 
R .  D. Goodrich 
Marvin Hill 
Billy Stone 
Charles R .  Lewis 
Ben H .  Caldwell 
� · ��l'(JC-. 1(}� �CV'v?1 1J).4'V 
IR� r.f� 
TOWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 3,130 F.Yr .4/1 Elec .3/64 Phone 986-5212 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m.,  at City Hall ';IJ..._._.,.,t:::;:;c� t{J....,_ �d-?v 1-17-� '/ 











Billy J. Portis 











• . . .  ...?- ::n-1,;., 
-K-.enneth- Mart-in-,- SN R. r: 'DiJ:j!J 
R • C .  Mulliniks 
w .  H.  Lassiter 
�-' , i ,.., Wh'· t.e, 
....,_Gabe-Con.yer:,s· � �dd�,a..1 
Wilburn J ally 
James Pend.ergrass 
C.l:JJe 1)1;-v / e  -'!Jr 
TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 500 F .  Yr• 6/30 Elec • 
. 








Ray M. Johnr _} 
� Englis ..,u..t.> 0(1..t..V 
Ernest Stov l 
Lindsay Donaldson 







-tindseq :Ooaalae� 6� f!....-Jt 
w. P. Greene 
Floyd JoBee �a-,viJ 
� �  
TOWN OF IBON CITY Lawrence -M- ll F .Yr .12 






T .  A.  Robinson 
Clk 
Mgr 
C o P  
(..!. 
at Roy J .  Hensley' s  Store 
�elie;pds t4uliv-A ofi� 
Roy J. He�sley. ru) tj� , 
I ' rf (( _J ;..;,, ' � • 
w .  B .  Lumpkins, Sr.  ) 












TOWN OF JAMESTOWN Fentress -M- l 2 










fl. ,e� V. Allred 
James T.  Ledbetter 
HaJ.l Williams 










Tony Duncan . 
Earl-bedbetter (thf 1, ,-. , 
J ee.-F!ewler. lU ( r ./ l r ( I /-




• r, v 
,J 
I • 
TOWN OF JAS� (Marj.on ) -E- 1,450 F .Jr . 6/30 Elec. 12/63 Phone 
First and third Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Town Office " 
942-3180 
I . / t/ 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor -Pattl-fh1af!.�erd- Yf.4-C:-, /h.£J(,A./'(V FC 
Ald Wm. s .  Dunwoody Atty 
Ald -J ee-RM'-k�- f3(,,(.../f'"d., �,1,,Aa..rn· SWW 
CR-Tr A. C. Condra9 Jr . _; ) r 
. , , « . ' I.' j1" "  , ' ,J 
Gene Howar.d. 
(,), F-. Nat- Brown· ' '  .... 
Ralph W. Piercy 
/ '/ 
TOWN OF JEFFERSON CITY (Jefferson) -Em 4,550 F . Yr .5/31 Elec .5/65 Phone 475-3115 







W. P. Graham 
Paul Bozeman 










J. Brice Wisecarver 
CITY OF JEIJ.iICO (Campbell) -E- 21210 F .Yr .12/31 Elec . J./64 Phone 424-6351 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. ,  at City Hall · - t. '/ <):-t.1 , '- /" 11, . !,, , ,1 . 








CR - (t<. v 
RD 1 
Harold Moon Atty 
Cecil Brown CoP 
R .  O .  Cusick FC 
Maur:tce Reeves PBCh 
E.lmer.e-Branam, a .  /3. .J,a,vma , 1,,1 SU Car..,1-E.-Au:snru�,--a=r . (]µ....� /J,L\f. SS n�a--sna:rp Y.;.�u� c..1 '. i3atltt ,;<_. CD 
Charles Douglas RBCh 
J .  Will Taylor 
Herman Tranunel � 1 
.James Ca�ro:i:'J: cJ �11C.V /l / rli' 
W. c .  Duel 
J.  w. Bealle 
J.  H .  Scott 
R .  O. Cusick 
Jim Petrey 
Harold Moon 
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 322803 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .5/65 Phone 926-3142 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall JV5 















Ross H .  Spears, Jr. BI-PI 
Edward N .  Backus CoP 
Mrs .  May Ross McDowell HBC.'h 
Hal Lit:tleford DH 
Robert E. Henry EMgr 
D .  A. Burkhalter FC 
' Harold F. Holtz HOff 
Calvin Guthrie PBCh 
Walter Lee Price RBCh 
Col. Clarence w. Taylor PCCh 
Davtd-Moan±nn .Jll<V'I" 1 I d  la 1111u1ScS 
Howard Johnson SS 
Bobby D. Jobe SWW-SSP 
Carl A. Johnson DPZ 
33 
Fred Weaver 
c .  E. Mullenix 
-I.Q:weJ.J..--1{;..j;nkea.El '/I a. • J..' • , 
A. E.  Cornett 
Charles F .  Stine 
Edward D .  Seaton 
H .  B .  Cupp l RaJ.-ph=Bo=Sarr-P ./( 1 L� 1, n � . , , 
Sidlie-y-Smal�lwooa r;. ,,: , · ' . � '  u 
- Wo=-A�e13:aJ:a-,--Jr ;11 1 .  V. l:t. -
C .  H .  McCorkle 
Dewey Kelly 
P .  B .  Therrell 
Jack B.  Strickland 
TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 500 F .  Yr• 6/30 Elec • 
. 
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• r, v 
,J 
I • 
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RD 1 
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Cecil Brown CoP 
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R .  O. Cusick 
Jim Petrey 
Harold Moon 
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 322803 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .5/65 Phone 926-3142 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall JV5 















Ross H .  Spears, Jr. BI-PI 
Edward N .  Backus CoP 
Mrs .  May Ross McDowell HBC.'h 
Hal Lit:tleford DH 
Robert E. Henry EMgr 
D .  A. Burkhalter FC 
' Harold F. Holtz HOff 
Calvin Guthrie PBCh 
Walter Lee Price RBCh 
Col. Clarence w. Taylor PCCh 
Davtd-Moan±nn .Jll<V'I" 1 I d  la 1111u1ScS 
Howard Johnson SS 
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33 
Fred Weaver 
c .  E. Mullenix 
-I.Q:weJ.J..--1{;..j;nkea.El '/I a. • J..' • , 
A. E.  Cornett 
Charles F .  Stine 
Edward D .  Seaton 
H .  B .  Cupp l RaJ.-ph=Bo=Sarr-P ./( 1 L� 1, n � . , , 
Sidlie-y-Smal�lwooa r;. ,,: , · ' . � '  u 
- Wo=-A�e13:aJ:a-,--Jr ;11 1 .  V. l:t. -
C .  H .  McCorkle 
Dewey Kelly 
P .  B .  Therrell 
Jack B.  Strickland 
TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- 1,148 F.Yr . 4/30  Elec.4/64 Phone 753-3311 






Robert M. May 
Mitchell Broyles 
Lyle T.  Haws() � 
, ;g, E. M:ttier'�e...- · '( y:.:t-, · 1 
-Mrs W.-G.=.AJ..1-ison 11 t 






Clarence w. Taylor 
&�es 
Hugh H.  Campbell 
Norman C .  Francis 
Dave Broyles 
(Gibson & 
TOWN OF KENTON Obion) -W- 1,095 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.6/65 Phone 749-5767 
First Tuesday e�ch month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 
Offices close Wednesday all day, June through August 
Mayor Ray Hollomon Ald 
Ald Ralph Perryma...11 CR 
.Ald R .  w. Newmon CoP 
.Ald Jimmie Smith FC 
.Ald L. A. Baucom SWW 
.Ald Carl W .  Smith SS 
Joe M. Warren 
A.  F .  Newmon 
B. L.  Mullins 
L .  A. Baucom 
R .  D .  Story 
R .  w .  Newmon 
TOWN OF tn.m.ALL (Marion) -E- 716 F .  Yr. 6/30  Elec.1/64 Phone 837-6075 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. 
Mayor 
.Ald 
Gordon H .  Hill, Jr . 
J;.awrence Haynes 




CITY OF KINGSPORT (Sullivan) -E- 33,334 F .Yr .6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone, 245-5131 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 00  p.m.1  at City Hall ;.._ , · / 1 ' ·  ' 













Dr . Hugh Rule 
Ben M .  Brown, Jr. 
w. Chamberlain Hale 
Fred Gillette 
J. T .  Parker 
c .  K. Marsh � 
E .  L. Shelor 
William E.  Weber 
..G--W ... -EJ.e;t;efl.e-r l1 u "()/..: 
M. L. West 
Dr. Dana F. Swick 












L> i  I) 
J .  A. Godwin 
Robert Lee Eisenbise 
R .  L .  Collins 
- S �-K__.Iones- fl 
c. M. Kenner 
S .  K.  Addington 
J ame-s-E-d.'WRTds • ' · 
Lewis Long 
F .  S .  Key 
F-red-G±-1-lette 1 
w. c. McHorris 
...Ut.e...-0 I/. '1?l � C,e.unJ 
CITY OF KINGSTON (R��,nE0 -E- 4,319 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 6/65 Phone 376-6584 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 P.om. , at City HaJ.l 
Off ices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor R .  E. Brooksbank HOff Dr. Carolyn Beard 
V-May John W. Brown, Jr. FC Carl Miller 
Coun Roy L. Clark (CFin) Jg W. L. Harwell 
Coun A.  H .  Honey (CH) SS c. Brashears 
Coun W .  B .  J_.ogan WBCh 
Coun Harry P. Te�leton (CF, CP )  CoP Ray Gullett 
Coun C .  R .  Fultz (CPW) CD John Gower 
Atty R0beJ;:.t-L.--Badger 1 I i  , \,,<' � I j r • RBCh C .  A.  Reeves 
CR-SU R .  H .  Crowder RD -H .-M .-.. Telms0n 9-a.. �I·, 
Clk Mrs .  Elizabeth Reeves BI ,,..-W• B.  Logan 
Eng John Williams PCCh -HaH'y--eantey 
11)./: I (I,,_' 
CITY OF KNOXVIIJ.iE (Knox) �E- 179, 973 F .  Yr .12/31 Elec . 11/63 Phone . 522-0852 
EVery other Tuesday.? 7 : 30 p .m. , at James White Memoria,J- �uditorium-Coliseum I: ::,- 1.:s-\'� 




















. .ev ) - J.' ,, l 
John J .  Duncan ts _r,,ScS _Julian V. Linkm1/l-DN EJ ?obe.f"< ' 'Fe 
.... It 1 · r J y'/, '" illllGmaS-N-.-J:Glmston.i . -· 
Iio¥-.G..enner ,,· o 11 1, P. Ando l- on 
James P. Futrell W-hld.4-am-B.-Padget--t-,J r-. 'D<f..:j,:te �Eng 
U-o-�nEH'.'J./owd1cl /.) ,  J>/c>s /e 1/ PA 
Cas WaJ.ker l PCCh 
Max Friedman Lib 
ohn W. McCaJ.lie · 
r 1 ,, . ,: Jg tt<.., ,1 ' -, rr -EPB:e&t-J�(µCenno� · . ;. TA 
RaJ.ph Longmire SSP 
R .  L. Crossley RD 
Raymond E .  Oglesby DPZ 
Roy I o  Gentry 
Charles o .  Currier 
w. E. Cole 
DonaJ.d C .  Potter 
Charles G .  Kelley 
John R .  Boring 
James W. Whisman, Jr . 
Maynard Glenn , 
J0e-E Whit-low !J. 'IJJ 
Knoxville Utilities Board 
c.. .  
Wo. H .  Peters, Jr. 
,J. G. Walls 
French Harris 
Leonard Dow 
Chm �dea::son- \l,,,,>, {1.· ... ,.. J, n, 
GenMgr M. B. Whitaker °"b:tf!Lt,,;,, .v, 'f'"' • 
C .  M. J_,ong 
Ray Wilkerson 
EMgr C .  E.  Tarwater 
SG P. B .  Winchel 
SWW Ernest D.  Hawkins 
SAccts Edwin c .  Hoskins 
!OWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon_l -M- 1,900 F .  Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 4/64 Phone 666-2194 







11. I '  k _, }  <',, i i ,', I 
Denn-is-E o-Wh-i-te 
;c. - R .-Jent f1, 1 
.James-Russell- ' 
�mi"th [1(, J" ' ' , 1 
DickJ/hJ..te f' f - 1 /. � 11 










( , ' . j -:T., I , , 
�Bil...J..y_n..._carter 
Dewey Jent 
c .  R .  Jent 
Hillous Hance 
Guy Carter 
F .  O.  Harris 
TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- 1,148 F.Yr . 4/30  Elec.4/64 Phone 753-3311 






Robert M. May 
Mitchell Broyles 
Lyle T.  Haws() � 
, ;g, E. M:ttier'�e...- · '( y:.:t-, · 1 
-Mrs W.-G.=.AJ..1-ison 11 t 






Clarence w. Taylor 
&�es 
Hugh H.  Campbell 
Norman C .  Francis 
Dave Broyles 
(Gibson & 
TOWN OF KENTON Obion) -W- 1,095 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.6/65 Phone 749-5767 
First Tuesday e�ch month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 
Offices close Wednesday all day, June through August 
Mayor Ray Hollomon Ald 
Ald Ralph Perryma...11 CR 
.Ald R .  w. Newmon CoP 
.Ald Jimmie Smith FC 
.Ald L. A. Baucom SWW 
.Ald Carl W .  Smith SS 
Joe M. Warren 
A.  F .  Newmon 
B. L.  Mullins 
L .  A. Baucom 
R .  D .  Story 
R .  w .  Newmon 
TOWN OF tn.m.ALL (Marion) -E- 716 F .  Yr. 6/30  Elec.1/64 Phone 837-6075 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. 
Mayor 
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Eng John Williams PCCh -HaH'y--eantey 
11)./: I (I,,_' 
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EVery other Tuesday.? 7 : 30 p .m. , at James White Memoria,J- �uditorium-Coliseum I: ::,- 1.:s-\'� 
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U-o-�nEH'.'J./owd1cl /.) ,  J>/c>s /e 1/ PA 
Cas WaJ.ker l PCCh 
Max Friedman Lib 
ohn W. McCaJ.lie · 
r 1 ,, . ,: Jg tt<.., ,1 ' -, rr -EPB:e&t-J�(µCenno� · . ;. TA 
RaJ.ph Longmire SSP 
R .  L. Crossley RD 
Raymond E .  Oglesby DPZ 
Roy I o  Gentry 
Charles o .  Currier 
w. E. Cole 
DonaJ.d C .  Potter 
Charles G .  Kelley 
John R .  Boring 
James W. Whisman, Jr . 
Maynard Glenn , 
J0e-E Whit-low !J. 'IJJ 
Knoxville Utilities Board 
c.. .  
Wo. H .  Peters, Jr. 
,J. G. Walls 
French Harris 
Leonard Dow 
Chm �dea::son- \l,,,,>, {1.· ... ,.. J, n, 
GenMgr M. B. Whitaker °"b:tf!Lt,,;,, .v, 'f'"' • 
C .  M. J_,ong 
Ray Wilkerson 
EMgr C .  E.  Tarwater 
SG P. B .  Winchel 
SWW Ernest D.  Hawkins 
SAccts Edwin c .  Hoskins 
!OWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon_l -M- 1,900 F .  Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 4/64 Phone 666-2194 







11. I '  k _, }  <',, i i ,', I 
Denn-is-E o-Wh-i-te 
;c. - R .-Jent f1, 1 
.James-Russell- ' 
�mi"th [1(, J" ' ' , 1 
DickJ/hJ..te f' f - 1 /. � 11 










( , ' . j -:T., I , , 
�Bil...J..y_n..._carter 
Dewey Jent 
c .  R .  Jent 
Hillous Hance 
Guy Carter 
F .  O.  Harris 
o.».,v. n 0. 1 �L )J 
Carl B. Lyle 
G. H. Lovely 
David S .  Mars 
Curt Bibee 
Charles R .  Wright, Jr. 
Clyde Wolfenbarger 
Mrs . Gladys Wender 
James-N.-houpe ?faccv • ...,0 
JAm r.s N · .'vt'(J/>l 
TOWN OF LAGRANGE (FaY!'tte) -W- 217 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 








F.  M. Parham 
w. E. Burch 
W. B. Franklin 
J. F'. McNamee 
James Cowan 
Ald Tom R .  Beasley 
Ald John McNeill 
CR T. w. Rives 
. .Mar Dan Talley 
TOWN OF LAKE CITY Anderson -E- 1 14 F.Yr.12 l Elec .10 6 
8 8 










t DfYl ll 
.;. , � I. hm) CR J  Tr ��l:'ewiA;..t <2 • xv�1.;7  - g ... 
Er-v.J.n_�raden 'if().,<:. L J. ' ' I. CoP 
Robert H .  Gibbs . FC 
J - D..-Hu:tson Jtl . / ' ) _ l.L c ) SS ' 0 SWW SSP DonaJ.d R • Peniberton 1I , 1 
-
::;JehR-W-..--P-rewi t:t c!-1� '· f. l /.)) · 11- ,,,w�&tfJ PI Harry L .  Watts "I-
J. A. R iggs PCCh 
Phil c .  Mason f ' •' · 
I• ' ;.. ' \{ 
.JL 
T0 L. Holl1s 








CITY OF *LAKEWOOD {Davidson) �M� 1,896 F .Yr . 6/1 Elec . · -� 30 t City Hall 
Phone TH 7-2187 





FC Guy-Smi-�h** (Ul..v 1 '-' . M V  C .  L. Ferrell 
CoP Er-Ge-Bi-v-:i:B-s } ' . A. H.  B�ram 
Atty H .  Phillip Saddler Charles Brown ( .. , 8, , f · •v . 1;. 1:. tf!.-P, · -. Guy....S:mi-th** ;:_,'0<:=:' f" r ··1 ; ·  � � "/ � " v 
'J � I \._"') {' • f ., 
*Address :  -2G05-Hadlej- A�enue ; Old Hickory, Tennessee 
3.o��_..,_,.--'hore-Dr-ive . Old Hickory, Tennessee **Addres s :  �..,o- .Ll(;U\.ci:> ,
J 80 1/ f I <f � r;, 'V _jj , I 
CITY OF LAWRENCEBURG (Lawrence) -M- 8,042 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.5}67 Phone 762-4450 





Dr. M.  L. Lumpkins EMgr 
O .  C. Graves SS 
William c .  Powell HOff 
William E.  Boston PCCh 
-Bobby B�ewer ( ,. SU 
l 
D .  H o  Truitt 
·J .  I .  Beard 1 
Dr . J .  W.  Danley 
Robert Hood 




John F .  Morrison CD 
Martha Potts BI-Eng 
J amesJl.-C;r;.a.W:t'.Gr:d,- Jr�. 0 jJ_ <'ul lmu.r. 




R .  G .  Dunn HBCh 
M.  F .  Dugger PBCh 
Leonard Stoggs _p 1 CFin 
Rex Merri-son- f3 1 f, jD 0�Jt 1L w,.; 
John Roberts 
W. F .  Alexander 
William c .  Powell 
CITY OF LEBANON (Wilson) -M- 11,171 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .l0/63 Phone 444-6300 
First and third Tuesday each month, 5 : 00 p .m. , at City Service Center 











Charles D .  Loyd 
-Dr . Bi-11--S ·-Howard 
Kenneth O .  Lester, Jr . 
J .  C .  Johnson 
Ra�Bea:rtl;-J::t. !11. " 1 
Vincent Cason 
Phillip Reed. · 
Maurice Young 














Dr . Kenneth Tilley 
.-G�ge-Hara::l.Tig­
J oe-Go-Atkinson 
Jesse F .  Coe 
John J .  Martin, Sr . 
George Hodges 
James Rhea Clemmons 
CITY OF LENOIR CITY {Loudon) -E- 6,080 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c .12/63 Phone 986-2227 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at Utilities Building 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, January through November 
Mayor Guy· F .  Tallent Atty Thomas F .  Ingram 
V-Ma.y Erskin Foshee CoP Otis Brewer 
Ald Fred Nelson ScS J. Guy Buckner 
Ald Arnold Jenkins FC J. S .  Huffman Ald Nathan Tinder SU Lester C. Brabson 
Ald Don Kelley Lib Mrs . T .  E .  Mills 
Ald Harry Wampler CD . Claude-Wilson ;. I ' " . Cl{ Henry c .  Foster RD Ralph Adams Horr Robert Proaps BI J.  L .  Brovm PCCh Curtis Monger 
37 
1fL .. f')v • 
. . . ') � t/ 
/! · ' 
o.».,v. n 0. 1 �L )J 
Carl B. Lyle 
G. H. Lovely 
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Curt Bibee 
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TOWN OF LAGRANGE (FaY!'tte) -W- 217 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 
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James Cowan 
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TOWN OF LAKE CITY Anderson -E- 1 14 F.Yr.12 l Elec .10 6 
8 8 
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I• ' ;.. ' \{ 
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'J � I \._"') {' • f ., 
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3.o��_..,_,.--'hore-Dr-ive . Old Hickory, Tennessee **Addres s :  �..,o- .Ll(;U\.ci:> ,
J 80 1/ f I <f � r;, 'V _jj , I 
CITY OF LAWRENCEBURG (Lawrence) -M- 8,042 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.5}67 Phone 762-4450 
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Robert Hood 
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CITY OF LEBANON (Wilson) -M- 11,171 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .l0/63 Phone 444-6300 
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Charles D .  Loyd 
-Dr . Bi-11--S ·-Howard 
Kenneth O .  Lester, Jr . 
J .  C .  Johnson 
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Vincent Cason 
Phillip Reed. · 
Maurice Young 














Dr . Kenneth Tilley 
.-G�ge-Hara::l.Tig­
J oe-Go-Atkinson 
Jesse F .  Coe 
John J .  Martin, Sr . 
George Hodges 
James Rhea Clemmons 
CITY OF LENOIR CITY {Loudon) -E- 6,080 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c .12/63 Phone 986-2227 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at Utilities Building 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, January through November 
Mayor Guy· F .  Tallent Atty Thomas F .  Ingram 
V-Ma.y Erskin Foshee CoP Otis Brewer 
Ald Fred Nelson ScS J. Guy Buckner 
Ald Arnold Jenkins FC J. S .  Huffman Ald Nathan Tinder SU Lester C. Brabson 
Ald Don Kelley Lib Mrs . T .  E .  Mills 
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37 
1fL .. f')v • 
. . . ') � t/ 
/! · ' 
CITY OF' LEWISBURG {Marshall) -M- 6, 507 F .  Yr. 6/30  Elec .• 5/65 Phone 359-1544 










Thomas B. Green FC 
l''olk Lambert PBCh-PCCh 
Calloway Crunk SG 
Edward Roberts SWW 
Thomas H .  Liggett 
Folk Lambert 
Kenneth L. Brown 
James Bradford 
Jee; R  .- W-�1son 1)r. J. C .  !, " it 'ar 1 RD 
James W.  Endsley CD �y;.:liazy:wero J/i,wvnia•J ..Jh�f<>trNSS 
Joe Casteel fl "I ... v.anee-Wi.;bes � IY� 
J-e-lm-6-.---Beekman· �· )). Ci) Lu' c I ( � CoP 
Lloyd Eldridge � 
E�-abe:th-C0ck!!a.n c,, ·'t· · f. EM.gr 
I , -, ('1 . ..J) BJ 
Leonard Adams 
F .  H.  Minturn 
}1�A 1 L/  u > ., ' .,) ,, ' 
F'irst Tuesday after first Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C�ty Hall 1\,) f :Js ·ty 
Mayor Jack Hay CoP �:tl'j. �" 11� �� 
V-May Curry Sullivan FC Wyatt Threadgill 
Ald Rex Pope Jg Jack Hay 
Ald Edward Bailey ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald James Holcomb SS Guy Hodgin 
M P J SWW W.  P .  Veteto Ald L.  • owers, r .,  
™"r �0 J.h-Austtno<'� µ)� Ald H .  E.  Baker ....... >e 
AJ.d James T .  Roberts CD A .  R .  Wallace, Jr . 
CR-Tr H .  B. Bagwell WBCh L. T.  Hay 
DPZ � � '/,}.t1J.tl BI Truman Lewis, Jr . 
SG John E.  LeJs PBCh James Holcomb 
SSP Sam A. Lewis 
TOWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb)� -M- 293 F . Yr .9/30 Elec .9/64 Phone 












Eo D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
Brown Murphy 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perr_�) -W- 1,086 F o Yr.12/31 Elec .12/63 Phone 589-4581 








Jesse G.  Tate 
Taft Horner · 
w. J: Edwards 
Harold Savage 
s .  B. Tatum 
J a.mes Tucker 













TOWN OF LIVINGSTON (Overton) -M- 2 81 FoYr . 8  1 Elec . 6  64 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00  p .m. , at City Hall e:/�.! rtl..--' 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
/)J, r: (0f,) 1(.1 (). .• j(I ,J Mayor D.waa.a-.E'e-tel'maR <' , /l JJ..iJl.M. Jtty Ald -Cla�aee-Bav�s Clft<.A.� l Q'-.-1- CR 
Ald Dillis Benson , J)i .J CoP 
Ald �el'-i-tt !!a..lu/J "I (<J." ftVtl FC 
Ald Charles N .  Eley 
1 v,.kµ,Jtf SWW Ald .C�:i-va&Q�w?.'Ai I SS 
Ald J. T. Poindexter SG 
Jg L. V.  Cope BI 
PCCh Dr. W. G. Quarles 
Millard V. Oakley 
Dwain Peterman 
Claude Watkins 




w .  D .  Masters 
CITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -W- 449 F . Yr .12/31 Elec . 6/65 Phone 




Earl H. Salhanye 
Ray W .  Warren 
R .  N.  Culp 
Mgr 
CR 







Charles W. Wheland 
Nick F .  Senter 
Pemberton Cooley, Jr . 
w .  Layne Verle:t;.\den 
IJ) . G. .  �q_,1 '/V • 






Ro"bert H .  Bates 
A.  Wo Ashton 
Phone TA 1- 1 1 
Arthur Jones 
Albert L. Hodge 
Cecil Vaughn 
Kenyon A. Green 
Raymond Stamps 
CITY OF IDRETTO (Lawrence) -M- 929 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 4/64 Phone 825-3224 
First and third Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 porn. , at City Hall Jl!,iv S- J ti - !,. t.( 




Dr . M. H. Weathers 
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}1�A 1 L/  u > ., ' .,) ,, ' 
F'irst Tuesday after first Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C�ty Hall 1\,) f :Js ·ty 
Mayor Jack Hay CoP �:tl'j. �" 11� �� 
V-May Curry Sullivan FC Wyatt Threadgill 
Ald Rex Pope Jg Jack Hay 
Ald Edward Bailey ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald James Holcomb SS Guy Hodgin 
M P J SWW W.  P .  Veteto Ald L.  • owers, r .,  
™"r �0 J.h-Austtno<'� µ)� Ald H .  E.  Baker ....... >e 
AJ.d James T .  Roberts CD A .  R .  Wallace, Jr . 
CR-Tr H .  B. Bagwell WBCh L. T.  Hay 
DPZ � � '/,}.t1J.tl BI Truman Lewis, Jr . 
SG John E.  LeJs PBCh James Holcomb 
SSP Sam A. Lewis 
TOWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb)� -M- 293 F . Yr .9/30 Elec .9/64 Phone 












Eo D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
Brown Murphy 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perr_�) -W- 1,086 F o Yr.12/31 Elec .12/63 Phone 589-4581 








Jesse G.  Tate 
Taft Horner · 
w. J: Edwards 
Harold Savage 
s .  B. Tatum 
J a.mes Tucker 













TOWN OF LIVINGSTON (Overton) -M- 2 81 FoYr . 8  1 Elec . 6  64 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00  p .m. , at City Hall e:/�.! rtl..--' 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
/)J, r: (0f,) 1(.1 (). .• j(I ,J Mayor D.waa.a-.E'e-tel'maR <' , /l JJ..iJl.M. Jtty Ald -Cla�aee-Bav�s Clft<.A.� l Q'-.-1- CR 
Ald Dillis Benson , J)i .J CoP 
Ald �el'-i-tt !!a..lu/J "I (<J." ftVtl FC 
Ald Charles N .  Eley 
1 v,.kµ,Jtf SWW Ald .C�:i-va&Q�w?.'Ai I SS 
Ald J. T. Poindexter SG 
Jg L. V.  Cope BI 
PCCh Dr. W. G. Quarles 
Millard V. Oakley 
Dwain Peterman 
Claude Watkins 




w .  D .  Masters 
CITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -W- 449 F . Yr .12/31 Elec . 6/65 Phone 




Earl H. Salhanye 
Ray W .  Warren 
R .  N.  Culp 
Mgr 
CR 







Charles W. Wheland 
Nick F .  Senter 
Pemberton Cooley, Jr . 
w .  Layne Verle:t;.\den 
IJ) . G. .  �q_,1 '/V • 






Ro"bert H .  Bates 
A.  Wo Ashton 
Phone TA 1- 1 1 
Arthur Jones 
Albert L. Hodge 
Cecil Vaughn 
Kenyon A. Green 
Raymond Stamps 
CITY OF IDRETTO (Lawrence) -M- 929 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 4/64 Phone 825-3224 
First and third Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 porn. , at City Hall Jl!,iv S- J ti - !,. t.( 




Dr . M. H. Weathers 





CITY OF u:>UDON (Loudon) -E- 4,269 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .  Phone 458-2202 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. ,  at City Hall 








Don P.  Smith 
Dr. F. George Appleton 
Ray T.  Birkholz 
Joe V. Watkins 
Bud Sewell 





















.!J1...-M-o-Geek Rei y 
Otis Purdy 
George Kiley 
I.  H. Watson 
R. -r: 81;. Ir!. h1;1/z_ 
R .  T. Birkholz 
Jack Hobbs 
Dr. F. H. Booher 
Conner Matlow 
Quinn J. Hill 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 362 F.Yr.12hl Elec. 4/65 Phone 527-3253 





Alton M. Adair 
w .  B. Capley 





L. E. Moore 
James H .  Body 
I.eroy Hanna 
CoP Corl 7), H11/J 
CITY OF McEWEN (HW!!12_hre;ye_}. -M- :Jl9 F .Yr.3l_31 Elec.  5/65 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Ha.J.l 













Ald James R .  Buckner 
SS N .  R .  Parchman 1� /\ Pu //Cl'\ CR -M'.tss Aiiii Cro� ,,;. . 1 .. : • 
Mar-SWW-CD Doyle Brown 
FC Malcolm Ridings 











Yo D .  Moore CoP 
Lawton Brush FC 
Boyd Blackburn, Jr . ScS 
-Burnish 0 o Booth· ..J. J . c �e,(,v-.'(.,()) Clk 
H-:-K-;--Sw:-th d ... . e.-i, > 1..' C..A�.o ,1 .Mv sww 
Guy Fumbanks / Jr. Jg 
Walter r:f.'reva than CD 
W. R .  Stobbe HOff 
Ho B. Brummitt Lib 
J. W. Atkins, Sr . BJ 
t i  
Aaron Pinson 
Frank Ridley 
�o 0 'lifaffefl: To 'rn. Toh n .fo V1 
W.  H. Dinwiddie 
Luther Brewer 
Homer Bullock 
�1.ew;Ls ('(\r5. I?-. ( 11 to I// n-5 
Dr .  Jo T .  Holmes 
Mrs . Mary Hines 
�a_� � J�e2<-<7� 
JJ�> /.Jopp-N 
TOWN OF McI..EMORESVII..1£ (Carroll) -W- 285 F. Yr . 6/30 Elec .3/65 Phone 





B .  Clif'ton Blow 
Harold Blow 
Billy F .  McKinney 




William E. O'Neill 
James V. Smith 
James V .  Smith 
TOWN OF McMINNVILLE Warren -M- 01 F.Yr . 6  0 Elec . - -
First and third Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall f?l{'tnii111 • ..5- .S· n • : 1> - u  
Office� clos.� r�rhursday all tJ.ay, all year C l.  "'ft ...;; .. ,', ,., 3 Jo-IJ 'f a.:,o- t.. $ rn "1"11 .._........... 0:z.-...:&:.:. , 1;; ;, o - G :. '" - 8- tJ :s 
? 10 - C,..f 











·w-o--Y-;--.fun'eo j,', (l > I � 
J .  c .  Myers 
Lake-Stlilcup /�1 1 / 
Nester Steward 
E'ranklin-.E.-Blue 01 · , ;: 
Charles Keplinger 
Jo  C .  Panter 
C .  E. Haston 
Magness-EJ:kins f 'Cct.. t .C, . 
H .  D o  M:l. tchell 
Nes�r Stewar� 
, '- DFin 
EMgr 
I J '  Eng 
FC-SWW {p;;) • ,.·IPBCh 
ScS 
TA 
. , I ' SS . 1'1 "CD 
BI-PI 
PCCh 
TOWN OF MADISONVIIJ...E . (Monroe) -E- 1,812 F. Yr .9/30 
First Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
0ffic�s close Thursday afternoon, all yea:r · ).,!J - t:j - I - (., 'f 
Mayor Paul .fu.1.derson 1 CoP 
Ald �iJ.1-Ha-rr.�:i:J± f'. C . K'1 «i b n v j h Atty 
Ald Leon Harvey FC 
Ald D,1::..-WT-&o-H±g S" //""j"' /. · <{".v:>t HOff 
Ald Taylor Howard SS-CD 
Ald Kenneth White . . SWW 
CR-Jg Joe Jim Richards CP 
SSP William (Bill) Harrill SG 





w. A.  Goody 
C. a1 I . ' ,,, 
Kerm:i.t •.rurner 
Marvin McGee 
· '  
George Zechman./. ' 1  ll . . .. •• 1 
.Smi-tli.--Li-vely Y,. ... t..A • > t.M.. �� 
�ester-.Woma'Ok�.Je, �"Lf 
Elec .9/64 Phone 2622 
Erskine Hensley 
Joe G. Bagwell / 
�l:t";-� f)?-1 <JC rs cJl 
Dr • H.  M. McQuire 
Taylor Howard 
Dr. w .  s .  Higgs 
Leon Harvey 
Kenneth White 
CITY OF u:>UDON (Loudon) -E- 4,269 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .  Phone 458-2202 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. ,  at City Hall 
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Office� clos.� r�rhursday all tJ.ay, all year C l.  "'ft ...;; .. ,', ,., 3 Jo-IJ 'f a.:,o- t.. $ rn "1"11 .._........... 0:z.-...:&:.:. , 1;; ;, o - G :. '" - 8- tJ :s 
? 10 - C,..f 
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J .  c .  Myers 
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Nester Steward 
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Nes�r Stewar� 
, '- DFin 
EMgr 
I J '  Eng 
FC-SWW {p;;) • ,.·IPBCh 
ScS 
TA 
. , I ' SS . 1'1 "CD 
BI-PI 
PCCh 
TOWN OF MADISONVIIJ...E . (Monroe) -E- 1,812 F. Yr .9/30 
First Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
0ffic�s close Thursday afternoon, all yea:r · ).,!J - t:j - I - (., 'f 
Mayor Paul .fu.1.derson 1 CoP 
Ald �iJ.1-Ha-rr.�:i:J± f'. C . K'1 «i b n v j h Atty 
Ald Leon Harvey FC 
Ald D,1::..-WT-&o-H±g S" //""j"' /. · <{".v:>t HOff 
Ald Taylor Howard SS-CD 
Ald Kenneth White . . SWW 
CR-Jg Joe Jim Richards CP 
SSP William (Bill) Harrill SG 





w. A.  Goody 
C. a1 I . ' ,,, 
Kerm:i.t •.rurner 
Marvin McGee 
· '  
George Zechman./. ' 1  ll . . .. •• 1 
.Smi-tli.--Li-vely Y,. ... t..A • > t.M.. �� 
�ester-.Woma'Ok�.Je, �"Lf 
Elec .9/64 Phone 2622 
Erskine Hensley 
Joe G. Bagwell / 
�l:t";-� f)?-1 <JC rs cJl 
Dr • H.  M. McQuire 
Taylor Howard 
Dr. w .  s .  Higgs 
Leon Harvey 
Kenneth White 
CITY OF MANCHESTm {Coffee) -M- 3�0 F�Yro6/30 Elec .5/64 Phone 728-�112 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 P orn. , at City. Hall 
Mayor Dr o Clarence H. Farrar FC Floyd Fetzer 
V-May: Dr o Jessee OveraJ.1 HOf f Ralph Arnold 
Ald Sam Keele ScS Clyde Evans 
Ald Se�img J)o� le. ); evJ I ,S Atty Richard Harrison R. C!o//, nJ )'Y, 
Ald J; /oyJ m�m�han) v . CD LeanGEw-0� tTOh n 
Ald Wann W. Blackburn CoP B.  Co Kendrick 
Ald arles E o  O 'Neal DPW Bud Winton 
rn .. Jg-TA Jack Jones RBCh Wendell Becker 
Lib Betty Jackson SWW Charlie Turner 
SSP Walter Sain PCCh Kenneth Winnett 
WBCh Robert Thompson 
CITY OF MARTIN (Weakley) -W- 4,750 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .6/64 Phone 587-2313 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p orn. , at City Hall 
Mayor Doug Murphy FC N. B. Williams 
Ald c .  E .  Weldon SS Tom Winston 
Ald Willard Rooks HOff H. Go Edmondson 
Ald Fred Wade Atty Harold Brundige 
Ald Ho C .  Brundige SWW Charles Vowell 
CR Max Burchard SG Leon Williams 
CoP Cecil Levister SSP Oliver Miles 
PCCh Robert Harrison 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 10.348 F.Yr.8/31 Elec .  .
Phone 983-4_?17 
















Sam H.  Roberson 
Ben L. Cate (CFin) 
Luther Mo Kidd (CF, CP) 
H. H. Greer (CPW) 
Hugh E .  Delozier 
John R .  Bluford 
Herman Best 










Dr . Julian C. Lentz 
J. P. Stewart 
Mrs .  Frank Nance 
Frank AlJ.en 
Frank McNutt 
Colo Merle Delaney 
Joe Bo Irwin 
w. C. Kennedy 
. F .Yr . 12 1 Eleco4  64 Phone 
J. A. Whitaker 
c .  E. Nash 
w .  M. Williamson, Jr. 
Doyle Morris 
No  R .  Seay 
J-r-N 3' Mo 'l'BifJ:e:i:: :v Jr.., 
/3. R f)l:./!1 n.s 







Mrso Laura P. O 'Kelly 
John Tipton 
C.  E.  Nash 
E .  E. Waddell 
- """ ··--.. 
TOWN OF MAURY CITY (Crockett) -W- 624 FoYr.4/30 Elec .5/65 Phone 656-2720 
Last Friday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday aJ.l day, May through August 
Mayor Ben Buford Ald 
Ald J. M. Riddick CR-SWW 
Ald B .  G. Snider ScS 
Ald Wo P. Harper Mar 
Ald Charles Jetton SS 
Cecil Turnage 
Max Branch 
B. G.  Snider 
Harvey Dotson 
Cecil Turnage 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE Union -E- 620 F.Yr.6 0 Elec .6  64 Phone 





Grader L. Johnson 
E .  J. Stiner 
Kermit Beeler 





Hugh s .  Wj.se 
T .  L. McDonaJ.d 
E. J. Ailor 
J.  H.  Collette 
TOWN OF MEDINA Gibson -W- 22 F.Yr.12 l Elec .12 6 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at Mayor ' s  office ;ru.t.;i.....v -XC/itl--?'t.<"J-'-" I �  '7 �S 
J ehn-Smi·th f'rl: ,, . ../. . 9. '/ /1.�·u J CR 
Moedy-Mi-3:-J:s d1t.f.d(CJ� ./z 1i.i.e , FC 
Claroence-Spain f3r< 61< �¢.v ��M�:., SS-SWW-Jg 
Robert Senter 
Joe Conyers 







Billy Knolton < Mar 
• I I Jee�imbe-�lake � !.)" , , • ' .-
1'1- ! .. '. ·  -· c.· . -� j W, Aa Eawaa:'�  � WaJ.ker Graves CD 
Ia:oyd A. Utley* 
VS me 5 5,,_1 . l 
*Address : Mf.}-an1 Tep,nessee 
ff(,l.. /YI bu fdf 
!OWN OF MEDON (Madison) -W- 97 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/64 Phone 422-1038 (Jackson) 
First Monday each quarter, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at Frank Upton ' s  Store 
Mayor Frank Upton Ald �s fl. {3. Roa.re.-
AJ.d Chester Holland CR Mrs .  Griff McDaniel 
AJ.d Mrs .  Po E.  Smith Mar Sammie Wilson 
AJ.d Mrs . Olis Arnold 
43 
·1 
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43 
·1 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p.m.3  · at City Council Chamber u;;!·1 R,63� -6 - t,� q� I/ -/t,�IN 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year /(tJ I - .  °f'f'-J. 1- 8 - t y 
Mayor He»r-ar-Leeb- !JJ .. LU..tl-, J f '  ' 1� � 1 11 J BI Howard Slover 
V-May Claude A. Armour (CP CF) ElecI Harry L. Thomas 
Comm Wm-.-W-r-�a:l'Hs (CPW) 6.dl.. }t ' ..:�, PI W. A.  Taylor 
Comm James W. Moore (CFin ) ('\-
ScS E. c. Stimbert 
Connn Je�r f.),w,Ju. 0\l1 ' ""°  f };, Jg Beverly Boushe (City) 
Atty �ank-Bo--G±anetti7- �.a:;.�1 . , Jg John C .  Colton (City-traffic) 
CoP J. c. MacDonald rfffvl 1 � Jg El-izabet-h-MeCain (Juvenile ) vJ >til.k �. 
Eng . Thomas Maxson Jg WilJ.iam-Ing-:r::am. (32<>..<} '( . ..._; 't ,._; '  6 
DPl. Jerrold A.  Moore RBCh Harry Pierotti ( 
SSP James Cole TA J0e-S...-H4.-eks 
RD Marion Hale CD Col. John F.  Solllll1ers 
SP H. S .  Lewis Tr L. D .  Erwin 
Lib Lamar Wallis 
FC Ed.die Hamilton 
SG W. A. Ryan 
Compt Charles Crutchfield 
HOff Dr. L. M. Graves 
PCCh-DH Walter Simmons 





Gas & Water Division 
James Ray Morton 
J.  J.  Davis 
C .  L.  Osenbaugh 
H. s .  Jones 
TOWN OF MICHIE (McNairy) -W- 330 F . Yr.5/31 Elec.  Phone Shiloh 68Q-3113 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m.,  at Michie High School 
Mayor 
Ald 





Mrs .  H .  Man�l 
e...-
CITY OF MIDDLETON (Hardeman) -W- 461 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec .3/65 Phone 376-2521 






Franc.is L. Simpson, Jr . 
Charles Yopp 





�e A. Bi-saop. 
Harry Shelly 
C.  M. Campbell 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall "'f'r\.-tL�/,v 
Offices close Wednesday afternoonp May through September ..J 
1 1  
/- '1 - u 1-











< John Threadgi'tl fa"� U11�P'IYC0P Al:lbrey-H1ml!ll"Onds 1"4.Uo '' J 7!� 
-Eaul-Ande-l's0n /;1� fJ� EMgr CarpaeJ,J . . lfa:i;gis W · $ , J�-.1A-
-Her.b-Darts- f(.C.. .  dAo-....,/2.J FC How�rd Taylor � 12. � 
J. Mo Jones SS llan'y Jones -� 
Richard Burrow, Jr. . Jg .John: Th:r:eadg.i..Jd. CP� a,,, 
J. D.  Bullington Lib Mrs .  Odell Fields 
Bennett Holmes TA John McNail 
Mrs . Bobbie Belew BI Jack Denney 
Currie Drake CD Jack Fields 
(Hardin, Chester 





Joe L.  Hutton Ald 
H.  D .  Bridges , 1 . . tf..; Ald 
.A�a-Brerm .:J7-1� Ald 




A. E .  Hudson 










Thomas F.  Hall 
C.  C .  Hollingsworth 
Charles Baker 
Leonard Dunavant 
W. V.  Forsythe 
Coleman Smith 
c .  W. Maley 
�kif· S .  Rasberry 










Mrs .  Lois Uffelman 
James w. Watson 
Don Moncier 
Victor Pitts 
Charles w. Pruitt 
Thomas L.  Goin 
Thomas H .  Hall 
L. w .  Miles 
Gordon Moffatt 
TOWN OF MITCHELLVILLE (Sumner) -M- 184 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec.11/64 Phone 







H .  L.  Cardwill 
Robert Gilliam 
James Ke en 











J.  L.  Hinton 
TOWN OF MONTEAGLE Marion) -M- 775 F . Yr.6/10 EJ.ec.8/64 Phone 924-3581 Second Tuesda,.y each mo�th, 7 : 00 p.m.,  at Crownover Building N .S  'r; - 1 <6. - u 'f"  
Mayor W.  Ho  Templeton AJ.d 
Ald ;fu,dson Glaas_ (y1/\,() • :fvv Wd/fl.< ( t /C 
Grady Crownover r 
� �1.�lt-J..U 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam) -M- 2,297 F.Yr .6l.JO Elec.12/63 Phone 839-2323 First and third Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall 










Robert Lo Cate CR _ Do - tl/'-
'Bill Wiggins ) Atty 
$ .-c' McBona±d a . (;) C)r.t.( It"" ��J FC 
Percy Gilmore · Mar 
Hai:G-1-0.-Bagw..el.lt{ .(j. 'orl(> � sww 
Dr. C.  A. Co;\..lins �- . _. aJ 0 WBCh 
.RaJ.,ph-Gran-t f;lrru.v \ SS 
Has�ell S�allows / PCCh 




Po-E-;-Hayes IA, J. ?=>, tj /, 1 9v ,  
John Gill 
Richard Milligan 
N.  K.  Matthews 
John L. Sampley 
W.  J .  Pugh, Jr. 
Bill Vanderpool 
Jim Robbins , 
Cl.� I �l. t J '/;.)Jv.Jjp.,/1--<-J l� & A/l;,J �Vyj,t,� "7 f (,o<VV �-
kf.A,� � 0 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p.m.3  · at City Council Chamber u;;!·1 R,63� -6 - t,� q� I/ -/t,�IN 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year /(tJ I - .  °f'f'-J. 1- 8 - t y 
Mayor He»r-ar-Leeb- !JJ .. LU..tl-, J f '  ' 1� � 1 11 J BI Howard Slover 
V-May Claude A. Armour (CP CF) ElecI Harry L. Thomas 
Comm Wm-.-W-r-�a:l'Hs (CPW) 6.dl.. }t ' ..:�, PI W. A.  Taylor 
Comm James W. Moore (CFin ) ('\-
ScS E. c. Stimbert 
Connn Je�r f.),w,Ju. 0\l1 ' ""°  f };, Jg Beverly Boushe (City) 
Atty �ank-Bo--G±anetti7- �.a:;.�1 . , Jg John C .  Colton (City-traffic) 
CoP J. c. MacDonald rfffvl 1 � Jg El-izabet-h-MeCain (Juvenile ) vJ >til.k �. 
Eng . Thomas Maxson Jg WilJ.iam-Ing-:r::am. (32<>..<} '( . ..._; 't ,._; '  6 
DPl. Jerrold A.  Moore RBCh Harry Pierotti ( 
SSP James Cole TA J0e-S...-H4.-eks 
RD Marion Hale CD Col. John F.  Solllll1ers 
SP H. S .  Lewis Tr L. D .  Erwin 
Lib Lamar Wallis 
FC Ed.die Hamilton 
SG W. A. Ryan 
Compt Charles Crutchfield 
HOff Dr. L. M. Graves 
PCCh-DH Walter Simmons 





Gas & Water Division 
James Ray Morton 
J.  J.  Davis 
C .  L.  Osenbaugh 
H. s .  Jones 
TOWN OF MICHIE (McNairy) -W- 330 F . Yr.5/31 Elec.  Phone Shiloh 68Q-3113 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m.,  at Michie High School 
Mayor 
Ald 





Mrs .  H .  Man�l 
e...-
CITY OF MIDDLETON (Hardeman) -W- 461 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec .3/65 Phone 376-2521 






Franc.is L. Simpson, Jr . 
Charles Yopp 





�e A. Bi-saop. 
Harry Shelly 
C.  M. Campbell 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall "'f'r\.-tL�/,v 
Offices close Wednesday afternoonp May through September ..J 
1 1  
/- '1 - u 1-











< John Threadgi'tl fa"� U11�P'IYC0P Al:lbrey-H1ml!ll"Onds 1"4.Uo '' J 7!� 
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Mrs . Bobbie Belew BI Jack Denney 
Currie Drake CD Jack Fields 
(Hardin, Chester 
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.A�a-Brerm .:J7-1� Ald 
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TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam) -M- 2,297 F.Yr .6l.JO Elec.12/63 Phone 839-2323 First and third Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall 










Robert Lo Cate CR _ Do - tl/'-
'Bill Wiggins ) Atty 
$ .-c' McBona±d a . (;) C)r.t.( It"" ��J FC 
Percy Gilmore · Mar 
Hai:G-1-0.-Bagw..el.lt{ .(j. 'orl(> � sww 
Dr. C.  A. Co;\..lins �- . _. aJ 0 WBCh 
.RaJ.,ph-Gran-t f;lrru.v \ SS 
Has�ell S�allows / PCCh 




Po-E-;-Hayes IA, J. ?=>, tj /, 1 9v ,  
John Gill 
Richard Milligan 
N.  K.  Matthews 
John L. Sampley 
W.  J .  Pugh, Jr. 
Bill Vanderpool 
Jim Robbins , 
Cl.� I �l. t J '/;.)Jv.Jjp.,/1--<-J l� & A/l;,J �Vyj,t,� "7 f (,o<VV �-
kf.A,� � 0 
TOWN OF MORRISON (Warren_l_-M- 294 F0Yr o6/30 Elec.4/64 Phone 






H .  C .  racobs, Jr o 








J • Ho Rigsby 
tJt�t' {J)� 
TOWN OF MORRISTOWN Hamblen -E- 21 2 F.Yr .12 l Elec.11 64 Phone 86-
, First and third �d� �ach month, :JZp omo .9 at City Hall 














c .  lt'rank Davis 
James E. Burke 
John Henderson 
w. A. Thorn 
Coy Eo Purkey 
w. V. Ricker 
Charles E. Smith 
E. H. Winstead 
James K. Miller 
R .  Wo Pritchard 
Herbert S o  Walters 
Dr. Y. A. Jackson 













Earle E. Missing 
J. E •. Burke 
Seymour Gerson 
Carl T .  Vance 
Horace Quinton ( fYlUS J Dick Bireley o-1� 
Carr E.  O 'Dell 
w. D .  Carver 
Mrs .  John H.  Butler 
Lon Price 11 l 
�;x � tfA. V 
I o  W .  Hale 
68 F.Yrol2 l Elec.l 64 Phone 
First Friday each month, :00 p .m • .9 at City Hall 
Mayor Mrs . Clotea1 G. Morton Ald Harold F.  Ashford 
Ald R .  S .  Hurdle Ald Henry Boswell 
Ald J. R .  Morton Sec E. C. Oliver 
Ald S o  A. Browning Tr-SWW S .  A. Browning 
Ald 
TOWN OF *MOUNT CARMEL (Hawkins) mE·� 2A 629 F.  Yr o 7/30 Elec .10/ 63 Phone 








Thomas E. Dean, Jro 
E. P. Elliotts Jr . 
, Hubert L. Reynolds 
5 
*Address : R .F.D . ,  
, Ald Noah Bullis 
J\.J..d' Paul. J1., :1 .Paxker 
CR-Tr - �c .  Henry Hurd · 
PCCh G .  D9  Seal J ' , BI - 'P}lema:e-Mee e-y;Ram 7 Ll It < 
R 0 1/�'-"\ ') 1 ""' ... ko.J 
Church Hill� Tennessee t 




Third Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m.,  at City Hall UPr a. a l l ft> s ate ed1 











George W.  Brown 
John Petty 
J. W. ·Short 
s .  M. McGaw 
.._ W.  C o  Dunnebacke- l,1 , , , J,�j,.,,, 
,W-..-fh-Hard-tn� lJ. � . <:I t5 cit- ,-J 
Homer Copeland 













w . B. Ralston 
Herman Hill 
Harry G. Paul 
Jack Lightfoot 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY (Johnson) -E- 1,478 F .Yr .7/31 Elec .3/65  Phone 727-3611 





Lewis w .  May 
Chester F .  Blevins 







T.  W.  Wj.J.son 
w .  R .  Mutter 
Hill Ward 
TOWN OF MUNFORD (Tipton) -W- 1,014 F .Yr .6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone TE 7-4341 







George R �  Ellis, Jr. 
E. C .  Pritchett 
J .  R .  Bibb 
George Baddour 
Edward Haddad 










A .  s .  Witherington 
Harry Sutphin 
Harry Woodberry 
CITY OF MURFHEESBORO {Rutherford) -M- 18 l F . Yr .12 l Elec .4  64 Phone 8 - 210 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall (ri.l.vtju t • .w. � . "'/. n- " 3  
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 1 '  ' '  10 . 18 - t:. 3  
w. 1-/ . uJ�qok.;J ' '  · ·  J- 1 s - b �1 
Mayor k; L .  '!'odd, zr .  !. ' . Atty A .  B.  Huddl.fts?n . Ji-May �" , ,, Eo-Go-F-1:-te· ./ 1  1 • I r,.. . ,) ) ·< 1 / c l CoP -BG b by-Lync::h 1 .• / 1 ,,.. , ....!. CI. tt > ,. U.! � .J) 
Coun W.  Hollis Westbrook , ;EMgr W. E.  Landers 
Coun George G-:-Gampbel.;L '/�I,, / �  / 11 .. .,Pc B. B. Qualls � !l u;/ Coun ' John R .  Rucker PBCh -E.- G-.-F-:i:-te I �J'Yl#l 1" r �L .C0im. V- /'Y14( Herman o . · Jones PCCh -James-Ja.ckson AJ�,, 4 1 I /  I LJUYla-1!/ 
Coun �Barton-Dement;-Jr ./l<u; � .L . 11  .  � . scs /3 JK' E. Hobgood 
Mgr ·H .-L-Mc CullQlJgh I .  , i ,' .r) , (, ::) , , SWW Joe W o Lovell 
CR Albert Williams ' TA John D .  Barber 
BI Chas . H.  Smotherman CD H. Miller Lanier 
RD Raymond L. Duffy WBCh D .  M. Dougherty 
Jg Charles J. Raper RBCh John Dixon 
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Church Hill� Tennessee t 
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CR Albert Williams ' TA John D .  Barber 
BI Chas . H.  Smotherman CD H. Miller Lanier 
RD Raymond L. Duffy WBCh D .  M. Dougherty 
Jg Charles J. Raper RBCh John Dixon 
47 
CITY OF NASHVILLE (Davidson) -M- 250,887 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 8/66 Phone 255-0361 ._ 
First and third Tuesday each month, .7 : 30 p .m. , at Courthouse ..J.�tU�v 1 () ·  1- �-3,, 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Beverly c .  Briley 
V-May George Cate, Jr. 
Coun Dan May 
Coun Tom McGrath 
Coun Miss Frances Doyle 
Coun Tom G .  Deford 
Coun Harold Boguskie 
Coun Robert E.  Lillard 
Coun David Scobey 
Coun William P. Winter 
Coun Arch M.  Carney 
Coun Glenn Ferguson 
Coun James E .  Bates 
Coun John A.  Wilson 
Coun Earl Shacklett 
Coun Tandy ' Wilson, III 
Coun . A. Pat Patterson, Sr. 
Coun Frank Griffin 
Coun Ewin Warmack 
Coun Sherman Hunt 
Coun Harold Love 
Coun Paul G .  Blankenship 
Coun Robert E .  Norris 
Coun Thurman F .  Brooks 
Coun G .  C.  Warren 
Coun Z.  Alexander Looby 
Coun Don 0 1 Guin 
Coun Richard w. Jenkins 
Coun Carlton B .  Tarkington 
Coun Robert A .  Arning 
Coun Richard D .  Taylor 
Coun Charles A.  Howell, III 
Coun Mansfield Douglas, III 



































" -'/-- I :? - (, .,.... 
M. R .  Bess 
H. A. Bartlett 
James R .  Tuck 
Kenneth L. Miller 
A.  T .  Hessey 
R obert Reasoner 
H .  Porter Srirl.th 
John L. Driver 
w .  M .  Carr, Jr. 
Hubert o. Kemp 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J .  Spore, Jr. 
Charles W. Hawkins 
Neill S .  Brown 
Andrew Doyle � 'f""/ � J'.Gl:m.-Br-Ragsd:&l:e �.A..l.4<uJ/ M> 
E ,  Douglas White 
Dr. Henry Hill 
Leon Gilbert 
F .  W .  Pickens 
W .  F .  Burton 
Leonard Sisk 
Joe E .  Torrence 
Dl'-r-John-J-r-Lentz '(�t..'ll '). I ·  1,.9 
Dan Hicks 
Thomas P. Kennedy 
R .  L. Lawrence, Jr . 
Marshall Stewart 
� -J...-J).ou�eaeh 'R� cJ 2J 





TOWN OF NEW JOHNSONVILLE (Humphreys) -M- 559 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .5/64 Phone LE 5-3315_ 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Comnrunity Building 



















Mrs . Doris Schneider 
���i ��r�wer {iJlluJv �. �/�WV 
48 
{YuvJVJ/ w.tf._(,,_; 9 . t . -µlf.{ (.._ 
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWEL�_(Claiborne -E·· 808 F . Yr . 6  0 Ele c . 12/63 Phone 626-4261 









C .  A .  Torbett, Jr. 
�; ,,� /(. ,{;t;:;-_.,;;tVU 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall �v.4 �i 
Mayor S .- E CashdGl-1-ar .G /, ' · 1'1;. ' • , Atty John M .  Drane 1 Sr . 
Ald E. A. N4.-eho-l-s '),tt 1 .. FC W. H .  Robertson 
Ald Franklin Parnell �g_. J"oe-l.Gui:e MW.H::a.s 
Ald Paul Harris SWW-EMgr C .  Burt Hicks 
Ald R-.-L-. eole "/) \ I( • II I I PCCh John M .  Drane' Jr. 
Ald Elmer Moore ( SG-SS Robert Pledge 
Ald J. N .-Johnson ft t r. . . , ,. , . J -GeP- -Hewffi!'a-Ada.ms- ,Id. /()('( t. lw 
CR M. D .  Fry 
TOWN OF NEWPORT (Cocke) -E- 6,448 F , Yr . 6/30 Elec . 12/64 Phone 4323 
Second Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Fred Jones CoP 
V-May Hooper Phillips FC 
Ald Harry Melton ScS 
Ald Joe Kyker sww 
Ald James Haynes SS 
Ald Robert Hill CD 
Atty Edward Hurd SU 
CR-Jg Bill Lillard BI 
UBCh Dr . Hobart Ford 
Ike Johnson 
Robert Tucker 
J. Lacey Vinson 
Hugh Gray 
-!Fhoma'S-Me-&e-eP 9 a; Edward Walker, J • 
C. L. Boley 
CITY OF NIOTA (_McMinn) -E-_&.79 F .  Yr . 6/30 Elec .  l0/ 64 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 














C .  A.  Brakebill (CH)  
Arthur Hicks 
Ad�ie Sheppard (CFin) 
Sam Woods (CF, CP) 
Bill Snyder 
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Ald Harry Melton ScS 
Ald Joe Kyker sww 
Ald James Haynes SS 
Ald Robert Hill CD 
Atty Edward Hurd SU 
CR-Jg Bill Lillard BI 
UBCh Dr . Hobart Ford 
Ike Johnson 
Robert Tucker 
J. Lacey Vinson 
Hugh Gray 
-!Fhoma'S-Me-&e-eP 9 a; Edward Walker, J • 
C. L. Boley 
CITY OF NIOTA (_McMinn) -E-_&.79 F .  Yr . 6/30 Elec .  l0/ 64 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 














C .  A.  Brakebill (CH)  
Arthur Hicks 
Ad�ie Sheppard (CFin) 
Sam Woods (CF, CP) 
Bill Snyder 





TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford) -M- 119 F.Yr . 6/30  Ele c .  Phone 






Mrs .  Alafair Gaither 
Ald 
CR 
P. w .  Prince 
Mrs .  Alafair Gaither 
CITY OF NORRIS (Anderson) -E- &1389 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.11/64 Phone 7645 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p.m.,  at Cotnmunitf Building 


















Virgil McKa.mey , , ; 1 1 . 1 1 I �attg±as Sr-Beall t!� /JC.It >�1 M, 
Paul D. Neumann 
Charles L. Gouffon . 
Milo D .  Wilson 
Armond Arnurius 
James M. Underwood* 
Jack H. Crouch 
James Oo Artman 




*Address :  Clinton, Tennessee 
CITY OF *OAK HILL (Davidson) -M- 4,490 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec .5/64 Phone CY 7-6153 
Third Thursday each month, 5 : 00 p.m.,  at City Office -
e 
Ma�o � eorge M. Green, Jr . . 
V-May: aul c. Simpson 
Co :;;:.Albert P. Rose I 
Mgr-CR-CD''fFo  E .  Kent 
Atty Andrew D.  Tanner** 
PCCh Granbery Jackson, Jr. 
S!!c. 'f?Vl<J, w� f<c.r.JU,.v•"" •V, � · 
West Melrose Building, 2535 Franklin Road, Nashville 4 





CITY OF *OAK RIL'GE & Roane F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  6 Phone 48 - 671 
First and third Thursday each month, :00 p . m . ,  at Municipal Building oxk R.:...L� /I· 3- t.3 















Robert A.  McNees PA 
'll-r-R. Livingstea DFin 
G.  Norman Hildreth FC 
W .  C .  Tunnell Atty 
A. K. Bissell fl Eng 
FaW.-D.-Qu4:n1ey'(+"! , 1 : Jg 
John Griess,  Jr . Clk 
Harry c .  Francke CoP 
Jehn-Norrts-"f•Jt.-, ...... , -: ...-: _.,......_.....,._, DPW 
H.  Clifton Savage RD 
Washington Butler, Jr . HOff 
Bert M. Kelly ScS 
Carleton E .  McMullin Lib 
Alexander R .  Nowicki CD cJ:..t�vel � a  1 t .!Cl..v� 73r 
�-*Addres s :  Municipal Building, 
-Pr. 
W. Withers 
Charles H.  Oakley 
Troy Richardson 
Luther Reed 
M. c. Allgood 
Roland Prince 
Louise E.  Murphy 
C .  T.  Vettel 
O .  K. Rickman 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas 




� J:ul V.  Cle:mmensen 
"..\c-6' •9e•.U' <! & nctb<v' 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
('.fM t •1 �c_,; � 
TOWN OF OAKDALE (Morgan) -E- 470 F . Yr.12/31 Elec .  Phone 369-4400 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m.,  at City Hall 
Mayor Louis T .  Mills Ald 
Ald Henry Watson Ald 
Ald Elmer Byrd Mar 
Ald T .  L. Byrd SS-Jg 
Ald Elbert Gilreath 
TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fayette) -W- 306 F . Yr .5/31 Elec .  






w .  F .  Engert 
W.  L.  Headrick 
D .  J .  Northern 
E .  c .  Leopper 
Phone 465-2253 
e-:- F. Eisinger � J�.-H�W · /:J .  v � 
T. W .  Tomlin 
Ernest Houston 
TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford) -M- 119 F.Yr . 6/30  Ele c .  Phone 






Mrs .  Alafair Gaither 
Ald 
CR 
P. w .  Prince 
Mrs .  Alafair Gaither 
CITY OF NORRIS (Anderson) -E- &1389 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.11/64 Phone 7645 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p.m.,  at Cotnmunitf Building 


















Virgil McKa.mey , , ; 1 1 . 1 1 I �attg±as Sr-Beall t!� /JC.It >�1 M, 
Paul D. Neumann 
Charles L. Gouffon . 
Milo D .  Wilson 
Armond Arnurius 
James M. Underwood* 
Jack H. Crouch 
James Oo Artman 




*Address :  Clinton, Tennessee 
CITY OF *OAK HILL (Davidson) -M- 4,490 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec .5/64 Phone CY 7-6153 
Third Thursday each month, 5 : 00 p.m.,  at City Office -
e 
Ma�o � eorge M. Green, Jr . . 
V-May: aul c. Simpson 
Co :;;:.Albert P. Rose I 
Mgr-CR-CD''fFo  E .  Kent 
Atty Andrew D.  Tanner** 
PCCh Granbery Jackson, Jr. 
S!!c. 'f?Vl<J, w� f<c.r.JU,.v•"" •V, � · 
West Melrose Building, 2535 Franklin Road, Nashville 4 





CITY OF *OAK RIL'GE & Roane F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  6 Phone 48 - 671 
First and third Thursday each month, :00 p . m . ,  at Municipal Building oxk R.:...L� /I· 3- t.3 















Robert A.  McNees PA 
'll-r-R. Livingstea DFin 
G.  Norman Hildreth FC 
W .  C .  Tunnell Atty 
A. K. Bissell fl Eng 
FaW.-D.-Qu4:n1ey'(+"! , 1 : Jg 
John Griess,  Jr . Clk 
Harry c .  Francke CoP 
Jehn-Norrts-"f•Jt.-, ...... , -: ...-: _.,......_.....,._, DPW 
H.  Clifton Savage RD 
Washington Butler, Jr . HOff 
Bert M. Kelly ScS 
Carleton E .  McMullin Lib 
Alexander R .  Nowicki CD cJ:..t�vel � a  1 t .!Cl..v� 73r 
�-*Addres s :  Municipal Building, 
-Pr. 
W. Withers 
Charles H.  Oakley 
Troy Richardson 
Luther Reed 
M. c. Allgood 
Roland Prince 
Louise E.  Murphy 
C .  T.  Vettel 
O .  K. Rickman 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas 




� J:ul V.  Cle:mmensen 
"..\c-6' •9e•.U' <! & nctb<v' 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
('.fM t •1 �c_,; � 
TOWN OF OAKDALE (Morgan) -E- 470 F . Yr.12/31 Elec .  Phone 369-4400 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m.,  at City Hall 
Mayor Louis T .  Mills Ald 
Ald Henry Watson Ald 
Ald Elmer Byrd Mar 
Ald T .  L. Byrd SS-Jg 
Ald Elbert Gilreath 
TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fayette) -W- 306 F . Yr .5/31 Elec .  






w .  F .  Engert 
W.  L.  Headrick 
D .  J .  Northern 
E .  c .  Leopper 
Phone 465-2253 
e-:- F. Eisinger � J�.-H�W · /:J .  v � 













Dr . Lo B. Sinunons 
Horace Yates 
Homer Oakes 
First Thursday each month, :00 p .m










Harold Mo Hudson 
G .  Austin Bailey 
Walter Liles 
Joe Hart 

















Mrs . Jimmie. Durr 
J. Paul Whi.te 
Marvin Wright f\ '· 1 . . 
J-;-e�urrrer- v � 
Chester Thompson 
John R .  Huffstutter 
Eugene Justice 
Neil Simmons 
Charles H. Seiber 
Elijah Vann 
G. A. Bailey 
s. J. VanHooks 
Mrs . Maxine· Harvey 
48 F . Yr .9;30 Ele c . 11/63 Phone 569-
4295 
TOWN OF ONEIDA {Scott) -E- 2, 0 7 : 30 p . m. , at City HaJ.l 








John Lee West 
Jennings Hatfield
_
d., o(J..,y_Jc iv Charles-Reneau f) Yl;..,V 
Herman Seabolt 1 
Everett Lovett 
Carson & Wilson 
Kirby Phillips 




James W .  Barnes 
Ruth Smith 
E ... C .  Freeman 
52 










c. L. Watters () . ii .  ju,.,.4-�-;--bax41<:m· 'rJ (} 
Arlie M .  Lay 
Vester E. Blevins 





W 0 T o  Goff 
TOWN OF PALMER (Grundy) .. M- 12069 F . Yr . 6/30 . Ele c . 8/64 Phone 










Theodore L.  Long 
CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W- 9,832 F . Yr .12/31 Elec .12/64 Phone · 173 















o. T .  Keenan 
Mil ton Bro'j/1 1 --J .  D o  Lee rf 8.;!t.-i "' c<' • 








i}'' c ( 'U-<-1.-4/ s u 
Tr 




John C .  McClure 
F .  F .  Wells, Jr . 
w. o. Inman 
Jake Marr � ,_s. James-H-�f!ma.n u />1 (/. 
H. Grady Richardson 
TOWN OF PARROTTSVILLE (Cocke) -E- 91 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  12/64 Phone 




Charles F .  Barger 





*Address : Newport, Tennessee 
Fred Hixon 
J. c .  McSween, Jr.* 
George Blazer 
TOWN OF PARSONS (Decatur) -Wm 12859 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec .7/64 Phone 847-3761 
First Monday each month.i> 7 : 00 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday aJ.l day, May through September 
Mayor Madison Scott ('\ J\ , (N/'\Atty Ald ,J;,aTr� � ,  "1- · � .  fl;/ µ  1' J J CoP A:l.tr- V- n1� Melvin King FC-CD 
Ald d. L. E. Pevahouse (CFtn) SS 
Ald ' BdlJmtams- ( cP, qj}) w .  8. ni�ssP�sww 
Ald Jaek-Mamiel� ( CPW) �"1<> � SG 
Ald Ha.;pe±d-Segr-aves.9tl.<.%• Re< �.),l�!!Jt WBCh 
Ald .I-�ker f<,evl(tA-x Jn� RD 
ffi-Jg- lll'-'·Gh--a:rlle Pratt &iei.-- 1v �ti-<-._;_.v HI-BI 























Dr . Lo B. Sinunons 
Horace Yates 
Homer Oakes 
First Thursday each month, :00 p .m










Harold Mo Hudson 
G .  Austin Bailey 
Walter Liles 
Joe Hart 

















Mrs . Jimmie. Durr 
J. Paul Whi.te 
Marvin Wright f\ '· 1 . . 
J-;-e�urrrer- v � 
Chester Thompson 
John R .  Huffstutter 
Eugene Justice 
Neil Simmons 
Charles H. Seiber 
Elijah Vann 
G. A. Bailey 
s. J. VanHooks 
Mrs . Maxine· Harvey 
48 F . Yr .9;30 Ele c . 11/63 Phone 569-
4295 
TOWN OF ONEIDA {Scott) -E- 2, 0 7 : 30 p . m. , at City HaJ.l 








John Lee West 
Jennings Hatfield
_
d., o(J..,y_Jc iv Charles-Reneau f) Yl;..,V 
Herman Seabolt 1 
Everett Lovett 
Carson & Wilson 
Kirby Phillips 




James W .  Barnes 
Ruth Smith 
E ... C .  Freeman 
52 










c. L. Watters () . ii .  ju,.,.4-�-;--bax41<:m· 'rJ (} 
Arlie M .  Lay 
Vester E. Blevins 





W 0 T o  Goff 
TOWN OF PALMER (Grundy) .. M- 12069 F . Yr . 6/30 . Ele c . 8/64 Phone 










Theodore L.  Long 
CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W- 9,832 F . Yr .12/31 Elec .12/64 Phone · 173 















o. T .  Keenan 
Mil ton Bro'j/1 1 --J .  D o  Lee rf 8.;!t.-i "' c<' • 








i}'' c ( 'U-<-1.-4/ s u 
Tr 




John C .  McClure 
F .  F .  Wells, Jr . 
w. o. Inman 
Jake Marr � ,_s. James-H-�f!ma.n u />1 (/. 
H. Grady Richardson 
TOWN OF PARROTTSVILLE (Cocke) -E- 91 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  12/64 Phone 




Charles F .  Barger 





*Address : Newport, Tennessee 
Fred Hixon 
J. c .  McSween, Jr.* 
George Blazer 
TOWN OF PARSONS (Decatur) -Wm 12859 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec .7/64 Phone 847-3761 
First Monday each month.i> 7 : 00 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday aJ.l day, May through September 
Mayor Madison Scott ('\ J\ , (N/'\Atty Ald ,J;,aTr� � ,  "1- · � .  fl;/ µ  1' J J CoP A:l.tr- V- n1� Melvin King FC-CD 
Ald d. L. E. Pevahouse (CFtn) SS 
Ald ' BdlJmtams- ( cP, qj}) w .  8. ni�ssP�sww 
Ald Jaek-Mamiel� ( CPW) �"1<> � SG 
Ald Ha.;pe±d-Segr-aves.9tl.<.%• Re< �.),l�!!Jt WBCh 
Ald .I-�ker f<,evl(tA-x Jn� RD 
ffi-Jg- lll'-'·Gh--a:rlle Pratt &iei.-- 1v �ti-<-._;_.v HI-BI 













1 Elec.l 6 Phone 6 -8 11 TOWN OF PETERSBURG . & Lincoln -M- 42 F . Yr .12 (J1erno 'D1 X'."0 11 J) - B r v 3  







J. L. Scott 





























Charles C. Clabo 
Orlie Trentham 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE Bledsoe �E- l F . Yr . 6  0 Elec .12 
6 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 





� , /(,� ,  rn�"'dc.l IV 
Ald -G-r-Eo-M�Colxum 
8:6 Alden Boynton
,,, C l.ff) C.. ttt-CCa ,n �-.,_J.oe-Hatf.ield. v- • · 
...Jee-E>e'Slttns � Yh�/rv sww �tt t  
-Jemmriiobson- ((, '-"'�± WIJJ 
�r.-ee-te�Upehureh fn14 • 13 
John Therrell 
Oscar Wheeler / 
() I, j ' fdtA t! IV I it.P-{• tfJZ-v 0l l 
TOWN OF PLEASANT HILL Cumberland -E-2 6 F . yr . 6  0 Elec . 4  6 Phone 4
84-2844 Crossville) 





Fred Rackley ('1 






First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall /:),,,; .. lfo.:t..,!,.....; � 1 - 1 tl- - &  














Robert L. Shannon 
Paul D.  Gossett 
Paul Allen West -� · � ·  w .  Siminton 











s .  w .  Dorris 
Thomas Boyers* 
Harold Austin . 
L.  Dee Wilkerson 
William Glover 
�� ./VJ"'l-' fh_p,-.< .. /Y\ -' 
z;u. � 61. " ,4- ;  .J) 











Dr . Aymett Garner CoP 
Parmenas Cox SP 
John Rayburn 
, 1 , 1 
FC 
Tonnny-W .- Harrison � · � .. NJ.:Cr, SWW 
Walter- Foster [).,. ··. , c , � Jg 
Porter Fogg EMgr-CD 
Foster Gordon . RBCh 
-!! om Moore J..;v 1 ('\ C:, fl!'. 1 <" lia ,y1."' RD 
W .  M. Rainey , HOff 
Jll�iams.Gn � L� o&l 1i.wvPI 
W. B .  Holt 13 J.. 
Saro Yarbrough:' '' 
Foster Gordon · J_ 1 .. 
-Ned-0denea:l ... rb.J .g .. u(.Aj�vvr 
W .  R .  Abernathy 
W o  Howell Forrester 
W. L. Anderson ./ � . ...Thomas W • Harrison ,.;, k/�fl-(..; l4
Kermit Smith 
James Tredwell 
s-. W. i3r4Rdley i3 . LJ • 12 Q,c)c. l.a-­
<i 'B .  w .  'l<ac..k fr;> j 
TOWN OF PURYEAR (Henry) -W- 408 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .5/65 Phone 





Richard L. Crank 
J .  w .  Parker 
Mil ton Smith 




Barcall R o  Doran 
c .  H. Parks, Jr . 
Taylor Owens 
QITY OF RAMER (McNairy) -W- 358 F . Yr.6/30 Ele c .5/64 Phone 









1 Elec.l 6 Phone 6 -8 11 TOWN OF PETERSBURG . & Lincoln -M- 42 F . Yr .12 (J1erno 'D1 X'."0 11 J) - B r v 3  







J. L. Scott 





























Charles C. Clabo 
Orlie Trentham 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE Bledsoe �E- l F . Yr . 6  0 Elec .12 
6 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 





� , /(,� ,  rn�"'dc.l IV 
Ald -G-r-Eo-M�Colxum 
8:6 Alden Boynton
,,, C l.ff) C.. ttt-CCa ,n �-.,_J.oe-Hatf.ield. v- • · 
...Jee-E>e'Slttns � Yh�/rv sww �tt t  
-Jemmriiobson- ((, '-"'�± WIJJ 
�r.-ee-te�Upehureh fn14 • 13 
John Therrell 
Oscar Wheeler / 
() I, j ' fdtA t! IV I it.P-{• tfJZ-v 0l l 
TOWN OF PLEASANT HILL Cumberland -E-2 6 F . yr . 6  0 Elec . 4  6 Phone 4
84-2844 Crossville) 





Fred Rackley ('1 






First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall /:),,,; .. lfo.:t..,!,.....; � 1 - 1 tl- - &  














Robert L. Shannon 
Paul D.  Gossett 
Paul Allen West -� · � ·  w .  Siminton 











s .  w .  Dorris 
Thomas Boyers* 
Harold Austin . 
L.  Dee Wilkerson 
William Glover 
�� ./VJ"'l-' fh_p,-.< .. /Y\ -' 
z;u. � 61. " ,4- ;  .J) 











Dr . Aymett Garner CoP 
Parmenas Cox SP 
John Rayburn 
, 1 , 1 
FC 
Tonnny-W .- Harrison � · � .. NJ.:Cr, SWW 
Walter- Foster [).,. ··. , c , � Jg 
Porter Fogg EMgr-CD 
Foster Gordon . RBCh 
-!! om Moore J..;v 1 ('\ C:, fl!'. 1 <" lia ,y1."' RD 
W .  M. Rainey , HOff 
Jll�iams.Gn � L� o&l 1i.wvPI 
W. B .  Holt 13 J.. 
Saro Yarbrough:' '' 
Foster Gordon · J_ 1 .. 
-Ned-0denea:l ... rb.J .g .. u(.Aj�vvr 
W .  R .  Abernathy 
W o  Howell Forrester 
W. L. Anderson ./ � . ...Thomas W • Harrison ,.;, k/�fl-(..; l4
Kermit Smith 
James Tredwell 
s-. W. i3r4Rdley i3 . LJ • 12 Q,c)c. l.a-­
<i 'B .  w .  'l<ac..k fr;> j 
TOWN OF PURYEAR (Henry) -W- 408 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .5/65 Phone 





Richard L. Crank 
J .  w .  Parker 
Mil ton Smith 




Barcall R o  Doran 
c .  H. Parks, Jr . 
Taylor Owens 
QITY OF RAMER (McNairy) -W- 358 F . Yr.6/30 Ele c .5/64 Phone 








CITY OF *RED BANK-WHITE OAK Hamilton -E-10 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , 






Ro  H. Landers 
Joe H .  Godsey 
T .  H. Collins 
John Slaten 





� p  
I /  
James L.  Juhl 
Lowell H.  Bishop 
lh Lr Sm:.ttlt, ·r"; 
Gus D.  Hatfield, 
ua� 'fl)�o--iJ 
*Address : 3005 Dayton Boulevard, Chattanooga 5,  Tennes
see 
**Addres s :  Suites 2CY2-204, Professional Bldg . ,  Chatt
anooga 3, Tenn. 













w. A. Moss 







c. R. Jent 
w. P. Biles 
Herlon Cox 
Charles Jordon 
F.  E.  Parkhurst 
James F. Witcher 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY Marion �E- 224 F .Yr . 6  0 Ele c .  
First Friday each month, 3 : 30 p .m. ,  at Penn Dixie Office 




F. C. Crumbliss 
M. Kilgore 
Troy L. Flowers 
CR 
CD 
Miss Viola Johnson 
Wells Wilkinson , 
TOWN OF RIDGELY (Lake) -W- 1,464 F . Yr .6/30 Ele c . 6/65 Phone 264-5182 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








Carl s .  Miller 
w. B� Acree 
R .  D. Argo 











Q. T .  West 
Noe+ Hugh Riley 
H. G. Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Horace Phebus .1 C. R. DodEi- JJ- � tA... 
Orbie L .  Hickman 
2 
-
Third Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Chairman ' s  House 
Chm P.  B .  Sheperd Sec 
rr< 
*Address : Chattanooga, Tennessee 
(Davidson & 
John G .  Kain 
LU� g.,,�,,kv 
TOWN OF RIDGETOP Robertson -M- 2 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 






J-ee -Mor-Fis cl.v. · ��, I ( Ald 
Braxton Davis .... � <  ' .J.., 1 ;j,_,.lr. Mar 
Leonard Christmas<2 . 13. )J+";i1 •�' CD 
Delmas Brake (� 11 , '(. , 1Li�Ju.,�· Clk 
Beapw0od-Bir:dweJ..J: {);J.i0 /'?;.,ta h L;-
J ohn-Ir;-€a:l:lis { ,. · , • ' 2 ... i: · r � 
Forde Callis 
Mrs .  Margaret Edging I · · /5 1. 
( 
TOWN OF RIP_LEY (�.�q_erdale) -W- 3,78'? .. X,.Yr .  1 Elec.  Phone 









James R .  Fitzhugh 
Richard Douglas 




Hal Wilson � 









Joe Walker, Jr , 
Oneal Weaver 
John Kennedy 
James R .  Fitzhugh 
Bob White 
J. W .  Best 
William Fitzhugh 
Joe M. Tucker, Jr . 
TOWN OF RIVES (Obion) -W- 291 F . Yr . 12/31 Ele c . 1/64 Phone 246-2101 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. , at City Hall v.,,.1 '(..; ;v tlxJ -rru,Ao....,,,,() , 1 - 15-uy 
Mayor Druie Black 1 f / · Ald Guy Jennings 
Ald J .  M.  Fisher W ' · Ald M.  V. Robinson i 1.' � J 
!i� John-G±-l±ean 
C � Ut. I FCoP ��-er l!J ,  ?J · �-
C.  Bonner , , , , CR C ,  Bonner 
Ald -E-loyd Flack� ).;11 tit "( /l),:; 7'/1 t'9 Tr J, M. Fisher 
57 
CITY OF *RED BANK-WHITE OAK Hamilton -E-10 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , 






Ro  H. Landers 
Joe H .  Godsey 
T .  H. Collins 
John Slaten 





� p  
I /  
James L.  Juhl 
Lowell H.  Bishop 
lh Lr Sm:.ttlt, ·r"; 
Gus D.  Hatfield, 
ua� 'fl)�o--iJ 
*Address : 3005 Dayton Boulevard, Chattanooga 5,  Tennes
see 
**Addres s :  Suites 2CY2-204, Professional Bldg . ,  Chatt
anooga 3, Tenn. 













w. A. Moss 







c. R. Jent 
w. P. Biles 
Herlon Cox 
Charles Jordon 
F.  E.  Parkhurst 
James F. Witcher 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY Marion �E- 224 F .Yr . 6  0 Ele c .  
First Friday each month, 3 : 30 p .m. ,  at Penn Dixie Office 




F. C. Crumbliss 
M. Kilgore 
Troy L. Flowers 
CR 
CD 
Miss Viola Johnson 
Wells Wilkinson , 
TOWN OF RIDGELY (Lake) -W- 1,464 F . Yr .6/30 Ele c . 6/65 Phone 264-5182 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








Carl s .  Miller 
w. B� Acree 
R .  D. Argo 











Q. T .  West 
Noe+ Hugh Riley 
H. G. Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Horace Phebus .1 C. R. DodEi- JJ- � tA... 
Orbie L .  Hickman 
2 
-
Third Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Chairman ' s  House 
Chm P.  B .  Sheperd Sec 
rr< 
*Address : Chattanooga, Tennessee 
(Davidson & 
John G .  Kain 
LU� g.,,�,,kv 
TOWN OF RIDGETOP Robertson -M- 2 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 






J-ee -Mor-Fis cl.v. · ��, I ( Ald 
Braxton Davis .... � <  ' .J.., 1 ;j,_,.lr. Mar 
Leonard Christmas<2 . 13. )J+";i1 •�' CD 
Delmas Brake (� 11 , '(. , 1Li�Ju.,�· Clk 
Beapw0od-Bir:dweJ..J: {);J.i0 /'?;.,ta h L;-
J ohn-Ir;-€a:l:lis { ,. · , • ' 2 ... i: · r � 
Forde Callis 
Mrs .  Margaret Edging I · · /5 1. 
( 
TOWN OF RIP_LEY (�.�q_erdale) -W- 3,78'? .. X,.Yr .  1 Elec.  Phone 









James R .  Fitzhugh 
Richard Douglas 




Hal Wilson � 









Joe Walker, Jr , 
Oneal Weaver 
John Kennedy 
James R .  Fitzhugh 
Bob White 
J. W .  Best 
William Fitzhugh 
Joe M. Tucker, Jr . 
TOWN OF RIVES (Obion) -W- 291 F . Yr . 12/31 Ele c . 1/64 Phone 246-2101 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. , at City Hall v.,,.1 '(..; ;v tlxJ -rru,Ao....,,,,() , 1 - 15-uy 
Mayor Druie Black 1 f / · Ald Guy Jennings 
Ald J .  M.  Fisher W ' · Ald M.  V. Robinson i 1.' � J 
!i� John-G±-l±ean 
C � Ut. I FCoP ��-er l!J ,  ?J · �-
C.  Bonner , , , , CR C ,  Bonner 
Ald -E-loyd Flack� ).;11 tit "( /l),:; 7'/1 t'9 Tr J, M. Fisher 
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CITY OF ROCKWOOD (Roane) -E- 52345 F,,Yr .6/30 Elec.6/65 Phone 354-0163 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. ; at City Hall 








Russell E. Simmons 
John Ho Albertson, Jr . 
William H.  Haren 
Howard Butler 
L,, G. McCluen 










c. A. Harmon 
Fred Eachus, Jr . 
J. H.  Albertson, Sr. 
Hollus Lo Knight 
Willard W. Wilson 
Donald P. Yates 
Ned C .  Monger , 'kJ!U.� w ,  -w.J.<J,(;-;l I 
TOWN OF ROGERSVILLE Hawkins -E- 618 FoYr.2 l Eleco2 64 Phone 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 pom. , at City Hall N.S 1-..5- ts. </- Rtr� 












W. F. (Bill ) Phipps 




'.W'"'. /-ds-t.9 I I  .J-&-t/ 
_,._'M.,"""' iao:ln'<.l rV (}k �-Z- (l-n/) .,,_,....,.., ..... a- A:) ' 11 , 
CIJJ ' J/\,C/)\,b () ' ._, I  I f j ( , 
. ., l.. . ) J�.-D-.-MaF-ion ()i · ·, . , �· - ' , FC 
HaP±ey-Fi-ora,-Jr. e }. (.;. ·.�" I I i....ScS 
Reed Terry � 1 SS 
Mebr.in-.ilone.s. ,_Jr . ill.1 �1.-' 'o" ct , sww 
H.-B-rli�R 9 . �mo..-<-/J CD 
I .  D.  Price Lib 
RBCh 
-�rank-Howe w-<.-L l Vi-<-'L' 'o 
L. L. Barker 
Noah Britton, Jr. 
Ben Ao  Cunningham 
J. D.  Marion 
F. H.  Farris 
Fred A.  Berry 
Mrs .  J. M. Summers 
Bill Davis 
First Friday each month, :00 p .m. , at Rossville Savings Bank .Ln n.t.Ai�t.lt 





' � J. w. �- ll · 1(. i/7�� ol 
A,.-K,..-Mou:.ison � ?AJ, ��� 
£ • ¥.-€lmmbei"s >-J • IJ -}  





s. R .  Bulle 
-��a�F ��
e
�li.am- W · Q. J llrJ5;� 
M. Lo Baker 
TOWN OF RUTHERFORD (Gibson) -W- 983 F.Yr .5/31 Elec .5/65 Phone 665-5085 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Mayor T .  B.  Karnes Ald Albert Barton 
Ald Fred P. Elrod Atty Gayle Malone* 
Ald Paul Morris CR-SWW Fred P.  Elrod 
Ald Mack Tate SS J.  R .  Norman 
Ald J.  R .  Norman FC Crockett Bell 
*Address : Trenton, Tennessee 
TOWN OF RUTLEDGE (Grainger) -E- 793 F .Yr . 6/30  Elec . Phone TA 8-3111 . 
First Saturday each month, 3 :  00 p .m. , at City Office fJf! - /� - ;> 9- 6>:;; I) A 8- Js l - v lJ 
Ma JI /,- I ,, ;.,J.vJµ.,;;t a ,  'nta.t.� (Ck:Z(,.-;,.!J) yor Eau E. Shirley_ C11w.JJ· "' ,. '-1 ,.., • • eR �eee:-k;-:Ba:rrteJ: o 
V-May ..Coy�I:iyons /JIJV'v<.0 JQ,Ul\.t' (' < ' Atty W. I.  Daniel 
CoilIDl R .  N. Turley Mgr Harry J.  Lawrence 
SWW Millard Greenlee SS Lee E .  Cate 
TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hardin) -W- 397 F . Yr .6/30 Elec . Phone 













L. E. Willis 
Cecil Smith 
J. J. Rippy 
TOWN OF SAMBURG (Obion) -W- 451 F .Yr ,11/1 Elec .ll/63 Phone 















TOWN OF SARDIS (Henderson) -W- 274 F .Yr . 6/29 Elec.8/66 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Riley Stanfill Ald J. A .  Hanna 
Ald Charles Creasy CR-TA J,  H .  Jones 
Ald Claude Phillips Atty Joe C ,  Davis 
Ald G.  M. Stanfill CoP 
Ald Van Smith 
TOWN OF SAUI.SBURY (Hardeman) -W- 141 
No regular meetings held 
F.  Yr .12/31 Elec . Phone 
Mayor w .  E .  Floyd Ald E.  J ,  Cox 
Ald c .  E. Cox Ald R�EJlle.PSGil-
Ald u .  c .  Daniel CR C. E .  Cox 
Ald w. B. Wells 
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e
�li.am- W · Q. J llrJ5;� 
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First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City HaJ.l 












A. R .  Neighbors 
Bebby-Adkiss·en R. 7 / Jc- • v I'� ' i  
D.  Rayburn Tyler 
John J. Ross 












� t Mrs.-Frank-MeG4.-a1e..y tl/;to �  
J.  W. McCoy . _ 
Le-Pey-HCTJ::l:t>way �  7J t�<-l� 
Rebe�as..on 1�- I' ta .d ld  
(Decatur & . 
TOWN OF SCOTTS HILL Henderson) ·-w- 298 F.Yr .6/30 Elec.8/64 Phone 549-7727 
First Wednesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. ,,, at Tarlton ' s  Store 
Mayor A. C .  Tarlton Ald R .  C. Perkins 
Ald P. T. Clenney Ald Bill Snider 
Ald Carey Johnson Ald Fred Hughes 
Ald Glenn Helms Atty Samuel L. Duck 
Ald Ess Crosser CR A. c. Tarlton 
Friday after first Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 ��k4 .. nv u.-.v 1: f1-t,J 









I , ' ..!!' E- :W-ilkinson ,_;,, l ' /I I rt.-. FC 
-Go-C0- Smith ldf.,l'J ( ,: 1 /, �J d�r· & PCCh 
T.  E. Buf'ord , . ) SS Drc •- T . -R,  Barr B(> " /, ,  "' < • SWW 
Lee Jones ' CD 
, I I, ' I George E .  Weatherford N . ,:J. l1 ,,, . CoP 
�mi-th jJa. l • ( . '-'· . <. / ;.  /: I  1•t1 ,J RBCh (1 I ·I Glenn-C.-Wh>ttlow- l '1t. c c  ( ·, f< t1 1 , ,, .L./ 
C .  D .  Ammons 
T .  R .  Barr 
T. E .  Buf'ord 
Arch Whitaker 
J. Louis Adams ') Go-It;-i3rtWdm" < • 1. 1�r 
W. L. Moore 
TOWN OF SEVIERVILLE (Sevier) -E- 2,890 F .Yr .12/31 Elec.5/65 Phone 453-2742 
Second and fourth Monday each month,,, 7 :00 p.m.,  at City Hall 









Roy C .  Newman 
J.  Cliff Davis 
Dr . R .  A. Broady 
Hugh E. Trotter 
Fred c. Lawson 
Joe W. Dockery 










Manson Lo Ogle 
Rex Ingle 
K. Rawlings 1 Jr . 
Ho C .  Blair 
Thurman Ownby 
Fred c .  Lawson 
Gene Catlett 










Dr . Robert Moore 
CR W. W. Roberts 
-SWW"--���-1Giea.n - Sul-JA..van.. 
Mar Robert Vickers 
CD Jerry Cannon 
CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford) -M- 10,466 F.Yr.8/31 Elec .  Phone 684-2691 
First Tuesday each monthp 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City HaJ.l fl ""'  S L  S 1 () - ? 'i - lb �  
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, aJ.l yea:r 
Mayor William D.  Copeland UBCh 
Coun o. Lee Blanton Atty 
Coun Howard Nichols CoP 
Coun Lloyd Lo Payne FC 
Coun Fred J. Taylor SU 
Coun Shields W. Rambo,,, Jr . RD 
· Coun John A.  Boutwell 'I'r 
Mgr-CR-Jg Albert W. Moulder CD 
SS Roy C. Womble Eng 
RBCh ,ll!,ped-J....-Tay-lor /.// l BI \, -( .· I t.) 
Second Monday each month,,, 7 :  5 p.m.,  at Town Hall NS 








C .  A. Thomas 
Alfred E. Smith 
Eugene Glaze, Jr. 
CaJ.vin Baird 
NeaJ. C. Bennett 
c .  A. Thomas 









John C. Shofner 
Clarence A.  Wheeler 
John W. Foster 
Theron A. Bracey 
I -�'r e.(J_, -E14-CGGper · / • 
Hixson Pugh 
J.  E.  Rowe 
/ ( 
V. A. Cline 
Wayne Cartwright 
Phone 886-21 
Joseph Co  Wagner ,, ., / v. � /'� -R-.-�Kell..,-Sro , · ,. � · 
�ohn-W..- 1'.eerson, . 7, ,;,A� Co  H. Anderton �\/ l' . .. �-
�av±ds0a 
MisS--Macy;..Jiill-Zeigler tlfo?d (J, 
Robert A. Bass .· Att..tL 
TOWN OF SILERTON (Hardeman) -W� 84 
Third Monday each .month1 7 : 30 p.m.,  
F .Yr.6/30 Elec.1/64 Phone 
at Schoolhouse 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald o. J. Hopper 
Ald J. R .  Fitts Ald Ao E. Fitts 
Ald J. s .  Mccann CR A. E. Fitts 
Ald J. L .  Beshiers Mar Co P. Siler 
Ald James Wo Cupplies SS J. B. Weaver 
Ald J. B. Weaver 
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First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City HaJ.l 
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61 
TOWN OF SLAYDEN Dickson -M- 101 F .  Yr . l Elec . 4 6. Phone 2 Vanleer 










Verlie Suggs � "'i9ri:e Bwing'ie 4· V. 
Odie Proctor 
TOWN OF SMITHVILLE (DeKalb) -M- 2,348 F.Yro6/30 Elec.2/65 Phone 595-4745 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p ',,m. , at City Hall 












J. A. Hobson 
W o  H .  Smith, Sr o 







TOWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) -M- 3,612 FoYr.7/31 







John s. Ridley 
S ilas Coleman 
Thurman Francis 
w . R .  Culbertson 








B . · E .  Thomag.of. 
� 
tj'o-F o Roy- " · YT/: 
Go D.  Hendrixson 
Billy Hooper 
R8.lph Wood 
Elec.  Phone 459-2323 
Howard L. Coleman 
Robert Joyner 
w. E .  Carter 
Eugene Odom 
Whitney Stegall 
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE (Hancock) -E- 799 F .Yr. 6/30  Elec.6/65 Phone 2241 
Second Tuesday each month, 5 : 30 p .m. , at Turner ' s  Drug Store 




Charles W. Turner 
Truett Ho Pierce 
E .  o .  Parkey 
Mrso  Arkie L. Seal 








Mrs . Arkie L. Seal 
Paul Campbell 
Lon Winstead 
Howard W. Rhea 
Alvin Yo Turner 
TOWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette) -W- 1,820 F . Yr . 6/1 Elec.4/64 Phone 465-3379 Second Monday· each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorder ' s  office 
· 








I .  P. Yancey 
J. P .  Morton 
James w. Freeland 
Lebert Howse 
R .  C.  Harris 








D .  Do Parsons 
Clay McCarley 
Hugh Starks 
Jo T .  Greer, Jr. 
Dr . J. w. Morris 
B .  Haddad 
. 
TOWN OF SOUTH CARTHAGE Smith -M- 61 . F . Yr.  7 31 Elec.  8 64 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. s> at Waggoner Oi
.
l Company � "711 
Phone l J 
Mayor 
Ald 
Ald . .  
Melvin HeWitt Ald T_ n_n . t I C) I -"".--.r>e-Qartero)�t/ \Tt1.-6-Pd:t Ald �Ghn Rigsby . JI C l k '(/tvmto1..T 
John C .  Waggoner, Sr . 
J.  L. �i;.�goner • • 'trJM. /(  'm"� 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON (Opion) -W- 2,512 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.12/63 Phone 116 
F;'�r�� MonP..i;i.y each month, 7. :00 p .m. , at City Hall �rff./ C-t'.a.1 � · ' �  · 5, t:J 
� ........ C-<-!� m�e· 3 3-&cf I " " , ,  0 4-��,1,1J I 
Mayor Mil ton Counce W.· W· Ct(.vtkµv,l ·""Atty �F-i-eJ.ds t{J�{ J!V.fr-
Coun 0..-I:r..-Bushat:t . {.( \-J.Jt»,,,v /I Ir h ' '  CR Mrs .  Emily Dame � 
Coun H�old Heuderson,-J:-r .  � � 4�P Elmer Mans:field 
Coun . .. .  �G L La.mascus d /3 . ) 7L., , FC - D PW Neal Clinard 
Coun Rex Ruddle 
� ) R&<J:aR�-
Coun R .  D.  Matthews SG Jones Dickerson 
Coun O ' Neal Jones 9a l�,.v &:_, v CD I:: Marvin S�d�rs b � SWW John Cruce D PW /lt, P.,(,   











L. W. Loyd 
Paul Braden (CH) 
Leonard Wynne (CFin) 
Dr , Wm. Headrick (CP, CF) 
Parker Layne (CPW) 
, Rall'h-A-o-Keewn- /!1.- '..L. /· i, , 
John Cullom 
Sam Dodson 
Clayton w. Watts 










j) !I  
R .  R .  Carter 
E.  D .  Burrow 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs .  Joe Kirkpatrick 
w� H.  Graham II ,, . , � 
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I .  P. Yancey 
J. P .  Morton 
James w. Freeland 
Lebert Howse 
R .  C.  Harris 








D .  Do Parsons 
Clay McCarley 
Hugh Starks 
Jo T .  Greer, Jr. 
Dr . J. w. Morris 
B .  Haddad 
. 
TOWN OF SOUTH CARTHAGE Smith -M- 61 . F . Yr.  7 31 Elec.  8 64 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. s> at Waggoner Oi
.
l Company � "711 
Phone l J 
Mayor 
Ald 
Ald . .  
Melvin HeWitt Ald T_ n_n . t I C) I -"".--.r>e-Qartero)�t/ \Tt1.-6-Pd:t Ald �Ghn Rigsby . JI C l k '(/tvmto1..T 
John C .  Waggoner, Sr . 
J.  L. �i;.�goner • • 'trJM. /(  'm"� 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON (Opion) -W- 2,512 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.12/63 Phone 116 
F;'�r�� MonP..i;i.y each month, 7. :00 p .m. , at City Hall �rff./ C-t'.a.1 � · ' �  · 5, t:J 
� ........ C-<-!� m�e· 3 3-&cf I " " , ,  0 4-��,1,1J I 
Mayor Mil ton Counce W.· W· Ct(.vtkµv,l ·""Atty �F-i-eJ.ds t{J�{ J!V.fr-
Coun 0..-I:r..-Bushat:t . {.( \-J.Jt»,,,v /I Ir h ' '  CR Mrs .  Emily Dame � 
Coun H�old Heuderson,-J:-r .  � � 4�P Elmer Mans:field 
Coun . .. .  �G L La.mascus d /3 . ) 7L., , FC - D PW Neal Clinard 
Coun Rex Ruddle 
� ) R&<J:aR�-
Coun R .  D.  Matthews SG Jones Dickerson 
Coun O ' Neal Jones 9a l�,.v &:_, v CD I:: Marvin S�d�rs b � SWW John Cruce D PW /lt, P.,(,   











L. W. Loyd 
Paul Braden (CH) 
Leonard Wynne (CFin) 
Dr , Wm. Headrick (CP, CF) 
Parker Layne (CPW) 
, Rall'h-A-o-Keewn- /!1.- '..L. /· i, , 
John Cullom 
Sam Dodson 
Clayton w. Watts 










j) !I  
R .  R .  Carter 
E.  D .  Burrow 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs .  Joe Kirkpatrick 
w� H.  Graham II ,, . , � 




TOWN OF SPARTA (White) -M- 4,510'. F .Yr .5/1 Elec.4/65 Phone 836-3535 
First and third Friday each month, 7 :00 p.m.,  at City Hall 











Wilfred Mills CoP 
w. D. Cooper FC 
Alvin Carter HOff 
Jim Floyd ScS 
Clure Brown SS 
R .  L .  C!.'osslin I r.J. . crJ TA 
J.-w.-Ga-yee� JI, -'71Ar7� CD 
Lucius Camp RBCh 
Gleason Officer RD 
J. D .  Holder 
William Hickey 
Oscar Bennett 
Dr .  Charles A. Mitchell 
Charles Golden 
c. L, .\lt!lmr G>tut..t . .J4..fJ1>1f � 
T. Stanton Hale 
Elbert Hill Eller 
Clure Brown 111 , �ank±e G:i:oems- /..JU,1- I� 













f..)J '' f./ I 
Burton Delong 
J. H. Ward 
Curtis Templeton 
H. L. Hollingsworth 
,f ��cv\.� o!�C-1(�) 
. TOWN OF SPRING CITY (Rhea) -E- 1,800 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .7/64 Phone 6441 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 3q p .m. , at Municipal Building 







Allen w .  Boles 
W. C .  Robinson 
Fred English 
Glenn Metts 
w .  P.  Lyons 








C .  P. Swafford 
Raymond Powers 
Perry Ferguson 
J. B .. Torbett 
H ..  R • Fowma.n 
Lyn Thompson . 1 .u.. 
h"Jl),o. Cf-'- /3 . ..2<),-"1.-{� 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 689 F .Yr.12/31 Elec.5/65 Phone HU 6-2252 
First' Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall R� 5- ;; q ... �L/ 







R .  B. Toone 
Wilson Daniels 
Billy Evans 









Ben Andrews, Jr . 
Herman Thompson 
David Dalton 
J. B. Grimes 
Ed Whitwell 
Luther Dalton 
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD Robertson -M-










J.  Travis Price (CFin,CP)  
Richard Roark (CPW{ CF) E. M. Beck (CE1 CH) 
Ernest M. Dillard 
w .  P.  Bryant, Jr. 
C .  H. Hancock, Jr . 
Tom English 
W.  Boyce Smith 










W. Royce Williams -7/L ·-� e.Byron-F.  -J0hrrsdn �/1 ':]L  Sue D.  Taylor · �.._....-¥ 
Earl Burrow 
Dr. Jae� Gunn 
Fred H.  Schott 
Raleigh Weaver 
Phillip Bell, Jr. 
l<J . )). .  � � 
rn 
CITY OF ST. JOSEPH (Lawrence) � 547 F .Yr .l/l Elec.11/64 Phone 853-3406 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 00  p .m. ,  at Sanford Springer ' s  office 
� 0 .  B. Roberson Mgr R .  L .  Bryan �= J�(l)V.,.f1r. Sanford Springer CR John Jackson 
Comm U Ernest Evers FC Walter Shelton 
SWW Clyde Moore Tr Wannell Hunt 
Atty Locke & Holtsford* 
*Address :  Lawrenceburg, Tennessee 
TOWN OF STANTON (Haywood) -W- 458 F .Yr .6/30 Elec.3/64 Phone LI 8-2235 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m. ,  at Mayor ' s  office 






't 7h� , £µ ,  
Peelm:, JI;., . . 1 .,YI IYll'I ".," CR �B'� !/� ' ' ' ' .. . ;wi Atty 
W.  E .  Bedford a 1 Mar 
1-r-So-Mc-eO""cl S:r:. •. 7� � .. i.r1e1�c 
Floyd R .  Stuart SS-SWW 
C, 1}\ 
TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins) -E- 1,132 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .l/65 Phone 









, G .  A.  Golden 












J. L. Mauk 
J.  L. Mauk 
J. E. Taylor 
Winfield B.  Hale, Jr .* 
Farley Nelms 
Carroll Raines 
f)(./) 1./7 /1b�t-rL c..-/ 
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rn 
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't 7h� , £µ ,  
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J. L. Mauk 
J.  L. Mauk 
J. E. Taylor 
Winfield B.  Hale, Jr .* 
Farley Nelms 
Carroll Raines 
f)(./) 1./7 /1b�t-rL c..-/ 
CITY OF SWEETWATFR (Monroe) -E- 42145 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 6/65 Phone 6151 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Telford A. Lowry.? M.D. CR 
V-May Thomas R • Haun Atty 
Comm c .  A. Waymier (CFin ) BI 
Comm D .  N .  McQuiddy FC 
Comm D .  H .  Seiler SG-SWW 
Comm J .  E. WalJ.ace (CF, CP) PCCh 
ScS E. C .  Dougherty EMgr 
CoP Joe R .  Wilson PBCh 
J. G. Engleman 
William E. Howe 
Gordon Presle� EEl-Headersmr �Mn 
Clarence Browder 
James Pedigo 
S • J. Randall 
Glenn Mason 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne) -E- 1,302 F . Yr.6/30 Elec .12/63 Phone 626-300J 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p.m. , at Courthouse �� .d,1 · �;.. 1j:!j: �� f 
.Ald Ar.ch-Eldr.idge 'Af, , f · • : / � � J Mayor E.  J.  Hardin, III 
V-May ' Hugh Welch 
Ald -Go-Do-Sharp·Q ' , ' .'. w' 
AJ.d Delbert W.  Brooks .� . t, "\ ' ' ( x 1 ' Ald Ra..y-Nee1.-y 1:1 11 • W d .. lL'-1 , · .� , ,  
�rrr; �dba,,n,, K. ,R.Jf& 11't'/&v 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monr9e) -E- 794 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at 
Ald Matt Young 
,. CR Douglas Overton 
CD ., ,  William R .  Stan�ifer 
PCCh Lawrence Duncan 
F .:J...r .9/1 Elec .9/63 Phone 3-3000 
City Hall J.., vlf 
Mayor JYa J teJ? W. Hu:a-t' � J.JUi, CR B .  L .  White 
Ald Charles Wynn Atty J. D .  Lee* 
Ald Clarence Berry CoP J. B. Wear 
AJ.d Vernon Plemons CD Ruben Buckner 
AJ.d -et1ar les HeJ..l FC James Hooper 
Ald Will Cobb 
*Address : Madisonville, Tennessee 
TOWN OF TENNESSEE RIDGE (Houston) -M- 324 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . Phone 











TOWN OF TIProNVHJ..E (Lake) -W- 2,068 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 6/65 Phone 253-7182 
First Tuesday each month, '( : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall N(lle. •. R iv  q. I P ·  <P 'f 
Billy Donnell 


















Damon King , 
Ralph-Par-ks W d J. '  · / <. " ' l 
W .  E. Richardson -re , /P)rvJ -tnf J.� vf1JtV,_ul-1V 
66 
TOWN OF TOONE (Hardeman) -W- 202 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec , Phone 





A. E. Smith 
E .  F .  Murdaugh 
c .  M .  Foote 




Luther P. Smith 
J .  L. Jones 
TOWN OF TOWNSEND (Blount) -E- 283 F.Yr . 6/1 Elec .5/65 Phone 448-2260 













S. P. McNeill • 
M-r-A.. Gav-n&P- f<a.lp,/v � 
TOWN OF TRACY CITY (Grundy:) -M- 1,577 F . Yr .7/31 Elec. Phone 592-3371 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








J.J •  
Fritz11Flury 




Byron D .  Mayes 







John H.  Marable tJ _/ 
Arthur-Meek-a t?< . /!. 4,evTu;c,� 
Carl Crisp 
Everette J .  Hampton ,,;i 
Ed-Gan�l /� r�c.J 
Earl Geary 













day ai'ternoon, Easter through September 
DennisA Page Eng-EMgr w .  Y. Howell 
Glen Hurt FC Horace May 
Clyde Page HOff Dr . M. D .  Ingram 
-E-a 'Po Ifulg J&-1,. .  ?-<. . /.J. )J. d"'; ,,,,.._J PBCh Glen Hurt 
Hebert-Holman· Iv ' � · SS Clyde Page Ii Edward C .  Tilghman Lib LeeHe--W.-Smi-tlr 71)""" · '1/.ra.-,i1-t,;/f;,0"�' v 
Billy H.-'l'ay.lor �t 1• i,,J, l '  .... CD J� en 'f?J.(,;,,.,, �. �ttfiL', 9-z, 
Evelyn w .  Harwood PCCh Joe H. Wilson 
Robert P. Ada.ms 
67 
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66 
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67 
TOWN OF TREZEVANT (Carroll) -W- 944 F.Yr .3/26 Elec .3/64 Phone 669-4831 






-W.-F.-Wa-3:keT 91-f 2<.k Ck:t v Ald 
Andrew Crossett CR 
-R&ymeaa-F!os'\:ler 'rf<. k:J. ( fAu ... 0 11  .. .J CoP 
Itobert-E..-Meunt r/d,i•t< ;L t2/d-nJ.) FC 
-Sam Bo w1111ams .___ 
Charles Yates 
Ar'5hur A:r-f!i�-,-J.P. 9011 1V d! /d.t,,;7')11� 
D .  R .  Akin 
Charles Foster 
TOWN OF TRIMBLE D er -W- 81 F .  Yr . 0 Elec.  9 63 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.mo,  at City Hall v'\IO..I, �· 1- 1-"3 
Mayor .Je£.a-R....-M00re C,/, u-(, ,__,. l1 ., ; ) CoP-FC �eeney f)/\-u.L ,<lrolc-nv 
Ald John Asbridge , 1 - ScS Marion Carroll 
Ald .Llo..yd-McManus l; ,  ·i , \_?o1Q c.� SWW John Asbridge 
Ald FeJ?d-W.r-igh-t d..u-rt.cv1 cL 8:• f.'' v TA H. J. Coffer 
Ald Reed-Wal�ton Av1.l< A -6.t"-� ' · SS _ IJoyd McManue- � �t-J.... "AJ 
CR E.-E Clri-ldl'es ei' It . 11 ·, PCCh Claude Thompson, Jr � 
A I b ( ( ' "') l f) () , 1, , 0 { 
CITY OF TROY (Obion) -W- 587 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.5/65 Phone 932-3521 
First Thursday each . month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 







W.  G.  Scott 
.htnies II. Baker 
O .  C .  Berry 
Charles Bright 
Jake Pryor 







C. W. Hart 1 d_ -��ey 9-· l) .  CJ.wvf'LJ 
Ho  L.  Vaughn 
w. G. Scott 
Everett Watson 
Robert Fowlkes 
CITY OF TULLAHOMA (Coffee) -M- 12,242 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec . Phone 455-2648 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at Municipal Building .2.,u.U_ ,  � 1:>-;o.IP. � /U-«-<..o _, t' , ;;> I ,., {p '.f 
Mayor �r. Jack T. F�r J¥1/)J,,0dfJpw-BI 
AJ.d E. C .  Matthews SU 
-Ald V-m(l•,1 .  Ja.mes-H-:-Fetm"S 9. f31VH1d1 '?IJ�coP 
Ald U E. Lillard Stone FC 
Ald T .  L. Fletcher HOff 
Ald O.  B .  Carroll ScS 
Ald G. Nelson Forrester PBCh 
CR-Jg Miss Alice Berry PCCh 
Atty Charles F .  Hickerson .RBCh 
RD Fred Grider, Jr. 
68 
Grady E.  McBride 
A.  H.  Sanders 
Eraz.i&" - McEwen . (Bl u C .:;1-:-; I I,.,� ...... 
Frank E.  Norman 
Dr . Elizabeth Kirby-Smith 
Dr , Ralph Evans 
L.  L. Poe I I. 
.Ra.y-Cepe-1and- W · 9· /JW>�/-:Pf­
F.  A.  Greene, Jr. 
CITY OF TUSCULUM (Greene) -E- 1,804 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 6/65 Phone 











CITY OF UNION CITY (Obion) .-W- 8,837 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.11/64 Phone 885-1341 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 00  p .m. , at City Hall 













James L.  Rippy 
Dixon Willia.ms 
Hollis Oseman 
Charles H .  Adams 
Dave M. Shatz 
Dr. Alfred M.  Creswell 
W. B. Robinson 
W .  David Frizzell 
Miss Mildred Roberts 
George C .  Cloys 
John King 












TOWN OF VANLEER Dickson -M- 2 4 F . Yr.12 1 Elec .  






R .  L. Smith 






TOWN OF VIOLA (Warren) -M- 206 F .  Yr. Elec .  








TOWN OF WARTRACE Bedford -M- 4 F . Yr . 12 l Elec .  
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Town Hall 






Roscoe L .  Stephens Ald 
Joe-eo-Ash:l::ey r"w vJ .  aJuvJ CR 
· :A:La.n-Bomar 8'.,v In· .',,.,., 1.,lr,, '-iv FC 
Gust Johnson , · CoP 
�} I 1 /) ,1 (1...lu ,I f! 
69 
.J.i=m-Pryg �� ��Iv/�· 
M.  L .  Pinkston 
Charles Quillin 
Eh:ncst C!'a:l:-g-�-ndyv 






J. T .  Witherspoon 
Phone 2 21 
Oliver Cunningham 





� .. r,6 � vJn� 
Phone 8 -6144 
V-1"rgt-l-A.-Wr;i;ght fJa. • ..fi<,1r l3.a·i,.1t4L 
J.  c.  Dillingham u 
William A. Odle 
A. D .  Ferrell 
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Ald John Asbridge , 1 - ScS Marion Carroll 
Ald .Llo..yd-McManus l; ,  ·i , \_?o1Q c.� SWW John Asbridge 
Ald FeJ?d-W.r-igh-t d..u-rt.cv1 cL 8:• f.'' v TA H. J. Coffer 
Ald Reed-Wal�ton Av1.l< A -6.t"-� ' · SS _ IJoyd McManue- � �t-J.... "AJ 
CR E.-E Clri-ldl'es ei' It . 11 ·, PCCh Claude Thompson, Jr � 
A I b ( ( ' "') l f) () , 1, , 0 { 
CITY OF TROY (Obion) -W- 587 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.5/65 Phone 932-3521 
First Thursday each . month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 







W.  G.  Scott 
.htnies II. Baker 
O .  C .  Berry 
Charles Bright 
Jake Pryor 







C. W. Hart 1 d_ -��ey 9-· l) .  CJ.wvf'LJ 
Ho  L.  Vaughn 
w. G. Scott 
Everett Watson 
Robert Fowlkes 
CITY OF TULLAHOMA (Coffee) -M- 12,242 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec . Phone 455-2648 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at Municipal Building .2.,u.U_ ,  � 1:>-;o.IP. � /U-«-<..o _, t' , ;;> I ,., {p '.f 
Mayor �r. Jack T. F�r J¥1/)J,,0dfJpw-BI 
AJ.d E. C .  Matthews SU 
-Ald V-m(l•,1 .  Ja.mes-H-:-Fetm"S 9. f31VH1d1 '?IJ�coP 
Ald U E. Lillard Stone FC 
Ald T .  L. Fletcher HOff 
Ald O.  B .  Carroll ScS 
Ald G. Nelson Forrester PBCh 
CR-Jg Miss Alice Berry PCCh 
Atty Charles F .  Hickerson .RBCh 
RD Fred Grider, Jr. 
68 
Grady E.  McBride 
A.  H.  Sanders 
Eraz.i&" - McEwen . (Bl u C .:;1-:-; I I,.,� ...... 
Frank E.  Norman 
Dr . Elizabeth Kirby-Smith 
Dr , Ralph Evans 
L.  L. Poe I I. 
.Ra.y-Cepe-1and- W · 9· /JW>�/-:Pf­
F.  A.  Greene, Jr. 
CITY OF TUSCULUM (Greene) -E- 1,804 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c . 6/65 Phone 











CITY OF UNION CITY (Obion) .-W- 8,837 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.11/64 Phone 885-1341 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 00  p .m. , at City Hall 













James L.  Rippy 
Dixon Willia.ms 
Hollis Oseman 
Charles H .  Adams 
Dave M. Shatz 
Dr. Alfred M.  Creswell 
W. B. Robinson 
W .  David Frizzell 
Miss Mildred Roberts 
George C .  Cloys 
John King 












TOWN OF VANLEER Dickson -M- 2 4 F . Yr.12 1 Elec .  






R .  L. Smith 






TOWN OF VIOLA (Warren) -M- 206 F .  Yr. Elec .  








TOWN OF WARTRACE Bedford -M- 4 F . Yr . 12 l Elec .  
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Town Hall 






Roscoe L .  Stephens Ald 
Joe-eo-Ash:l::ey r"w vJ .  aJuvJ CR 
· :A:La.n-Bomar 8'.,v In· .',,.,., 1.,lr,, '-iv FC 
Gust Johnson , · CoP 
�} I 1 /) ,1 (1...lu ,I f! 
69 
.J.i=m-Pryg �� ��Iv/�· 
M.  L .  Pinkston 
Charles Quillin 
Eh:ncst C!'a:l:-g-�-ndyv 






J. T .  Witherspoon 
Phone 2 21 
Oliver Cunningham 





� .. r,6 � vJn� 
Phone 8 -6144 
V-1"rgt-l-A.-Wr;i;ght fJa. • ..fi<,1r l3.a·i,.1t4L 
J.  c.  Dillingham u 
William A. Odle 
A. D .  Ferrell 
CITY OF WATAUGA Carter -E- O F .  Yr. 1 Ele c .  Phone WA 8- 201 Johnson Cit 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at Watauga School 
Mayor Wiley H .  Blevins Atty M. S .  Bangs 
V-May Charles Fair CoP Willard Gibson 
Comm Mrs .  Anna Lou Carr TA James Phipps 
Mgr w .  E. Reel PI Walter Bennett 
CR G. W .  Lane SS Denver Blevins 
Jg J .  H .  Shipley BI Floyd Fair 
CITY OF WATERTOWN (Wilson) -M- 919 F .Yr .12/31 Elec.12/63 Phone 237-9781 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall c/' ...e_.,/n:i__,� � ,  I J - d �  - U. .S  









George W .  Griffith Mar Webster Lewis 
Edsel Floyd . . , FC J. S o  Williams 
:.!!! . Ja easse-t-tA.c::v n1.l J ,c • /. ( 'X HOf'f James Robertson _, Jt. I.Liu 
Jildson-Lasa.ter ?n( l?h1 l� /),,_;\,v.l..: � ,...i SS-SWW . .s)f? D.ougJ as Ulmen JJVzk1,.1,,f (7')�? 
Carl Johnson Jg Frank Grooms 
J. H .  Chumbley CD Edsel Floyd 
Harold Loftis ScS J .  H .  Chwnbley 
Anna Mathis PCCh R o  C .  Vantrease 
TOWN OF WAVERLY {Humphre.l_sl -M- 2, 891 F .  Yr . 6/30 E:ec. 5/ 64 Phone 296-2101 









Dr. James Powers 
Paul E. Johnson 
Victor D. Asbury 
David Spencer 
R .  P.  White 
Lloyd McNeil 
T.  E. Bowman 








James T.  Porch 
Bruce Williams 




A. H. Conrad 
CITY OF WAYNESBORO (Wayne ) -M- 1,521 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.2/64 Phone 722-6412 






Joe H. Sevier, Jr . 
R o  D .  Beatty 
M .  L. Haggard 









R .  R .  Haggard, Jr . 
TOWN OF WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 865 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .11/64 Phone 
Third Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 







Dr. Thomas Carter 













TOWN OF WHITE BWFF (Dickson) -M- 486 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c .5/65 Phone 9174 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00  p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor J 8.llles Nash Ald 
Ald w. W. Herring FC 
Ald Bobby Jordan CD 
Ald Billy Cathey CR-TA 
Ald James Vandivort Mar 
Monroe Martin 
Zollie Bibb, Jr. 
J .  K. Sinclair (} I 
\'14±-l±am-E-;-Dtr ,,€;, :1 , �I Jud 
M. R .  Blanks 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE (Jefferson) -E- 1,035 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 6/65 Phone 674-2978 


















Richard Reed, Jr . 
Carl Snodderly 
T. J, Wtd-1 ffe..b-.. 
J.  A.  Fox 
Henry Surrett 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE (Hardeman) -W- 757 F . Yr . 1/31  Elec . l/64 Phone 4121 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at City Hall 







R .  P .  Bass, Jr . 
A.  C.  Sa.nnnons 
W .  T.  Crowder 
Dr . c .  c .  Freeland 
otis Dowdy 






*Addres s :  Bolivar, Tennessee 
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E.  C .  Williams 
J. w. Griffin 
E. J .  Harris* 
Sam Downey 
W .  H .  Wiles 
CITY OF WATAUGA Carter -E- O F .  Yr. 1 Ele c .  Phone WA 8- 201 Johnson Cit 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at Watauga School 
Mayor Wiley H .  Blevins Atty M. S .  Bangs 
V-May Charles Fair CoP Willard Gibson 
Comm Mrs .  Anna Lou Carr TA James Phipps 
Mgr w .  E. Reel PI Walter Bennett 
CR G. W .  Lane SS Denver Blevins 
Jg J .  H .  Shipley BI Floyd Fair 
CITY OF WATERTOWN (Wilson) -M- 919 F .Yr .12/31 Elec.12/63 Phone 237-9781 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall c/' ...e_.,/n:i__,� � ,  I J - d �  - U. .S  









George W .  Griffith Mar Webster Lewis 
Edsel Floyd . . , FC J. S o  Williams 
:.!!! . Ja easse-t-tA.c::v n1.l J ,c • /. ( 'X HOf'f James Robertson _, Jt. I.Liu 
Jildson-Lasa.ter ?n( l?h1 l� /),,_;\,v.l..: � ,...i SS-SWW . .s)f? D.ougJ as Ulmen JJVzk1,.1,,f (7')�? 
Carl Johnson Jg Frank Grooms 
J. H .  Chumbley CD Edsel Floyd 
Harold Loftis ScS J .  H .  Chwnbley 
Anna Mathis PCCh R o  C .  Vantrease 
TOWN OF WAVERLY {Humphre.l_sl -M- 2, 891 F .  Yr . 6/30 E:ec. 5/ 64 Phone 296-2101 









Dr. James Powers 
Paul E. Johnson 
Victor D. Asbury 
David Spencer 
R .  P.  White 
Lloyd McNeil 
T.  E. Bowman 








James T.  Porch 
Bruce Williams 




A. H. Conrad 
CITY OF WAYNESBORO (Wayne ) -M- 1,521 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.2/64 Phone 722-6412 






Joe H. Sevier, Jr . 
R o  D .  Beatty 
M .  L. Haggard 









R .  R .  Haggard, Jr . 
TOWN OF WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 865 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .11/64 Phone 
Third Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 







Dr. Thomas Carter 













TOWN OF WHITE BWFF (Dickson) -M- 486 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c .5/65 Phone 9174 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00  p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor J 8.llles Nash Ald 
Ald w. W. Herring FC 
Ald Bobby Jordan CD 
Ald Billy Cathey CR-TA 
Ald James Vandivort Mar 
Monroe Martin 
Zollie Bibb, Jr. 
J .  K. Sinclair (} I 
\'14±-l±am-E-;-Dtr ,,€;, :1 , �I Jud 
M. R .  Blanks 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE (Jefferson) -E- 1,035 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 6/65 Phone 674-2978 


















Richard Reed, Jr . 
Carl Snodderly 
T. J, Wtd-1 ffe..b-.. 
J.  A.  Fox 
Henry Surrett 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE (Hardeman) -W- 757 F . Yr . 1/31  Elec . l/64 Phone 4121 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at City Hall 







R .  P .  Bass, Jr . 
A.  C.  Sa.nnnons 
W .  T.  Crowder 
Dr . c .  c .  Freeland 
otis Dowdy 






*Addres s :  Bolivar, Tennessee 
71 
E.  C .  Williams 
J. w. Griffin 
E. J .  Harris* 
Sam Downey 
W .  H .  Wiles 
CITY OF WHITWELL (Marion) -E- l, 857 F. Yr .• 6/30 Elec .11/ 64 Phone 658-5210 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday all day, all year 
Mayor 
Carran 
Paul M. Dykes 
w. E. Turner 
Coilllll 
Mgr 
H .  J. Barber 
Robert Privett 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p.m. , at Municipal Building µ,/A.41./ , {_)�, 
�yor Clinton Swafford 
Ald George Huber 
Ald John Scott 
Ald Lynn Bean 
Ald. -Sam-Ha:lJ.- �CUL.cl 
-MitV- 1'11.uv- James Don Hall 
CRoSS I Parker Scharber 











J.  Bo Buchanan 
J. R .  Jordan 
Ernest Martin 
C .,  s .  Shelton 
TOWN OF WOODBURY (Cannon) -M- 1,562 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone 563-4221 


















Ha...rold-Smith 7 ! )() ,1-; ..., 
F.  M. Lester 
Dewey: Steae w� �.t.vtJ 
Marvin .Ienn4nes WI� CJ>a:J;i.U/2-1 
I I 
I 
• 
